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Abstract 

Detection of selective sweep in 

domesticated animal 
 

Sunjin Moon 

Department of Agricultural Biotechnology  

The Graduate School 

Seoul National University 

 

Animal breeders traditionally aim to domesticated animals by judging a 

combination of the qualitative and quantitative properties of them. It is 

not only the genetic constitutions responsible for the traits of interests 

but also the changes in gene pool directly selected against during 

domestication process.  With the next-generation sequencing, we aim 

to detect the recent selective sweep that has accelerated on the standing 

variation during domestication. We showed that the statistic based on 

FST and differences in sequence variability is likely the most powerful 

standard in detecting positive selection signatures against demographic 

history.  

In racing horses, the Thoroughbred is a recent breed, which has 

been artificially selected for structural and functional adaptation that 

contributes to athletic performance phenotypes. We conducted 

genomic-scan to detect highly divergent sites with reduced variability 

observed might contribute to the domestication of the racing horse 

lineage. We show three genetic pathways have been artificially selected 
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in the racing horse; the high degree of specialized in synapse functions 

made them to be more exquisite to controlling muscle, their skeletal 

muscles prepares to prevent cells from the exercise-induced DNA 

damage, and tight cell-cell junction helps to enhance communication in 

synapse in skeletal muscle. Thus, selection signatures found in this 

study offer picture of link between cellular mechanism and breeding of 

racing-performance. A brief breeding history of Thoroughbred provides 

an opportunity to trace the tempo and mode of domestication.  

 In pigs, maternal traits is an fundamental aspect of fitness is 

mammals. It is to note that reconstruction of domestication history can 

shed light on understanding the genetic basis for quantitative traits in 

pig. In this study, we aim to trace the operation of artificial selection for 

those maternal traits by detecting domesticated genes into two layers; a 

more primitive state of pig domestication when they introduced into 

human society and a more recent state of pig domestication progressed 

in breeding for quantitative traits such as more fertile and efficient 

characters. For selective sweep mapping takes advantage of the fact 

that strong positive selection is expected to leave a local footprint in 

form of reduced genetic diversity around selected locus when 

domesticated lineages were compared with their wild ancestor lineages. 

With the accurate estimation of single-nucleotide polymorphisms 

(SNP) probability for each site based on resequencing analysis, we 

found 420 potential domesticated genes underlying the maternal breeds 

through genome-wide analysis detecting selective sweeps that could be 

candidates of future genomic selection for breeding animals to enhance 

reproduction performance, and the network underlying maternal-traits 
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could provide a starting point for integration of regulatory network with 

quantitative genetic studies for unveiling the epistatic effect of genes 

influencing complex life-history traits, such as age at reproduction, 

infant growth rate, and metabolic syndrome risk traits. 

The results provide a first glimpse into the genome-wide 

distribution of positive selection, identifying high-priority candidates 

for positive selection without the dependence on existing knowledge of 

presumed biology. 

 

Keywords: animal breeding, domestication, selective sweep, 

demographic parameter, coalescent simulation 
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Chapter 1. Literature Review 
 

‘When we look to the individuals of the same variety or sub-variety of our 

older cultivated plants and animals, one of the first points which strikes us, is, 

that they generally differ much more from each other, than do the individuals 

of any one species or variety in a state of nature... this greater variability is 

simply due to our domestic productions having raised under conditions of life 

not so uniform as, and somewhat different from, those to which the parent-

species have been exposed under nature.’ 

 

-C.Darwin, the first paragraph of 《On the Origin of Species》 

 

 

1.1 Animal domestication 

 

1.1.1 History of domestication 

The problem of what is domestication is of continuing concern to geneticists. 

During the last century it was a subject which preoccupied Darwin, and the 

conclusions he came to about the origin of species were greatly influenced by 

his knowledge of animal breeding. Yet the process of domestication is still 

little understood and there are still arguments about its definition. However, 

domestication is both a cultural and a biological process.  It begins when 

animals are incorporated into the social structure of a human community and 

become objects of ownership, inheritance, purchase, and exchange. It is 

complete when the new population is permanently isolated from the wild 

species and its breeding, organization of territory, and food supply is under 

total human control. 

Since, humans seem to have expanded enormously from a small  

(~3,000,000) population present roughly 100,000 years ago (Harpending, 

Batzer et al. 1998), a picture can be built up of how and why domestication of 

livestock first took place in western Asia. Animal remains from 
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archaeological sites of 9000 years BP in the Levant show that the earliest 

Neolithic people obtained most of their meat from hunted gazelle, as they had 

done for thousands of years. These animals could be driven into enclosed 

areas or traps to be slaughtered, but whenever they were bunched up together 

they panicked. The climate was becoming more arid, wild herbivores were 

decreasing in numbers and plant foods were more difficult to collect. Family 

groups of hunter-gatherers began to settle around sources of water and to plant 

seeds gathered from local cereals. These had to be protected from wild gazelle 

and other grazing animals which were driven away.  

Once a small group of, saying Goats, had been cut off from the wild 

populations and enfolded into the human community the biological process of 

domestication began: the animals formed a founder group, which was 

changed over successive generations, at first in response to natural selection 

under the new regime imposed by the human community and its environment. 

During the period of early agricultural settlement, between about 9000 and 

5000 BP in different parts of the world, small numbers of livestock must have 

slowly diffused many thousands of miles until there were Goats, Sheep and 

Cattle over the whole of Europe and Asia, as well as in parts of Africa. 

The phenotypic variation that is observed within and among breeds of 

domestic animals is overwhelming compared with that observed in natural 

populations. Charles Darwin was the first to recognize that phenotypic 

diversity in crops and domestic animals because of artificial selection. 

Selective breeding has been going on for thousands of years and with 

increasing intensity during recent centuries. Over many generations and in 

large populations, has driven the accumulation of new mutations and the 

acceleration of standing variations with favourable phenotypic effects, 

resulting the development of alleles and haplotypes that differ by multiple 

functionally significant lineages. Although domesticates might initially have 

played only a small part in the economies of societies that were still largely 

based on hunting and gathering, they did provide a buffer against 

environmental uncertainties and thus a more secure and predictable 

subsistence base, which, in turn, enabled human societies to grow in size and 

to expand into new, more-challenging environments.  
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1.1.2 Characteristics of domestication process 

Reduction in size of the bones is the most obvious characteristic of nearly all 

early domestication. The animals would have become smaller as a natural 

response to the alteration in the feeding regime of captivity. Maybe the early 

farmers would have selected the smallest and most docile animals for a 

breeding stock and would have killed off large males that behaved in a 

dominant manner. The largest animals may also have been killed for meat, at 

around 2 years old.  

It has been known for half a century or more that domestic animals have 

relatively smaller brains than their wild counterparts, and it has been able to 

quantify the reduction in a large number of mammals (Hemmer 1990). This 

might be responsible for loss of perception in the domesticates and a lowering 

of reaction to stress. Lowering of the stress reaction also results from 

reduction in weight of the adrenal gland in many domesticates. Removal of 

the need to be constantly on guard against predators is perhaps the main factor 

that the animal has to become adapted to the new conditions of the human 

environment and its perceptions of the world around it,  called the 

‘merkwelt’, are much altered (Hemmer 1990).  

Neoteny is probably the best-known characteristic of domestication. 

Neoteny is the retention of juvenile characters and behavior into the adult 

domestic animal. All domestic animals show some degree of retention of 

juvenile characteristics. The Pekingese Dog can be one of extreme example of 

this feature that is selection for the appealing baby animal that solicits the 

‘cute response’. 

Probably one of the first effects of breeding in captivity is that the coat of 

domesticated animal becomes a single-colored. There is a close link between 

coat color and temperament. It is remembered that, throughout history, red-

headed people and chestnut horses have always had the reputation of being 

highly strung. 

Thus, with domestic animals, under artificial selection, this separation 

leads to the development of different breeds. A breed can be described as a 
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group of animals that has been selected by humans to possess a uniform 

appearance that is inheritable and distinguishes it from other groups of 

animals within the same species. A new breed is established by reproductive 

isolation and it becomes subject to genetic drift in the same way as a 

subspecies in the wild. A certain amount of inbreeding of the founders will 

maintain the phenotype while too much inbreeding will reduce fertility.  

Therefore, it should be accepted that domestication is a special form of 

evolution, and the study of all aspects of domestication is essential for the 

understanding of human and animal behavior and welfare (Cluttonbrock 

1992). 

 

1.2 Selective sweep 

 

1.2.1 Methods of detecting signatures of selection 

Reduced diversity of DNA polymorphisms in domesticates compared with 

those in wild progenitors can take two forms. There is often a genome-wide 

reduction in diversity – the ‘bottleneck’ of domestication – in which a subset 

of the genetic diversity found in the wild progenitor is retained in the 

domesticate, owing to the relatively small population that was initially 

domesticated. 

Speaking broadly, the most common approach to detect selective sweep is 

to ask whether patterns of polymorphism are compatible with the predictions 

of a particular population genetic model. Two models have been the most 

widely considered; an idealized model of a large, panmictic population 

experiencing no selection, called the ‘standard neutral model’ (Rosenberg and 

Nordborg 2002), and a selective sweep, where a beneficial mutation arises 

and moves quickly through the population, sweeping away linked neutral 

variability in closely linked regions (Smith and Haigh 1974; Kaplan, Hudson 

et al. 1989). Compared to the standard neutral model, the selective sweep 

model predicts reduced diversity, an excess of rare alleles. Historically, 

violations of the standard neutral model in directions predicted by a selective 

sweep (e.g., reduced variability, distortions in the distribution of 
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polymorphism frequencies or high levels of linkage disequilibrium) have been 

taken as evidence for recent positive selection (Parsch, Meiklejohn et al. 

2001; Harr, Kauer et al. 2002).  But, a rejection of the null model does not 

imply that any particular alternative model is accepted, and we therefore 

cannot rule out the possibility that rejecting the standard neutral model is due 

to a violation of any one of a number of assumptions of that model.  

Recently, NGS datasets have fostered the development of methods 

designed to distinguish the effects of locus specific selection, from those of 

demography, which will have genome-wide effects. Different test have used 

to detect selective sweeps. The simplest is a genome scan approach in which 

outlier loci are identified based on the empirical distribution. More 

sophisticated post hoc tests employ features of the polymorphic site frequency 

spectrum (SFS) and patterns of linkage disequilibrium (Kim and Stephan 

2002; Kim and Nielsen 2004) or combine these two approaches (Nielsen, 

Williamson et al. 2005).  

Strong directional selection in domestic animals has led to selective 

sweeps in which alleles at loci that underlie selected traits have increased 

markedly in their frequency. This process leads to a loss of heterozygosity in 

the flanking region owing to hitch-hiking. The hitchhiking mapping assumes 

that loci in the tails of an empirical distribution are the most likely to have 

undergone recent directional selection. Since this approach is not model based, 

strong assumptions need to be made about how frequent selection is in the 

genome. For example, if the frequency of selection in the genome is low 

relative to the density of markers surveyed, the tails of an empirical 

distribution will mostly contain false positives. At the other extreme, if recent 

selection is extremely common in the genome, limiting one’s focus to the tails 

of the distribution will cause many recent targets of selection to be missed. 

Thus, the hitchhiking mapping approach will work best when selection is rare, 

but not so rare (Teshima, Coop et al. 2006; Thornton and Jensen 2007), and 

only has power to identify regions that have experienced very recent and very 

strong positive selection on new mutations. It is formally possible that most 

outlier loci in empirical distributions are not unusual when a plausible 

demographic scenario is fit to the data. It is important whether a model of 
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demography-plus-selection is a better explanation for the data than 

demography alone (Li and Stephan 2006). 

An alternative approach in detecting selection involves the analysis of 

long-range haplotypes around a focal locus of interest, known as core 

haplotypes (Sabeti, Reich et al. 2002). This approach measures how unusual 

haplotypes around a given SNP are relative to the whole genome, and 

accounts for allele frequencies in the sample and variation in recombination 

rates. It is to note that tests based on haplotype structure are limited to 

detecting selection of a very specific nature, i.e., ongoing sweeps or recent 

balanced mutations. 

One of the most widely applied of sort of selection models that can be 

used in conjunction with hitchhiking mapping approaches is the composite 

likelihood ratio test (CLRT) (Kim and Stephan 2002). It uses the spatial 

pattern of variability in the SFS to estimate the location of the selective sweep 

and the magnitude of the selection coefficient. Various ways to extend this 

approach using patterns of linkage disequilibrium also have been explored 

(Kim and Nielsen 2004). A limitation of these approaches is that the null 

model might be rejected in favor of selection – even if the likelihood of the 

selection model is not particularly high (Jensen, Kim et al. 2005). It is worth 

noting that the hitchhiking mapping approach only has power to identify 

regions that have experienced very recent and very strong positive selection 

on new mutations. Additionally, these methods may be sensitive to 

assumptions regarding mutation rates and rates of recombination, which are 

assumed to be constant across the given region. 

Similar one based on a composite likelihood statistic calculated from the 

SFS has proposed. But it differ from previous methods in that the null 

hypothesis considered is not a specific population genetic model, but is 

derived from the background pattern of variation at a putatively neutral class 

of sites in the genome (Nielsen, Williamson et al. 2005). This method has 

improved upon many of the problems encountered by the previously proposed 

tests. It is robust to assumptions regarding recombination rate, it directly 

analyzes genomic scale data and thus does not depend on artificial 

assumptions. But, limitation is the choice of sites in the genome used as a 
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neutral reference, as is the limitation of all approaches based on using the 

background SFS. 

Since most of model based approaches undergoes critical to the issue of 

robustness to model assumptions. If selection acts on standing variation, then 

the effect of a selective sweep on patterns of linked, neutral variation is much 

weaker (Innan and Kim 2004; Przeworski, Coop et al. 2005). The rate at 

which selective sweeps occur in the genome is a fundamentally important 

parameter. If the rate of sweeps is low, there will simply be very few recent 

sweeps across the genome, and thus few sweeps that existing methods will 

have power to detect. On the other hand, if the rate of sweeps is high, then 

both outlier detection and methods testing for differences from the 

background SFS would be comparing selected loci to one another, resulting in 

a great loss of power. 

 

1.2.2 Candidate genes of selective sweep 

The identification of genes that cause monogenic traits is straightforward. The 

direct relationship between genotype and phenotype allows the gene 

responsible to be mapped with high resolution. This is well illustrated by 

some examples from domestic animals. For instance, the Halothane locus in 

pigs was one of the first trait loci to be characterized at the molecular level. A 

missense mutation in the pig RYR1 gene, which encodes a calcium channel 

that is expressed in skeletal muscle, causes MALIGNANT 

HYPERTHERMIA AND HALOTHANE SENSITIVITY in the homozygous 

condition (Fujii, Otsu et al. 1991). But, This mutation is also associated with 

high lean- muscle content (that is, more muscle and less fat). Strong selection 

for leaner pigs between 1960 and 1990 markedly increased the frequency of 

this mutation during that period. Other examples come from genes that 

influence the colour of domestic animals. The Dominant white allele in pigs is 

a particularly interesting example. Many domestic pigs are white because they 

lack melanocytes in the skin. The combined effect of a gene duplication and a 

splice mutation in the KIT gene causes dominant white-coat-colour in pigs 

(Marklund, Kijas et al. 1998). these mutations have pleiotropic effects on 

haematopoieses and the locus behaves as a QTL that influences the number of 
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red and white blood cells.  

Specifically, the region that a QTL is mapped to might contain too many 

plausible candidate genes and even several poorly characterized genes that 

cannot be excluded as candidates. The successful use of this approach is the 

identification of allelic variants at the PRKAG3 locus that encodes a subunit 

of AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK),an enzyme that has a key role in 

the metabolic regulation of eukaryotic cells. Pigs with the so-called RN 

phenotype have a high glycogen content in skeletal muscle and a high lean-

meat content, but the quality of the meat is not as good for processing as that 

from normal pigs. a QTL peak for several meat-quality traits including 

glycogen content that mapped to the same region as PRKAG3 (Ciobanu, 

Bastiaansen et al. 2001). It found out that a residue adjacent to the R225Q 

mutation (V224I) influences glycogen content and meat quality.  

Several beef breeds of cattle, including Belgian Blue, Charolais and 

Piedmontese, show a form of muscle hypertrophy often called double-

muscling. Myostatin became the obvious candidate gene for this phenotype 

when it was shown that mice homozygous for a targeted deletion of this gene 

developed extreme muscularity (McPherron, Lawler et al. 1997). In fact, five 

different loss-of-function alleles present in different breeds of beef cattle 

(Grobet, Pirottin et al. 2003). Although the selection for muscularity has 

picked up several different alleles in cattle, no such allele has so far been 

reported in pig, despite a similarly strong selection pressure in this species. A 

possible explanation is that the prenatal overgrowth associated with these 

mutations in cattle is incompatible with the reproductive strategy of the pig, 

which produces 5–20 piglets in each litter. 

Using a candidate gene approach, a single nucleotide polymorphism 

(SNP), identified within the first intron of the equine myostain (MSTN) gene, 

was found to have a highly significant association with racing performance in 

Thoroughbreds (Hill, Gu et al. 2010). Several genome-wide association 

studies (GWAS) confirmed SNPs within or near the MSTN gene are strongly 

associated with racing performance (Binns, Boehler et al. 2010; Hill, Gu et al. 

2010; Tozaki, Miyake et al. 2010). Therefore the several MSTN variants are 

likely responsible for large amounts of the phenotypic variance of racing 
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performance in the Thoroughbred. In fact, few quantitative traits loci (QTLs) 

of large effect are apparent in a few domestic animal’s traits. i.e, most of the 

morphological traits across domestic dog breeds(Boyko, Quignon et al. 2010). 

In various species including dogs, mutation in the MSTN, called “double 

muscling” gene (Grobet, Pirottin et al. 2003), is associated with racing 

performance (Mosher, Quignon et al. 2007; Tozaki, Miyake et al. 2010; 

McGivney, Browne et al. 2012). Yet, if the physiological consequence of 

functional loss in this gene was tightly linked to physical performance, 

“bulky” horses might have become dominant over others; this is true only up 

to a point, suggesting MSTN is not the only determinant of athletic prowess 

(Lee 2007). Furthermore, since the MSTN is associated with racing 

performance in various species, recent structural and functional adaptation of 

the racing horse may not be attributed to the gene.  

Fertility is a very important production trait but is difficult to study. 

Several QTL for reproductive traits have been identified in resource 

populations generated by crossing European pig breeds and hyperprolific 

Chinese pigs (Rohrer, Ford et al. 1999; Wilkie, Paszek et al. 1999). Boorola is 

another example of a gene with a large effect on female reproduction — it 

increases both ovulation rate and litter size. Boorola has been mapped to a 

region on sheep chromosome 3 that has conserved synteny with human 

chromosome 4 (Montgomery, Lord et al. 1994; Hua and Yang 2009). 

Polymorphism in an oestrogen receptor gene, a candidate gene for 

reproductive traits, has been reported to be associated with litter size in pigs 

(Rothschild, Jacobson et al. 1996). But, fertility traits have a low heritability 

because environmental factors such as health and nutritional status have a 

large impact  (Andersson 2001). 

Insulin-like growth factor 2 (IGF2) was first identified as a paternally 

expressed quantitative trait locus (QTL) in INTERCROSSES between the 

European wild boar and Large White domestic pigs;and between Large White 

and Piétrain pigs (Jeon, Carlborg et al. 1999; Nezer, Moreau et al. 1999). The 

IGF2 QTN only has a limited effect on muscle mass in the pig (a 3–4% 

increase), so it would be extremely difficult to identify the causal mutation in 

this case with any other genetic screening method.  
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Therefore, the candidate gene approach might fail to identify a major trait 

locus simply because of the gaps in our knowledge about gene function. 

Moreover, it is obvious that behavioural traits, such as feeding, 

aggression/docility, stress tolerance and general activity, have been modified 

considerably during domestication and animal breeding (Andersson 2001). 

Thus, behavioural traits are difficult to study because of the strong 

environmental component and because it is difficult to collect objective and 

informative records, in particular on the number of animals needed for high-

resolution mapping. A genome scan will be a very powerful approach that 

will always find the map location of a trait locus with a major effect, provided 

that an accurate genetic model has been postulated, a reasonable sample size 

has been used and that the marker set provides full genome coverage.However, 

a genome scan will fail to detect trait loci with smaller effects. High-

resolution mapping of trait loci or haplotype blocks can be carried out by 

identity-by-descent (IBD) mapping. There is a better chance of the ancestral 

haplotype being available in domestic species than for most other species. 

This is partly because selective sweeps in domestic animals have often 

occurred within a fairly short period of time, which increases the chance that 

the ancestral haplotype is still present in some populations. Furthermore, the 

generation of complete genome sequences for domestic animals is justified 

not only by the agricultural importance of these species, but also by the 

potential contributions of these genome projects to basic biology and human 

medicine. Next generation sequencing studies of domestic animals will lead to 

new knowledge of gene function and biochemical pathways 

 

1.3 Coalescent modeling 

 

1.3.1 Inference of demographic parameters 

Demographic data are fundamental to the assessment of the genetic diversity 

of livestock breeds (Groeneveld, Lenstra et al. 2010). it is linked to the size 

and structure of the population. Effective population size (Ne) is the preferred 

measure for the assessment of genetic diversity (FAO 1992; (Gandini, Ollivier 
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et al. 2004)). Knowing the Ne allows the rate of inbreeding, and hence the 

loss of genetic diversity within the population, to be inferred. Second, genetic 

diversity depends on current and predicted future population trends. The third 

relevant factor is the geographical distribution of the population. A more 

concentrated population is more vulnerable to localized disasters, such as 

disease epidemics, than a widespread population. A breed that is common in 

other countries is likely to be a lower priority for national conservation. A 

basic requirement is to know whether a given national breed is genetically 

distinct or whether it is part of a larger population spread across several 

countries. In 2008, 7040 local breeds, 500 regional transboundary breeds and 

551 international transboundary breeds were recorded in FAO’s Domestic 

Animal Diversity Information System (DAD-IS; http://www.fao.org/dad-is/). 

Monitoring of trends in population size and structure is important. To allow 

effective monitoring, data should be collected at least once per generation of 

the species in question, particularly for breeds classified as at risk: about 8 

years for horses and donkeys, 5 years for cattle, buffalo, sheep and goats, 3 

years for pigs and 2 years for poultry species.  

 

1.3.2 Population demography in pig 

Molecular data have shed light on pig domestication by tracing mtDNA. 

Initial mtDNA studies showed that Euro- pean and Chinese pigs were 

domesticated independently from European and Asian subspecies of wild boar 

(Giuffra, Kijas et al. 2000), but later studies suggested at least seven 

domestication events across Eurasia (Larson, Dobney et al. 2005) and East 

Asia (Wu, Yao et al. 2007). These studies also suggested the occurrence of 

introgression of Asian domestic pigs into some European breeds during the 

18th and 19th centuries. Domestic pigs of Near Eastern ancestry were 

introduced into Europe during the Neolithic, and that the European wild boar 

was also domesticated by this time (Larson, Dobney et al. 2005). Once 

domesticated, European pigs rapidly replaced the introduced domestic pigs of 

Near Eastern origin throughout Europe. Y-chromosomal variation 

demonstrated the existence of two highly divergent and ancient lineages, with 

an estimated divergence time of c. 0.33 Myr, i.e. in the order of the species 
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age. A recent study based on microsatellite, mtDNA and Y-chromosomal data 

has confirmed the divergence of East-Asian and European pigs (Ramirez, 

Ojeda et al. 2009). In both regions, wild and domestic populations were found 

to be related to each other. All three marker types showed that Southwest 

Asian, African and American pigs were most closely related to the European 

population, but East-Asian mtDNA and Y-chromosomal haplotypes occurred 

in East-African and Nicaraguan populations. Anglosaxon, African local pigs 

and especially the international breeds (e.g. Large White, Landrace and 

Pietrain) are of mixed European-Asian origin. The almost complete 

predominance of the HY1 Y-chromosomal haplotype in Europe, including in 

the international breeds, and in Southwestern Asia, argues against male- 

mediated introgression and suggests that Chinese introgression in British 

breeds was mainly maternal. The genetic variation in the melanocortin 

receptor 1 (MC1R) gene among 15 wild and 68 domestic pigs from both 

Europe and Asia to address why coat colour is so much more variable in 

domestic animals than in their wild ancestors (Fang, Larson et al. 2009). All 

mutations were silent in wild animals, suggesting purifying selection, but nine 

of ten mutations found in domestic pigs resulted in altered protein sequence, 

suggesting that early farmers intentionally selected for novel coat colour. 

Across the world, nearly 400 breeds have been exploited, the largest 

number of breeds being found in Asia and Europe. In a collaborative EU 

project (PigBioDiv1), 58 European populations, including local breeds, 

national varieties of international breeds, privately owned commercial 

populations, and the Chinese Meishan breed as an outgroup were genotyped 

for 50 microsatellites and 148 AFLP markers. Data from 11 breeds included 

in the PiGMaP study were also included (Laval, Iannuccelli et al. 2000). The 

microsatellite data showed that the individual breed contributions to between- 

breed diversity ranged from 0.04% to 3.94% of the total European between 

breed-diversity, and that the local breeds accounted for 56% of the total, 

followed by commercial lines and international breeds (Ollivier, Alderson et 

al. 2005). It showed that a clear structure of the European pig breeds with a 

FST value of 0.21(SanCristobal, Chevalet et al. 2006). With the exception of 

five local breeds, the between-breed general structure exhibited a star-like tree 
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with no visible phylogenetic relationship between the local and the main 

international breeds. Even the inclusion of the Chinese Meishan breed as an 

outgroup did not allow the tree of European breeds to be rooted.  

The LD and haplotype block structure were evaluated from 15–25 

individuals from each one of 10 European and 10 Chinese breeds genotyped 

for 1536 SNPs in three genomic regions (Amaral, Megens et al. 2008). The 

LD extends up to 2 cM in Europe and up to 0.05 cM in China, implying either 

European ancestral stock has a higher level of LD, or modern breeding 

programmes have increased the extent of LD in Europe.  

 

1.3.3 Population demography in horse 

A total of over 100 distinct equine mtDNA haplotypes have been described in 

multiple studies focusing on the domes-tication of horses in general, or on the 

origin of specific breeds (Bowling, Del Valle et al. 2000; Vilà, Leonard et al. 

2001; Jansen, Forster et al. 2002; Kavar, Brem et al. 2002; Kavar and Dovc 

2008). Joint analyses showed that, in contrast to the double broomstick 

topology of mtDNA networks of the principal livestock species (Troy, 

MacHugh et al. 2001; Bruford, Bradley et al. 2003), the equine mtDNA 

network shows a typical star-like branching structure (Jansen, Forster et al. 

2002; Kavar and Dovc 2008). In a dataset comprising extant horse breeds, as 

well as wild horses from 12 000 to 28 000 years ago, an unexpectedly high 

genetic divergence between clades was found (Vilà, Leonard et al. 2001). 

Analyses of DNA from horses of Chinese tombs from the 3rd century BC 

(Keyser-Tracqui, Blandin-Frappin et al. 2005) and from the Bronze Age (Lei, 

Su et al. 2009) showed that the high mtDNA diversity is of ancient origin. 

Clearly, the divergence of horse mtDNA must have predated domestication, 

which on the basis of archaeological evidence has been dated at around 6000 

YBP in a broad region of the Eurasian Steppe. This is consistent with the 

notion that capture and exploitation of wild mares took place independently in 

multiple locations over a broad time span (Lister 2001; Vilà, Leonard et al. 

2001; Hill, Bradley et al. 2002; Kavar and Dovc 2008). Apparently, the know-

how required for domestication, rather than the domestic animals themselves, 

spread from one region to the next, challenging the suggestion that the 
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domestication process was confined to a restricted area. However, the horse 

domestication scenario has recently been complicated by the analysis of 

matrilines from Lusitano and Soraia populations, which suggests a role of the 

Iberian Peninsula as a glacial refugium and a possible second centre of horse 

domestication (Lopes, Mendonca et al. 2005). Interestingly, analysis of fossil 

remains showed that domestication of horses from 5000 YBP onward was 

followed by the spread of mutations resulting in a large variety of coat colours 

(Ludwig, Pruvost et al. 2009). AMOVA analysis of 72 populations from 

Europe, South-western Asia, Eastern Asia and Africa revealed a non-random 

distribution of diversity among populations and a clear, although weak, 

geographical partitioning of mtDNA variation (McGahern, Edwards et al. 

2006). In a few instances, mtDNA has provided evidence for the origins of 

specific horse breeds. It is found that Iberian haplotypes in New World breeds 

with a high frequency, which is in line with historic evidence for the origin of 

American horses (Luis, Bastos-Silveira et al. 2006), while it is identified 

Mongolian haplotypes in the Korean Cheju breed (Yang, Kim et al. 2002). 

The association of haplogroup F with Eastern-Asia was proposed as an 

argument for a Chinese domestication of the haplogroup (Lei, Su et al. 2009).  

It is interesting that the analysis of Y-chromosomal data supported a 

strong sex-bias in the domestication process. Screened 14.3 kb of non-coding 

Y chromosome sequence in 52 male horses of 15 different breeds and did not 

identify a single segregating site (Lindgren, Backström et al. 2004). Even 

though their observations cannot exclude the possibility that Y-chromosomal 

variation was low before domestication took place, their results strongly 

suggest that only a few stallions have contributed genetically to the domestic 

horse.  

Several studies have compared horse breeds or assessed the genetic 

structure of single breeds on the basis of microsatellites. Most of these 

targeted local breeds and used their own marker panel, meaning that data from 

different studies cannot be compared directly. Thus, for many breeds, data on 

genetic diversity are available, but insights into breed relationships are still 

fragmentary. The so far unrealized potential of a standardized micro-satellite 

panel for the elucidation of breed relationships is illustrated by three well-
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supported clusters of two riding breeds (Arabian, Hanoverian), two ‘primitive’ 

breeds (Ex-moor and Sorraia) and six German cold-blooded breeds (Aberle, 

Hamann et al. 2004). Similarly, it is found, using only 12 markers, significant 

clustering of the Thoroughbred and Anglo-Arabian breeds and of Haflinger, 

Italian heavy draught and Bodaglino (Bigi, Zambonelli et al. 2007). Based on 

17 protein and 12 microsatellite markers in eight breed groups among 33 

breeds, of which four groups were well supported (Andalusian with Lusitano; 

Friesian with two pony breeds; Morgan, Standardbred, Rocky Mountain and 

American Saddlebred; Irish Draught, Quarter Horse, Hanoverian, Holsteiner 

and Thoroughbred) (Luis, Juras et al. 2007). Microsatellites have also been 

used to assess possible origins of specific horse breeds (Bjornstad, Nilsen et al. 

2003; Kakoi, Tozaki et al. 2008). 

 

1.3.4 Coalescent simulation 

The emergence of coalescent theory (Kingman 1982; Hudson, Futuyma et al. 

1990) provided new impetus to the use of simulation to estimate parameters 

(Fu and Li 1997), to compute parametric bootstrap confidence intervals 

(Schneider and Excoffier 1999) or to compare models (Weiss and von 

Haeseler 1998). However, simulation use was circumscribed to a small 

community that had the skills to design and code software. In the past decade, 

standalone simulation programs have become available, allowing 

nonspecialists to address an ever-widening range of evolutionary, 

epidemiological and conservation problems. Conservation, management and 

restoration of threatened or economically important species is complicated by 

many factors, including climate change, disease and exploitation. 

A common approach is to simulate populations under various scenarios, 

to monitor them for genetic variation statistics that are considered relevant 

and to identify parameter values (for example, migration rates) under each 

scenario that allow a goal to be achieved. Examples include: evaluating the 

genetic consequences (for example, inbreeding, fecundity and genetic 

diversity), determining the mini- mum population size and immigration rates 

required s reserved to maintain heterozygosity in endangered species.  

Predictive simulations are also useful in genetic epidemiology. An early 
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application investigated how inter- generational differences in tobacco 

consumption could bias segregation analysis that is aimed at estimating the 

underlying genetic basis of lung cancer. For example, it used an ad hoc 

program that simulated pedigrees and assumed an autosomal dominant mode 

of susceptibility to the disease (Sellers, Weaver et al. 1998).  

Simulation studies are helping to explain this so-called ‘missing 

heritability’ phenomenon. A recent study used Genome to simulate the 

genealogy of a population in which some individuals had rare variants 

associated with a disease (Dickson, Wang et al. 2010). This study shows that 

weak signals detected for common variants could come from the effect of rare 

ones that could have large effects but that remain undetected by GWASs. 

Simulations have also been used to explain several features of specific gene 

diversity (van Oosterhout 2009). A more general epidemiological study used 

forward simulations to show that historical bottlenecks can produce an excess 

of segregating damaging alleles, possibly explaining why human populations 

have a higher proportion of deleterious mutations in Europe than in Africa 

(Lohmueller, Indap et al. 2008). 

A common problem is to evaluate the plausibility of alternative 

hypotheses and to estimate demographic parameters under the best-supported 

model. In general, data are generated under alternative models of evolutionary 

history, and relevant population genetics statistics (such as FST, number of 

alleles and FIS ) are used to summarize each data set, creating a distribution of 

possible values under each scenario. Then, summary statistics obtained from 

observed data are matched to these distributions using a variety of ad hoc 

methods or, more recently, using approximate Bayesian computation (ABC).  

In testing methods, authors explore the effect of varying parameters, test 

the consequences of relax- ing the assumptions of the underlying model and 

estimate mean square errors (MSEs) or other quality indices. Applications 

have included testing the power of several assignment tests under different 

levels of FST and marker variability (Manel, Bellemain et al. 2004). 

Simulations are used to infer the power of genome scan methods (Vasemagi 

and Primmer 2005), of genomic selection methods for domesticated animals 

(Meuwissen and Goddard 2010) and of association studies (Spencer, Su et al. 
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2009). It is used to evaluate the accuracy of method for predicting the 

individual genetic risk to disease (Wray, Goddard et al. 2007). It also is 

possible to analyse the sensitivity of summary statistics to changes in model 

parameters to identify the most informative statistics. For instance, FIS can be 

a key summary statistic in distinguishing the genetic signal of population 

subdivision from that of bottlenecks (Peter, Wegmann et al. 2010).   

The other approach is polymorphism-based inference that applies the 

diffusion-based approach to approximate the joint multipopulation frequency 

spectrum (implemented in dadi) (Gutenkunst, Hernandez et al. 2009). Given 

the infinite-sites model and Wright–Fisher populations in each generation, the 

dynamics of distribution of allele frequency for populations could be modeled 

by a linear diffusion equation. In general, dadi calculates the expected allele 

frequency spectrum under a specific demographic model by a diffusion 

approach. Then the demographic parameters can be estimated by maximizing 

the likelihood function. The demographic models maintain great flexibility 

and can be used to model complicated demographic scenarios among multiple 

populations (Crisci, Poh et al. 2012). 

It is important to define parameter space based on prior knowledge, such 

as field data (Hoban, Bertorelle et al. 2012). Users should explore a wide and 

realistic range of parameters and assumptions. used historical information 

(specifically, climatic changes that result in contraction of forest habitat) to set 

upper and lower bounds on the timing of the split.  

There are practical considerations that simulation packages differ in input 

and output. Most packages run from the command line; model parameters are 

provided in a text input file or as command line arguments. Command line 

interfaces are more amenable to batch analyses and incorporation in a 

software pipeline and are usually available on multiple operating systems. 

Parameter input files are also useful when creating many scenarios that differ 

at only one or two parameters. GUI console is easy to use, but provides less 

access to raw data. Documentation should be used when choosing a simulator 

to understand how closely model assumptions match the investigator’s species 

and/or scenario or to identify features of specialty programs. And, a common 

problem is errors during simulation computation that are due to typographical 
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errors in input or end-of-line characters that are specific to the operating 

system. 
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Chapter 2. Genomic components of artificial 

selection in racing horse lineage reveal molecular 

mechanisms of its athletic performance 

 

2.1 Introduction 

The domestication of animals, a prerequisite to the rise of civilization, was the 

most fundamental development in modern human societies. No species has 

had such an impact on warfare, transportation, and communication capability 

than the horse (Levine 2005). The archaeological record and genetic results 

posit that, initially, wild horses were captured over a large geographic area 

and used for nutrition and transport (Vilà, Leonard et al. 2001). Horse 

breeders traditionally aim to breed horses both by quantitative and qualitative 

categories: “balance”, “stamina”, “speed”, and “brilliance.” (Williamson and 

Beilharz 1998; Hill, Gu et al. 2010). It is a complex multi-generation process 

that begins with a relatively few individuals selected for behavioral 

characteristics (Cluttonbrock 1992).  

The Thoroughbred is a breed well known as a racing horse, which has 

been artificially selected for structural and functional adaptation that 

contributes to athletic performance phenotypes. In comparison to other 

athletic species of similar size, the Thoroughbred has a high skeletal muscle 

mass comprising over 55% of total body mass and a high aerobic capacity or 

maximal oxygen uptake (Gunn 1987; Jones, Longworth et al. 1989; Young, 

Marlin et al. 2002). It is a relatively recent horse breed derived from a small 

number of Arabian stallions and native British mares in 17th- and 18th- century 

England (Cunningham, Dooley et al. 2001; Hill, Bradley et al. 2002). Various 

traits such as racing time, best racing time, rank, position rates, annual 

earnings and earnings per start are used to measure the horse’s racing 

performance (Ricard 1998). Especially, racing time is the only direct measure 

of speed and is a suitable quantitative measure that can be used to evaluate the 

genetic racing performance of horses (Moritsu, Funakoshi et al. 1994; Oki, 

Sasaki et al. 1994).  
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Using a candidate gene approach, a single nucleotide polymorphism 

(SNP), identified within the first intron of the equine myostain (MSTN) gene, 

was found to have a highly significant association with racing performance in 

Thoroughbreds (Hill, Gu et al. 2010). Several genome-wide association 

studies (GWAS) confirmed SNPs within or near the MSTN gene are strongly 

associated with racing performance (Binns, Boehler et al. 2010; Hill, Gu et al. 

2010; Tozaki, Miyake et al. 2010). Therefore the several MSTN variants are 

likely responsible for large amounts of the phenotypic variance of racing 

performance in the Thoroughbred. In fact, few quantitative traits loci (QTLs) 

of large effect are apparent in a few domestic animal’s traits. i.e, most of the 

morphological traits across domestic dog breeds(Boyko, Quignon et al. 2010). 

In various species including dogs, mutation in the MSTN, called “double 

muscling” gene (Grobet, Pirottin et al. 2003), is associated with racing 

performance (Mosher, Quignon et al. 2007; Tozaki, Miyake et al. 2010; 

McGivney, Browne et al. 2012). Yet, if the physiological consequence of 

functional loss in this gene was tightly linked to physical performance, 

“bulky” horses might have become dominant over others; this is true only up 

to a point, suggesting MSTN is not the only determinant of athletic prowess 

(Lee 2007). Furthermore, since the MSTN is associated with racing 

performance in various species, recent structural and functional adaptation of 

the racing horse may not be attributed to the gene.  

Recently, a scan for positive selection based on microsatellite analysis 

detected hundreds of domesticated genes (Gu, Orr et al. 2009). However, it is 

generally accepted that microsatellite is not subject to selection, because its 

low resolution results in difficulties to pinpoint specific genes responsible for 

positive selection. Effect of demographic history is another obstacle that 

prevents from detecting the exact loci of domesticated genes. For instance, 

rapid population expansions can also lead to an excess of low frequency 

alleles compared with the value expected under the standard neutral model.  

Since signature of positive selection might reveal in excess of low and/or high 

frequency derived alleles, to distinguish between the selection and 

confounding effects of population demographic history is challenging (Biswas 

and Akey 2006; Sabeti, Schaffner et al. 2006).  
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In this study, we aim to discover the recent selection sweep that has 

accelerated on the standing variation during domestication.  A simple and 

relatively short domestication history of horse enabled to distinguish selection 

and population demography. We carried out genome-wide scans for loci of 

the region with low variability specific for Thoroughbred population to 

identify genes responsible for the significant population difference attributed 

to artificial selection.  

 

2.2 Results 

 

2.2.1 Inferring demographic parameters in horse 

On average, 228,696,430 sequencing reads, totaling 22Gbp, were generated 

for each sample, of which 94.1% were high quality (Q30). Applying 

genotype-calling pipeline (details in methods) to the NGS sequence dataset 

yielded an average of 2,586,724 variant genotypes per sample with 17.1 fold 

of read depth (Table 1.1). A total of 2,709,922 SNPs were identified after 

imputation.  

 We used Jeju pony as a comparative horse group with the 

Thoroughbreds because these two horse breed have rather extreme 

phenotypic differences especially body shape and racing performance (Figure 

1.1). From a historical record, Mongolians introduced 160 horses into the 

island of Jeju in Korea, when the Yuan Dynasty under Kubilai Khan 

conquered the last southern part of Song Empire in 1276 (Nam 1969) (Figure 

1.2). Studies suggest that domestic horses may have existed on the island prior 

to the introduction of Mongolian horse based upon the mtDNA sequencing 

(Nam 1969; Kim, Yang et al. 1999). They might be the descendants of 

Mongolian matrilines (Kim, Yang et al. 1999) and close to wild ancestral 

horse population (Jansen, Forster et al. 2002). Moreover, Jeju ponies have 

been conserved in the island, implying that they serve as a good reference 

population compared to present-day Mongolian horses to which 

Thoroughbred population can be compared (Figure 1.3).  

 Based on neutral demographic model (Figure 1.4), three population 
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parameters were estimated, including mutation rate (μ), split time (ts), and 

migration rate (m). We counted the average number of sites that were 

heterozygous in Thoroughbred group but were homozygous in Jeju pony 

group.  
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Table 1 Summary of NGS sequencing for all individuals 

Sample pair Reads No Q30 Properly mate 

mapped 

% # of SNP Average 

depth 

jeju-NGS_A 1 220,802,305 86.67 161,817,072 84.56 2,582,835 18.0 

jeju-NGS_A 2 220,802,305 74.65     

jeju-NGS_B 1 218,034,167 87.66 132,749,722 69.46 2,401,164 15.4 

jeju-NGS_B 2 218,034,167 77.55     

NGS1 1 221,234,170 91.81 133,589,432 65.77 2,355,912 15.5 

NGS1 2 221,234,170 88.19     

NGS2 1 225,716,953 91.97 154,440,974 74.40 2,574,818 17.5 

NGS2 2 225,716,953 88.51     

NGS3 1 229,936,248 91.22 144,014,672 68.66 2,400,024 16.3 

NGS3 2 229,936,248 87.2     

NGS4 1 223,786,527 91.46 151,381,726 73.96 2,507,931 17.0 

NGS4 2 223,786,527 86.92     

NGS5 1 220,001,399 91.6 142,050,054 70.49 2,500,307 16.5 

NGS5 2 220,001,399 88.22     

NGS6 1 245,242,121 90.12 137,484,990 62.21 2,420,177 15.8 

NGS6 2 245,242,121 86.12     

NGS7 1 255,719,715 88.49 127,615,472 56.40 2,392,538 15.1 

NGS7 2 255,719,715 84.14     

NGS8 1 203,687,722 93.64 163,368,804 85.65 2,623,187 18.0 

NGS8 2 203,687,722 89.9     

NGS9 1 208,505,749 93.72 139,932,224 71.61 2,466,516 16.3 

NGS9 2 208,505,749 89.29     

NGS10 1 200,887,652 93.46 175,479,408 93.46 2,683,488 19.0 

NGS10 2 200,887,652 90.59     

NGS11 1 246,618,258 91.74 193,618,554 85.58 2,645,311 20.6 

NGS11 2 246,618,258 86.37     

NGS12 1 254,051,029 90.43 199,253,590 86.73 2,797,511 20.9 

NGS12 2 254,051,029 83.29     

NGS13 1 244,207,405 91.27 149,979,980 67.29 3,046,754 16.3 

NGS13 2 244,207,405 85.73     

NGS14 1 240,711,458 92.08 142,022,652 64.08 2,989,109 15.7 

NGS14 2 240,711,458 86.56     
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Average   228,696,429 88.46 153,049,958 73.77 2,586,724 17.10 
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Figure 2.0.1 Phenotypic difference between Thoroughbred and Jeju pony. The 

performance was measured in terms of 1000m finishing time 
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Figure 2.0.2 The mongols established their rule over all of China after 

the fall of southern China in 1276. In a historical record, when the Yuan 

Dynasty under Kubilai Khan conquered the last southern part of Song Empire, 

Mongls have introduced 160 horses into the island of Jeju in Korea in 1276. The 

map is adapted from figure in Wikipedia 

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yuan_Dynasty) 
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Figure 2.0.3 Population structure of Thoroughbred and Jeju pony. The PCA 

analysis was done using 2,709,922 autosomal SNPs. 
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Figure 2.0.4 Demographic model with simple bottleneck for Jeju pony 

population (n3) and racing horse population (n2). Two unknown parameters, the 

split time (ts) and migration rate (m), are inferred from coalescent simulation. 

The statistic of population differentiation (FST) has robustness to the split time ts, 

so the accuracy of estimation in migration rate is the only major factor that 

determines the accuracy of coalescent simulation. 
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 The genetic difference between two groups was 0.2036% (Figure S3), 

providing mutation rate of 1.272×10-8 (~6.463×10-9) per generation given the 

time of most recent common ancestor of horse to be 0.32~0.63 Mya (Million 

years ago). This estimate is in the range of mutation rate of mammals (Kumar 

and Subramanian 2002). The well-known parameter of minimum split time 

was set as 4,000 years ago. The last parameter to be determined was migration 

rate. With the fixed effective population size, the migration rate directly 

affects FST score. We calculated average FST from 1,000 coalescent 

simulations for each varying migration rate from 0 to 0.2 with 0.0005 

intervals (Figure S4) and selected migration rate (m = 0.1) that produced FST 

closest to the observed one. This moderate rate might be slightly less than the 

real history but can be the most conservative one for determining FST statistic. 

Given the model parameters (Table 1), 10,000,000 coalescent simulations 

were conducted and we found the FST statistic for 95% confidence interval to 

be 0.559 (Figure S5), the cutoff value characterizing the significant deviation 

from demographic history.  

Nucleotide diversity (π) was estimated for nonoverlapping 50 kb bins. 

The nucleotide diversity showed a linear relationship between Jeju pony 

group and Thoroughbred group and the nucleotide diversity of the Jeju pony 

showed slightly higher (10%) mean value than that of the Thoroughbred 

(Figure 3). This bias may represent strong artificial selection having operated 

on Thoroughbred population so that it had reduced the nucleotide diversity in 

the Thoroughbred population. On the other hand, the pre-domestication Ne of 

wild horses, originated in a center of species diversity, Eurasian steppe, was 

larger than that of modern Thoroughbred population. The observation, 

therefore, suggests that the current subtle differences in diversity are partially
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Figure 2.0.5 Estimation of population parameters. Mutation rate is inferred directly 

from the average number of sites possessed of derived allele for each chromosome 

given the time of most recent common ancestor (0.32Mya).  

Figure S3  
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Figure 2.0.6 The migration rate is estimated from the coalescent simulation 

under the neutral model. With varying m, average FST was calculated based on 

1000 times coalescent simulations for each m. We set the migration rate to be 

most conservative one that meets with the observation. 

Figure S4  
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Table 1  

Table 2 Inferred demographic parameters of racing horse 

Parameter*  

μ 1.272×10-8 

ρ 0.8 

N0 800 

N1 90 

N2 180 

N3 198.8 
1tS 750 

tD 20 

tJ 60 

m 0.1 
*1 generation = 8 year;  
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Figure 2.0.7 Distribution of ratio of population diversity derived from 

coalescent simulation under the inferred demographic model. The curve depicts 

standard normal distribution. The dashed line depicts 95% quantile of the 

distribution. 

Figure S5  
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Figure 2.0.8 Distribution of ratio of population diversity in jeju pony group to 

Thoroughbred group. The ratio is slightly biased toward Thoroughbred group that 

reflects the artificial selection has reduced sequence diversity in the Thoroughbred 

population compared to wild population.   

Figure 3  
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due to wild ancestral population diversity and bottleneck effects at each 

lineage rather than differences in the intensity of natural selection or artificial 

selection before domestication. Another hypothesis involves the 

characterization of genetic diversity within and between breeds resulting from 

region-specific conservation measures. For some domesticated species, the 

eastern-most breeds or those nearest to the putative centers of domestication 

have repeatedly been shown to contain greater genetic diversity than breeds 

located further away from the domestication center.  

 With these in mind, if Thoroughbred lineages have been marked by 

selection during domestication, we would detect a significantly low π score in 

Thoroughbred group. To utilize significantly low π score in Thoroughbred 

population as a signature of positive selection, coalescent simulation is used to 

determine cutoff value that provides distinction from demographic history. 

We calculated the log ratio of the diversity (π) between Jeju pony and 

Thoroughbred groups (Figure S6) where the cutoff of 95% confidence interval 

was 1.48, which was used to determine the significance of low variability in 

Thoroughbred group. Note that our demographic model is based on 

conservative criteria, that is, a cutoff value on the basis of coalescent 

simulation would rather be more conservative than that of empirical cutoff 

value.  

 

2.2.2 Selection process on genetic potential of racing horse 

FST calculated for each bin detected divergent selection that originated from 

strong artificial selection in Thoroughbred lineage (Figure S7). FST and log 2 

(πjeju/ π)  showed positive correlation, indicating that the most of highly 
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Figure 2.0.9 Distribution of population differentiation between Jeju pony and 

Thoroughbred. Distributions are derived from the coalescent simulations (A) 

and the observations in non-coding region (B). The dashed line depicts 95% 

quantile of the distribution in B. 

Figure S6  
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Figure 2.0.10 Genome-wide distribution of population differentiation index 

between jeju pony group and racing horse group. The population differentiation 

index that is shaped by positive selection (>0.559) is dotted red. 

Figure S7  
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divergent sites with reduced variability observed might contribute to the 

genetic component of artificial selection specifically in the racing horse 

lineage (Figure 4). We found significant signatures of positive selection on ten 

regions that were annotated with orthologous genes in human for further 

functional inferences (Table 2). Three major genes play major roles in the 

molecular and biological milestone of racing horse and are associated with 

actin-based cell motility and synapse contents. 

 

 One genetic region that showed a clear signature of positive selection in 

Thoroughbred contains RALGAPA2 (Ral GApase alpha 2) (Figure 5A), 

which produces multifunctional proteins regulating a variety of cellular 

processes. It is involved in the insulin/IGF pathway-protein kinase B signaling 

cascade as well as p53 pathway by glucose deprivation annotated in 

PANTHER database (Thomas, Campbell et al. 2003). The RalGAP complexes 

share structural and catalytic similarities with the tuberous sclerosis tumor 

suppressor complex, which acts as a GAP for Rheb. Like other GTPases, the 

activity of Ral is regulated by the opposing effects of guanine nucleotide 

exchange factors (GEFs) and GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs). They are 

critical for efficient termination of Ral activation induced by extracellular 

stimuli. The in vitro GTPase assays revealed that recombinant RalGAP1 

accelerates the GTP hydrolysis rate of RalA by 280,000-fold (Suzuki, 

Yamazaki et al. 2000).  

 

A peak in FST value was also identified in the 3’-end of SynDIG1 (synapse 

differentiation induced gene 1), a conserved type II transmembrane protein, 

considered as a novel regulator of excitatory synapse maturation (Figure 5B) 

(Kalashnikova, Lorca et al. 2010). SynDIG1 is recently reported to play an 

essential role in central regulator of excitatory synaptic strength. During 

development of the central nervous system (CNS), precise synaptic 

connections between pre- and postsynaptic neurons are formed, and they 

ultimately give rise to
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Figure 2.0.11 Strong signatures of positive selection in Thoroughbred 

population. Red spots deficit that FST index is distinguished with positive 

selection with demographic history (>0.559) and π shows significantly low 

variability in Thoroughbred population compared to Jeju pony population 

(log2(πj/πtb)>1.48). 

Figure 4  
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Table 3 Domesticated genes in racing horse population 

Chr. Bin start Gene 

symbol 

Description FST log2(πjeju/ 

πtb)* 

chr22 4550000 RALGAPA2 ral GTPase-activating protein subunit 

alpha-2 

0.66 

5.13 

chr22 1100000 SYNDIG1 Synapse differentiation-inducing gene 

protein 1 

0.65 

8.79 

chr14 86200000 JMY junction-mediating and -regulatory protein 0.59 1.62 

chr18 61750000 ZNF804A Zinc finger protein 804A 0.59 1.86 

chr18 67850000 AK130051 Unknown 0.59 3.89 

chr8 2300000 P2RX6 P2X purinoceptor 6 isoform 1 0.58 4.04 

chr9 18300000 TET2/ 

COPS5/ 

ZNF621/ 

PPP1R42 

tet oncogene family member 2 0.58 

3.68 

chr13 35400000 AK124933 Unknown 0.57 2.46 

chr4 16150000 ADCY1 adenylate cyclase type 1 0.56 5.70 

chr1 112100000 TCL6 T-cell leukemia/lymphoma 6  0.56 2.31 

*Z-transformation with the sample mean (0.147) and the sample 

standard deviation (0.697) 
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Figure 2.0.12 Population differentiation and nucleotide diversity on the region 

showing strong signals of positive selection. The vertical line depicts the focal locus 

where FST value (black line) is high and π in Thoroughbred (blue dashed line) is 

significantly low compared with π in Jeju (red dashed line), including RALGAPB2 

(A), SynDIG1 (B), JMY (C) and P2RX6.  
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 higher order cognitive skills such as learning and memory. In addition, its 

distribution at excitatory synapses is regulated by activity, suggesting that 

SynDIG1 might also affect synaptic plasticity (Kalashnikova, Lorca et al. 

2010).  

Last site had a peak centered on JMY (Junction-mediating and 

regulatory protein) that regulates actin nucleating activity in conjunction with 

an ability to regulate the expression of cadherins in terms of cell motility 

(Figure 5C) (Coutts, Weston et al. 2009). JMY was originally identified as a 

cofactor of the transcriptional regulator p300/CBP which augments the p53 

response. Interestingly, JMY appears to integrate the p53 response with actin-

dependent motility functions (Rottner, Hänisch et al. 2010). JMY is enriched 

in the nucleus of many cells, and it seems to be recruited there in response to 

DNA damage. In migrating cells, JMY relocates to lamellipodia, where its 

overexpression enhances motility and its depletion slows it (Zuchero, Coutts 

et al. 2009). However, the precise mechanisms controlling the localization and 

activity of JMY are unknown (Campellone and Welch 2010).  

Additionally, it is also intriguing to note that three sites were 

centered in genes associated with diseases; P2RX6 (Figure 5D) is one of the 

P2X receptor gene families that are potential candidate genes for blood 

pressure regulation (Palomino-Doza, Rahman et al. 2008). ZNF804A is 

related to altered neural connectivity (Lencz, Szeszko et al. 2010), and TCL6 

is a non-coding RNA (lincRNA) and linked to T-cell leukemina/lymphoma. 

These results signify that horse could be a model organism for mental disease 

as well as rheumatoid arthritis. 

 

2.3 Discussion 

 

2.3.1 Demographic models inferring population history of horse  

With a brief domestication history, especially effective population size is well 

studied. Wild horses were widely distributed throughout the Eurasian steppe 

during the Upper Paleolithic, but in many regions, they disappeared from the 

fossil record about 10,000 years ago (Clutton-Brock 1999). Horse remains 
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became increasingly frequent in archaeological sites of southern Ukraine and 

Kazakhstan starting about 6000 years ago; limited evidence from bit wear on 

teeth suggests that some horses could have been ridden (Levine 2005). By the 

beginning of the Iron Age, wild horse populations had declined (Clutton-

Brock 1999). Moreover, Thoroughbred have originated from small founders 

(one founder stallion accounting for 95% of paternal lineages and ten founder 

mares for 72% of maternal lineages about 3~400 years ago (Cunningham, 

Dooley et al. 2001). 

The evidence for positive selection has been traditionally evaluated by 

comparison with expected values under standard population genetic models, 

but the parameters used to have large uncertainties in model prediction due to 

complex demographic history,. As a consequence, it became hard to 

distinguish selection from population demography. In fact, high-scoring 

regions often contained no known genes at all, which may mostly attribute to 

a failure to filter out the effect of genetic bottleneck rather than selection on 

noncoding sequences (Sabeti, Schaffner et al. 2006). For example, adaptation 

to a new environment results in allele frequency shift, and the migration 

among population groups would mix alleles of different history and thus 

hinder our analysis. The split time between Thoroughbred and Jeju pony is 

relatively short and they remained isolated since their split. This short split 

time would minimize the effect of adaptive selection for each lineage, and the 

test statistic would provide a clear evidence of the process of artificial 

selection. Therefore, given a precious history of domestication, we can trace 

the tempo and mode of domestication, such as the number and functions of 

genes that have been subject to intensive selection pressure. To estimate 

parameters more precisely, it will need further detailed investigation on the 

demographic history of wild horses, including Przewalski horses.  

 

2.3.2 Population differentiation as a means of addressing domesticated 

genes 

It is to note that the population differentiation index has power in detecting 

selection on standing variations as well as on new selected sites (Innan and 

Kim 2008), especially for short-term genetic distances between groups. One 
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critical limitation is that the FST statistic alone cannot tell which lineage has 

experienced selective sweep. As an effort to overcome this undesirable 

problem, the population branch statistic (PBS) has been proposed recently. It 

estimates the change of pairwise differences in allele frequencies with a given 

length of population history of outgroup and succeeded in detecting 

incomplete selective sweeps (Yi, Liang et al. 2010). We show that, when an 

outgroup is not available, the relative level of genetic variability around the 

focal locus would be a good indication of selection pressure. It is because the 

Thoroughbred lineages have formed during a brief domestication history of 

which detailed and accurate information on pedigree are recorded in the 

studbook. The moderate linkage disequilibrium and limited haplotype 

diversity with long-range across-breed haplotype sharing, especially in 

patrilines (Lindgren, Backström et al. 2004), is well known (Wade, Giulotto et 

al. 2009); it reflects the process of genetic bottleneck and recent selective 

breeding. Thus, the statistic using FST and differences in sequence variability 

is likely the most powerful standard in racing horse (Innan and Kim 2008). 

On that account, based on the most conservative model of neutral 

evolution, ten such regions detected in this study can be explained by artificial 

selection. The results provide a deep understanding of the role of breeding for 

the improvement of racing performance in Thoroughbred. The RALGAP2B 

gene shows a clear pattern of positive selection, showing reduced nucleotide 

sequence diversity in a long-range of 1Mbp of up- and down-stream of focal 

sites. This block is exceptionally longer than the average LD blocks in 

mammals including human (McRae, McEwan et al. 2002; Nsengimana, Baret 

et al. 2004; Hinds, Stuve et al. 2005; Khatkar, Zenger et al. 2007). The 

RALGAP2B might have been fixed recently, and/or the region might be a co-

evolved cluster. Actually, most of the genes within the block have similar 

function with the RALGAP2B. For example, PLDN and RIN2 play a role in 

cellular vehicle trafficking or membrane trafficking; the XRN2, RIN2, 

CRNKL1, and PLDN are associated with cellular component organization. It 

is natural to assume this cluster as one of the central loci controlling nature of 

signal trafficking. Although the evolutionary velocity of them may differ, 

most of them might be subject to selection pressure from the breeding of 
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racing performance. The reason is that these genes in the block are highly 

conserved in chicken (chromosome 3), cattle (chromosome 13), dog 

(chromosome 24), fish (chromosome 20), mouse (chromosome 2G1), and 

human (20p11.2 /20p11.21). The artificial selection has integrated them into a 

tight gene cluster with a certain type of haplotype combination. The gene 

cluster is a good example of coevolving genes that encode highly specialized 

properties of protein that interact directly to the surroundings. Hence, the high 

nucleotide diversity in Jeju pony implies the close relatedness to its wild 

ancestor as well as adaptation to the island of Jeju in Korea. Further study is 

needed to address cellular interaction and coevolution. 

 

2.3.3 Genetic background involved in racing performance of horse 

 

This study provides a first look into the genome-wide distribution of 

positive selection, identifying high-priority candidates for positive selection 

without regard to previous biological hypotheses, and it allows us to 

reevaluate earlier reports.  Previous gene-centered studies emphasized on 

muscle contents and energy metabolism. For example, MSTN, “double-

muscling” phenotype (Kambadur, Sharma et al. 1997; McPherron and Lee 

1997; Riquetl, Schoeberleinl et al. 1997), is negatively correlated with racing 

performance. Recent studies showed that mutation on MSTN conferring loss 

of myotin functions can enhance athletic performance (Lee 2007; Mosher, 

Quignon et al. 2007; McGivney, Browne et al. 2012). We show that the 

MSTN locus have a low FST index (0.08) with low π values both in Jeju pony 

(20.17) and Thoroughbred (13.40), suggesting that the traits associated with 

MSTN was selected before the domestication of racing horse population.  

In many cases, comparative genomics studies can be extremely helpful. 

Guided by previous findings in other species, we could draw out a schematic 

picture of link between breeding and cellular mechanism. We propose a 

possible implication of racing-related genes and its underlying mechanism 

(Figure 7).  

Firstly, a striking feature that underlies domestication of racing horse is 

cell motility. It is the fundamental to various cellular stimuli. Polymeric (F) 
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actin interact with a large repertoire of proteins that organize filaments into 

higher-order structures such as stress fibers, dendritic lamellar arrays, cortical 

networks, filopodial bundles, and contractile rings. The polarized turnover, 

also called treadmilling, of the filaments that compose these structures 

produces forces that are responsible for movements such as cell migration, 

adheshion, cytokinesis, endocytosis, and axonal growth, as well as more 

complex motile processes at the origin of synaptic plasticity, embryonic axis 

patterning, and immune response (Bugyi and Carlier 2010). The high degree 

of specialization in cellular function might shape racing horses to be more 

sensitive to external stimuli and more exquisite to controlling its muscles.
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Figure 2.0.13 The scheme of genetic changes underlying domestication in 

racing horse. Red boxes depict genes identified in this study. *SynDIG1 regulates 

AMPA receptor content at developing synapses. 
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Secondly, the supporting features of intense motility nucleation of actin 

and participation of positive regulation of p53 activity lead to the source of 

structural stability. It is intriguing that the JMY-related regulation of those 

functions could be a new pathway of defense systems directly related to 

exercise-induced cell damage. Previous studies on the exercise induced cell 

injury have mostly focused on the level of plasma antioxidant status, showing 

that the duration of severe exercise is correlated with the process of muscle 

cell injury (McNeil and Khakee 1992; Malinow and Malenka 2002). In racing 

horse, the skeletal muscles might prepare against the exercise-induced cell 

damages when the nucleation of actin filament formation begins. 

Lastly, media of signal transduction helps to enhance communication in 

synapse. It determines the contents of AMPA receptors by selecting synaptic 

organizing complexes. SynDIG1 regulates, for example, GRID2 which 

interacts with ephrinB2 to recruit and maintain AMPA receptors at synapse 

(Malinow and Malenka 2002; Antion, Christie et al. 2010). These are the 

central transmitter of axon guidance. In a single-cell migration, axon guidance 

can be thought of as a specialized form of directed migration. Without the 

movement of cell body, the growth cone at the axon tip responds to attractive 

and repulsive extracellular cues as it extends to its target sites (Liu and 

Strittmatter 2001). In mammals, contractile actin and myosin filaments are 

used by many cell types to induce rapid and reversible changes in shape, and 

Rho GTPases control many of the specialized functions in cells. In vascular 

smooth muscle, numerous agonists induce Rho activation in aortic smooth 

muscle cell that simulate myosin light chain phosphorylation to promote actin 

and myosin contraction (Fukata, Kaibuchi et al. 2001). Small molecule 

inhibitors of kinase prevent agonist-induced contraction of vascular muscle 

cell and thus reduce high blood pressure in a rat model of hypertention 

(Uehata, Ishizaki et al. 1997). It is suggested that contraction forces are 

responsible for destabilizing the endothelial cell-cell junction that is generated 

through increased actin and myosin activity. 
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2.3.4 Concluding remarks 

Taken together, in a view of “survival of the fittest”, the wild horse species 

has no venom to frighten, no horn to protect, and no powerful chaw and paw-

swipe to fight. Instead of acquiring them, they have evolved to become one of 

the most efficient and versatile runners in Eurasian Steppe; they possess a 

muscle with tremendous speed and endurance, a high sensitivity, an explosive 

stamina, and a brilliance of gathering a herd to protect against predators. 

Selection signatures found in this study offer preliminary insights into the 

evolution of specific functional classes of genes during the process of 

domestication. The novel candidate genes for racing performance can 

potentially illuminate previously unsuspected biological mechanisms. 

Therefore, principal challenge with multifactorial traits lies not in detecting 

QTLs, but in unraveling the genes that underlie them. Further studies need to 

constitute down-stream target of domesticated genes affecting racing 

performance. 

 

2.4 Materials & Methods 

2.4.1 Sample preparation and resequencing 

A set of whole-blood samples were collected from the 14 stallions of 

throughout-bred racing horses and 2 male Jeju domestic ponies (Equus 

caballus) from Korean Racing Authority and Jeju Provincial Livestock 

Institute, Korea respectively. Blood sampling was drawn (10ml) from the 

carotid artery and was treated with heparin to prevent clotting. 

Genomic DNA quality check (DNA QC) was carried out with agarose gel 

+ fluorescence-based quantification check with standard run electrophoresis 

of 0.6% agarose gel and Pulse Field gel Loading 200ng. Briefly, pair library 

construction (500bp fragment) followed the manufacturer’s manuscript; 

Purified genomic DNA, fragments of less than 800bp, blunt-ended fragments 

with 5’-phosphorylated ends, 3’-dA overhang, adaptor-modified ends, 

purified ligation product, genomic DNA library. Then, sequence data were 

generated using Illumina’s HiSeq. We submitted whole datasets to the public 
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Short Read Archive (SRA) database as a raw dataset (SRA053569) for public 

access. 
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Figure 2.0.14 Distribution of per base sequence quality 

Figure S8  

 

 

Figure 2.0.15 Distribution of GC% for all individuals Figure S9  
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2.4.2 Genotype calling 

Pair-end sequence reads were mapped to the reference horse genome 

(equCab2) with the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA; version 0.6.1) using 

default setting (Li and Durbin 2009). Three open-source packages were used 

for downstream processing and variant calling; Picard Tools, SAMtools(Li, 

Handsaker et al. 2009), and Genome analysis toolkit (McKenna, Hanna et al. 

2010). Substitution calls were made with GATK UnifiedGenotyper. All calls 

with a Phred-scaled quality of less than 20 were filtered out (Figure S8, Figure 

S9). For each chromosome, we inferred haplotype phase and imputed missing 

allele for the entire set of Thoroughbred populations simultaneously using 

BEAGLE (Browning and Browning 2007). 

 

2.4.3 Summary statistics 

Horse genomes were divided into bins of 50 kb, and the unbiased estimation 

of nucleotide diversity (Nei 1987) and population differentiation (Nei and Li 

1979) based on pairwise difference between haplotypes were calculated for 

each bin by using Arlequin 3.5 (Excoffier and Lischer 2010). We optimized 

the cutoff for each statistics from coalescent simulation under the inferred 

demographic model for horse population under the standard neutral model. 

The cutoff for FST is 95% quantile of FST distribution derived from 10,000,000 

times coalescent simulations (Figure S3). The cutoff for π ratio is 95% 

quantile of empirical distribution of π ratio. The ratio of nucleotide diversity 

of Jeju pony to that of Thoroughbred is standardized to have mean=0 and 

standard deviation = 1.  

 

2.4.4 Demographic model 

In Table 1, population parameters used for horse demographic model are 

provided. 

Given the high LD observed and the small estimated Ne, estimates of 

historical Ne, that was calculated assuming linear population growth, 

suggested a decrease in Ne since the distant past, reaching a minimum twenty 

generations ago, followed by a subsequent increase until the present time 
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(Corbin, Blott et al. 2010). Previous studies indicate that wild horses were 

widely distributed throughout Eurasia during the Upper Paleolithic (35-10kya), 

but it is likely that many lineages did not survive the drastic climatic changes 

during the Last Glacial Maximum (~25-19.5 kya) and the Younger Dryas 

glacial relapse (~12.7-11.5 kya) (Hermanson and MacFadden 1992; Clutton-

Brock 1999). Recently, a Bayesian skyline plot (BSP) showed a population 

expansion beginning 6,000-8,000 years ago, similar to other domestic animals 

species. A large sample of wild horse diversity was incorporated into the 

domestic population. Most of mtDNA lineages (~70%) in domestic horses 

already existed before the beginning of domestication about 5,000~5,500 

years ago (Ludwig, Pruvost et al. 2009; Lippold, Matzke et al. 2011). Based 

on Y-chromosome data, the split between Przeqalaski’s horse and domestic 

horses is estimated to have occurred 120,000 − 240,000 years ago (Raudsepp, 

Santani et al. 2004). This is long before wild horses were domesticated ~6,000 

years ago (Clutton-Brock 1999; Lindgren, Backström et al. 2004). As is 

known that the split time hardly influence FST statistic (data not shown), we 

set the most recent one for time coalescent model. 

Under the given neutral model, we calculated distribution of average FST 

with varying migration rate in range of 0.0 to 0.2 with 0.005 intervals. We set 

the migration rate to be 0.01, because it is the most conservative one where 

decline of FST become blunt as migration rate increased. The coalescent 

simulation was carried out 10,000,000 times under inferred demographic 

model using Hudson’s ms (Hudson 2002).  
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Chapter 3. Detecting signatures of domestication 

and adaption in horse 
 

3.1 Introduction 

Increasing body of archaeological evidence points to an origin of horse 

domestication in the steppe of modern-day Ukraine and Kazakhstan (outram 

et al 2009; Olsen 2006). Yet, there is no corroborating molecular evidence for 

a geographically restricted origin of horse domestication anywhere in the 

Eurasian steppes, the main distribution area of wild horse at the time of 

domestication.  Whereas a spread of small herds of domestic horses out of a 

single, geographically restricted area has been put forward as one possible 

explanation for the observed low Y chromosome diversity in modern horses 

(Clutton-Brock 1999), the multiple-origins scenario is commonly invoked to 

account for the large number of female lineages in the domestic horse gene 

pool (Olsen 2006, Vila 2001; Jansen 2002). Using a spatially and 

demographically explicit model to investigate the origin and spread of horse 

domestication, the model tried to distinguish between horse domestication in a 

single geographic area vs. Multiple geographic areas, to pinpoint the 

geographic origin of domesticated horses in the former case and the roles of 

demic dpread and recruitment of local wild stock in the spread of horse 

domestication. Providing additional support for an origin of horse 

domestication in a geographically defined area in the western 

Eurasian steppe as suggested by archaeology (Outram et al. 

2009; Olsen 2006). The repeated capture of wild females for the 

purpose of maintaining or growing domestic herd sizes may 

seem counterintuitive, that introgression from the wild typically 

involved domestic females being impregnated by wild males (Luikart et al 

2001 goats). The high levels of diversity and limited geographic structure in 

the horse mitochondrial genome (Cieslak et al. 2010)reflect domestic herds 

with wild mares from a wild geographic area., the observed low levels of Y 

chromosome variability (Ling et al. 2010 breeds). Thus, it is a consequence of 
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successive bottlenecks as domestic herds spread out of the western steppes 

(Lindgren et al. 2004) and of breeding practices reducing the effective size of 

the male gene pool (Lippold et al 2011).  

The demic spread of domestic horses out of western central Eurasia, 

combined with the continued genetic input from local wild populations, has 

resulted in a accentuation of the original east-to-west decline in within-

population genetic diversity (Warmuth et al. 2012). Whereas migration rate in 

domestic horse were high, the relatively recent occurrence of horse 

domestication (5.5 kya) implies that there has not been enough time for 

increased population movements to obscure the genetic signature of the initial 

colonization process on large geographic scales (Warmuth et al. 2012). 

Factors  influencing the hitchhiking of cultural traits alongside beneficial 

subsistence technologies in heterogeneous landscapes. 

Orphaned foals, captured between the ages of perhaps 2 months and 1 

years would some times have been adopted and raised as pets. It seems likely 

that there would have been a relatively long period when new horses would 

have been recruited from wild population. Mares are used almost entirely for 

breeding, milk, and meat production, while the stallion was used only for 

breeding. Horse milk, meat , and fat are valuable and highly valued resources 

for the Turkc and Mongolian inhabitants of the Asiatic steppe (Levine 1998 

eating horses). By comparison with that of ruminants such as cattle and sheep, 

equid flesh is high in protein and low in fat (Gade 1976 horsemeat). Zebra 

was preferred, because of the nature and abundance of its fat. Traditional 

hunters value fat more highly than protein (Speth 1983 Bison). The horse can 

move rapidly and easily long distances over hard ground, providing its owners 

with both mobility (riding, packing, traction) rather than nourishment (milk, 

meat, fat). The horse can subsist on long, dry, relatively poor-quality herbage. 

It does not need as much water as cattle. It can find its own food under deep 

snow by digging to it with its hoofs (Levine 1999 botai). 

It is suggested that a limited number of patrilines  (Lindgren, Backström 

et al. 2004), but numerous matrilines incorporated into the genetic pool of 

domestic horses (Vilà, Leonard et al. 2001). Multiple domestication events 

have been suggested to occur (Vilà, Leonard et al. 2001; Jansen, Forster et al. 
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2002). Although genetic studies have yet to identify when and where horse 

domestication first took place, a recent archaeozoological report indicated the 

presence of domesticated horses ~5,500 years ago in Kazakhstan (Outram, 

Stear et al. 2009). Other domesticates engaged in overland trade during this 

time included the horse (Equus caballus) – which combined genetic and 

archaeological evidence suggests was domesticated (probably multiple times) 

and quickly spread across the Central Asian steppe ~5000–4000 years ago 

(Vilà, Leonard et al. 2001). The recovery of bones, dung and woven fiber 

from the Bactrian camel (Camelus bactrianus) at Shari Sokhta in Iran suggests 

that this well-known caravan animal was domesticated ~4500 years ago. 

Recently, a scan for positive selection based on microsatellite analysis 

detected hundreds of domesticated genes (Gu, Orr et al. 2009). However, it is 

generally accepted that microsatellite is not subject to selection, because its 

low resolution results in difficulties to pinpoint specific genes responsible for 

positive selection. Effect of demographic history is another obstacle that 

prevents from detecting the exact loci of domesticated genes. For instance, 

rapid population expansions can also lead to an excess of low frequency 

alleles compared with the value expected under the standard neutral model.  

Since signature of positive selection might reveal in excess of low and/or high 

frequency derived alleles, to distinguish between the selection and 

confounding effects of population demographic history is challenging (Biswas 

and Akey 2006; Sabeti, Schaffner et al. 2006).   

In this regards, Przewalski’s horses (Equus Przewalski) provide a 

opportunity to understand domestication of horse lineages. Understanding the 

genetic relationship between domestic and Przewalski’s horses is critical for 

unraveling the domestication history. The endangered Przewalski’s horse 

(Equus przewalskii) is the only wild horse living at present time (Volf, Kus et 

al. 1991; Oakenfull and Ryder 1998). Previous studies presented contradictory 

conclusions regarding whether domestic and Przewalski’s horses formed 

monophyletic genetic clades. Some protein, microsatellite, and Y 

chromosome analyses have supported phylogenetic separation of the two taxa  

(Bowling and Ruvinsky 2000; Wallner, Brem et al. 2003). Several autosomal 

and X chromosomal introns placed Przewalski’s horses within the domestic 
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horse clade (Lau, Peng et al. 2009; Wade, Giulotto et al. 2009). Przewalski’s 

horses are the ancestor of wild horses existing today, they have been 

hypothesized to be the direct ancestors of domestic horses (Boyd 1994). 

Therefore, the lineage serves as a proper outgroup in calculating population 

specific branch length as well as in estimating ancestral allele type. 

 In this study, we aim to trace the operation of artificial selection for 

those maternal traits by detecting domesticated genes into two layers; a more 

primitive state of horse domestication when they introduced into human 

society and a more recent state of horse domestication progressed in breeding 

for quantitative traits such as racing performance. With sufficient statistical 

power, we have discovered recent selection sweeps that has operated on the 

standing variation as well as de novo mutations during horse domestication.  

 For selective sweep mapping takes advantage of the fact that strong 

positive selection is expected to leave a local footprint in form of reduced 

genetic diversity around selected locus when domesticated lineages were 

compared with their wild ancestor lineages. The Thoroughbred  has 

developed particular skills in  racing over last decades that the resequecing 

analysis to comprehensively identify genome-wide variations in them could 

be a valuable resources in addressing those subjects. With the accurate 

estimation of single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) probability for each site, 

we carried out genome-wide scans for loci of low variability and long-range 

haplotype specific for Mongolian horse and Thoroughbred populations and 

identified hundreds of possible domesticated genes that might be attributed to 

adaptation in Eurasian steppe as well and racing performance. 
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3.2 Results 

3.2.1 Adaptive selection in throughout the Eurasian range of 

horses 

It is to note that the population differentiation index has power in detecting 

selection on standing variations as well as on new selected sites (Innan and 

Kim 2008), especially for short-term genetic distances between groups. One 

critical limitation is that the FST statistic alone cannot tell which lineage has 

experienced selective sweep (Figure S1). As an effort to overcome this 

undesirable problem, the population branch statistic (PBS) has been proposed 

recently. It estimates the change of pairwise differences in allele frequencies 

with a given length of population history of outgroup and succeeded in 

detecting incomplete selective sweeps (Yi, Liang et al. 2010). By using 

Przewalski as an outgroup, we could detect population specific frequency 

changes. It is important to distinguish either selection or demographic effects. 

Under the simple demography model (Figure 1) for three lineages, including 

Prewalski's horse, Monolian horse and Jejo pony and Thoroughbred (Figure 

S2), parameters were inferred from a diffusion approximation on the set of the 

most neutral sites (Figure S3). Then, we constructed distribution of neutral 

variations to test hypothesis whether a signature is created by demographic 

effects of selection using coalescent simulation (Figure S4). 

 In total, 118 regions annotated with human genes showed 

significantly strong PBS values in Mongolian horses (Figure 2A, Table S1). 

Of these candidates, the CHIT1, chitinase 1, showed the most strongest signal. 

The CHIT1 gene encodes mammalian chitotriosidase, a 50-kDa enzyme that 

catalyzes the cleavage of chitin polymers (Ober and Chupp 2009). Chitin is 

present in fungal cell walls, the exoskeletons of crustaceans and insects, and 

in parasites. Plants use chitotriosidase as an important innate defense 

mechanism against fungi, and mice that lack the enzyme demonstrate 

increased susceptibility to invasive fungal disease (van Eijk, van Roomen et al. 

2005). A polymorphism in CHIT1 and MBL2 that are associated with 

susceptibility to human filarial infection (Choi, Zimmerman et al. 2001). 
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Figure 3.1 Genome-wide distribution population differentiation among 
Przewalski’s horse, Mongolian hose, and Thoroughbred. 
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Figure 3.2 Population demography for horse domestication and 
adaptation. 
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Figure 3.3 Population admixture analysis 
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Figure 3.4 Inferred of population demography based on 2-D allele frequency spectrum (A). Comparison between 
AFS derived from model and observation. 
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Figure 3.5 Population specific allele frequency changes. 
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Figure 3.6 Allele frequency changes from coalescent simulation 
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In Thoroughbred, 73 regions centered in annotated genes showed significantly 

strong PBS values (Figure 2B, Table S2). Of these candidates, the POGK, 

pogo transposable element with KRAB domain, showed the most strongest 

signal. It is a fusion gene of Tc2 and KRAB (Feschotte 2008). The Tc2 is a 

pro-platelet basic protein with chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 7.  The LA-

PF4 stimulates DNA synthesis, mitosis, glycolysis, intracellular cAMP 

accumulation, prostaglandin E2 secretion, and synthesis of hyaluronic acid 

and sulfated glycosaminoglycan. It also stimulates the formation and secretion 

of plasminogen activator by human synovial cells. NAP-2 is a ligand for 

CXCR1 and CXCR2, and NAP-2, NAP-2(73), NAP-2(74), NAP-2(1-66), and 

most potent NAP-2(1-63) are chemoattractants and activators for neutrophils. 

TC-1 and TC-2 are antibacterial proteins, in vitro released from activated 

platelet alpha-granules. CTAP-III(1-81) is more potent than CTAP-III 

desensitize chemokine-induced neutrophil activation And the KRAB 

containing C2H2-ZNF genes constitute the largest sub-family of zinc finger 

genes.   

 It is interesting that the functional categories are similar between 

candidates of Mongolian horse and Thoroughbred that the categories were 

fractionated into more specific ones in Thoroughbred (Figure S5 and S6). Sets 

of small number genes were associated with functional classes, such as 

"membrane organization" and "cell adhesion" in Mongolian horse. On the 

other hand, genes sets consisted of much mores genes (~4 fold) were 

associated with more specific functional classes, such as "cellular component 

organization", "Anatomical structure development", "protein modification 

process", and so on. 

It is to note that ABLIM1 (Actin binding LIM protein 1) is a 

common gene between Mongolian horse and Thoroughbred, implying the 

allele could be selected in the common ancestral population between them. 

This gene encodes a cytoskeletal LIM protein that binds to actin filaments via 

a domain that is homologous to erythrocyte dematin. LIM domains, found in 

over 60 proteins, play key roles in the regulation of developmental pathways. 

LIM domains also function as protein-binding interfaces, mediating specific 

protein-protein interactions. The protein encoded by this gene could mediate 
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such interactions between actin filaments and cytoplasmic targets, that may 

act as scaffold protein, and have been suggested to play a role in axon 

guidance.
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Figure 3.7 Enrichment of functional categories of Biological process in 
GO for genes of positive selection 

 

Figure 3.8 Enrichment of functional categories of Molecular function in 
GO for genes of positive selection in Thoroughbred 
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Selection for genes with de novo mutation underlying racing traits 

By using Przewalski as an outgroup, we could detect ancestral allele, and 

detected long-range haplotype homozygosity. To detect signatures of recent or 

ongoing selection on derived alleles that are currently polymorphic within 

populations, we calculated the integrated haplotype score (iHS) statistic 

throughout the genome (Voight et al. 2006). Genes showing strong signals of 

|iHS| score  (P-value < 0.01 and derived allele frequency < 0.2) in 

Thoroughbred (Figure 3). Of these loci of strong |iHS| score, we further 

selected loci that located in low variability region. We show that 24 loci 

located in genes showed strong negative iHS values that the haplotypes on the 

derived allele background are longer compared to the haplotypes associated 

with the ancestral allele (Table S3). 

An extreme negative iHS was associated with SynDIG1 (synapse 

differentiation induced gene 1), a conserved type II transmembrane protein, 

considered as a novel regulator of excitatory synapse maturation (Figure 5B) 

(Kalashnikova, Lorca et al. 2010). SynDIG1 is recently reported to play an 

essential role in central regulator of excitatory synaptic strength. During 

development of the central nervous system (CNS), precise synaptic 

connections between pre- and postsynaptic neurons are formed, and they 

ultimately give rise to higher order cognitive skills such as learning and 

memory. In addition, its distribution at excitatory synapses is regulated by 

activity, suggesting that SynDIG1 might also affect synaptic plasticity 

(Kalashnikova, Lorca et al. 2010).  

Along with this, RalGApase alpha 2 is another potential candidates 

associated with underlying racing performance, which produces 

multifunctional proteins regulating a variety of cellular processes. It is 

involved in the insulin/IGF pathway-protein kinase B signaling cascade as 

well as p53 pathway by glucose deprivation annotated in PANTHER database 

(Thomas, Campbell et al. 2003). The RalGAP complexes share structural and 

catalytic similarities with the tuberous sclerosis tumor suppressor complex, 

which acts as a GAP for Rheb. Like other GTPases, the activity of Ral is 

regulated by the opposing effects of guanine nucleotide exchange factors 
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(GEFs) and GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs). They are critical for efficient 

termination of Ral activation induced by extracellular stimuli. The in vitro 

GTPase assays revealed that recombinant RalGAP1 accelerates the GTP 

hydrolysis rate of RalA by 280,000-fold (Suzuki, Yamazaki et al. 2000). 

Other G-protein modulars were also detected in this analysis, including 

ARHGAP15 (Rho GTPase activating protein 15) and RAPGEF2 (Rap 

guanine nucleotide exchange factor 2).  

KPNA3 (Importin subunit alpha-3) also play a role in intracellular 

trafficking and secretion. It mediates the transport of molecules between the 

nucleus and the cytoplasm in eukaryotic cells is mediated by the nuclear pore 

complex (NPC), which consists of 60-100 proteins. Small molecules (up to 70 

kD) can pass through the nuclear pore by nonselective diffusion while larger 

molecules are transported by an active process. The protein encoded by this 

gene belongs to the importin alpha family, and is involved in nuclear protein 

import.  

We show that 83 loci located in annotated genes showed significant 

positive iHS (Table S4) that the haplotypes on the ancestral allele background 

are longer compared to derived allele background. An extreme positive iHS 

score is considered as a candidate because the ancestral allele may be 

hitchhiking along with the selected allele, or the ancestral allele itself may be 

the target of selection (Voight et al. 2006). Thus, it could be a signature of 

selection on standing variations. Of These candidates, 12 genes have strong 

negative iHS values, including FSTL4 , SynDIG1, TSPAN9, MTTP, DNAH5, 

TSPAN11, Kiaa1524, Wdr25, MRPL47, PRKG1, SHQ1, CTTNP2NL.   

 

The functional classes were different between those having positive iHS 

and negative iHS (Figure S8 and S9). The former sets with enrichment were 

"metabolic process" and "protein modification process", but the latter sets 

with enrichment were "Developmental process" and "regulation of cell 

communication". 
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Figure 3.9 To analysis recent selective sweep, we selected P(|iHS|) > 0.01 with minor allele frequency less than 0.1 and  

log transformed ratio of nucleotide diversity between Przewalski and thoroughbred higher than 2. 
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Figure 3.10 Distribution of nucleotide diversity ratio 
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Figure 3.11 Enrichment of functional categories of Molecular function in 
GO for genes of positive selection in Thoroughbred (iHS) 

 

Figure 3.12 Enrichment of functional categories of Molecular function in GO 

for genes of positive selection in Thoroughbred (iHS) 
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3.3 Discussion 

3.3.1 Genetic basis of adaptation to short-grass steppe 

environment 

The domestication of animals, a prerequisite to the rise of civilization, 

was the most fundamental development in modern human societies. No 

species has had such an impact on warfare, transportation, and 

communication capability than the horse (Levine 2005). The 

archaeological record and genetic results posit that, initially, wild 

horses were captured over a large geographic area and used for 

nutrition and transport (Vilà, Leonard et al. 2001).  

With a brief domestication history, especially effective population 

size is well studied. Wild horses were widely distributed throughout the 

Eurasian steppe during the Upper Paleolithic, but in many regions, they 

disappeared from the fossil record about 10,000 years ago (Clutton-

Brock 1999). Horse remains became increasingly frequent in 

archaeological sites of southern Ukraine and Kazakhstan starting about 

6000 years ago; limited evidence from bit wear on teeth suggests that 

some horses could have been ridden (Levine 2005). By the beginning 

of the Iron Age, wild horse populations had declined (Clutton-Brock 

1999).  

The evidence for positive selection has been traditionally evaluated 

by comparison with expected values under standard population genetic 

models, but the parameters used to have large uncertainties in model 

prediction due to complex demographic history,. As a consequence, it 

became hard to distinguish selection from population demography. In 

fact, high-scoring regions often contained no known genes at all, which 

may mostly attribute to a failure to filter out the effect of genetic 

bottleneck rather than selection on noncoding sequences (Sabeti, 

Schaffner et al. 2006). For example, adaptation to a new environment 

results in allele frequency shift, and the migration among population 
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groups would mix alleles of different history and thus hinder our 

analysis. The Przewalski’s horses (Equus Przewalski) provide a 

opportunity to understand domestication of horse lineages. 

Understanding the genetic relationship between domestic and 

Przewalski’s horses is critical for unraveling the domestication history 

(Figure 4).  

In this analysis, we found the CHIT1 that involves immunity to the 

infection of fungus, insect and nematodes could have played a critical 

role in adaptation to the Eurasian steppe. Because, the chitinases are 

produced by a large number of species, including bacteria, fungi, 

nematodes (including filariae), and plants (Collinge, Kragh et al. 1993; 

Boot, Renkema et al. 1995). The microfilarial chitinase is an 

immunodominant antigen and target of current strategies to develop 

candidate vaccines (Dissanayake, Perler et al. 1995; Adam, Kaltmann 

et al. 1996; Wang, Zheng et al. 1997). The functional contribution of 

the microfilarial chitinase to infectious patho- physiology is still not 

well understood. Still, it is notable that the microfilarial sheath contains 

chitin, a putative target for a human chitotriosidase, encoded by CHIT1. 

The human chitotriosidase is produced by macrophages in large 

quantities as an acute phase reactant. In vitro, human chitotriosidase is 

capable of degrading chitin- containing pathogens (Flach, Pilet et al. 

1992; Boot, Renkema et al. 1995). Some authors have suggested that, 

on the basis of in vitro chitinase activity, it could play a role in 

microbicidal activity against complex pathogens, such as the filarial 

parasite whose microfilarial sheath contains chitin (Devaney 1985). 

Recently, a mouse chitinase- like molecule (YM-1) has been shown to 

be highly expressed by filarial exposed alternatively activated 

macrophages (JE Allen, personal communication). Over- all, these data 

suggest a role for these chitinases in modulating the immune response 

to helminth parasites. 
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 In fact, enzootic plague is widespread in rural areas of China 

and Mongolia. Most recent outbreaks in humans have resulted from 

hunting and skinning marmots, an important reservoir of the disease. 

Xenopsylla cheopis is not highly prevalent in East Asia, and a large 

number of other flea species and small mammals are involved in the 

complex cycle of wild rodent plague. Another important disease is 

Cutaneous leishmaniasis (CL) that is moderately or highly endemic in 

China and Mongolia. Two species of Leishmania cause skin lesions in 

the region. The less severe and rurally distributed Le. major is a 

parasite of desert and dry jungle rodents, especially gerbils such as 

Rhombomys opimus and Meriones meridianus. Cutaneous 

leishmaniasis, also caused by Le. major and called “rural”or “wet” 

cutaneous leishmaniasis or zoonotic cutaneous leishmaniasis, is present 

in small villages and rural areas of East Asia, especially China and 

Mongolia. The suspected sand fly vectors of Le. major in East Asia 

include Phlebotomus alexandrei, P. andrejievi, P. caucasicus, P. 

chinensis, P. mongolensis and P. Smirnovi (Gingrich, Harlan et al. 

2002). Thus, CHIT1 could play a fundamental role in adaption to the 

Eurasian steppe by enhancing immunity in those reservoirs of 

infectious disease.  

3.3.1 Breeding genes underlying racing performance 

 

Thoroughbred have originated from small founders (one founder stallion 

accounting for 95% of paternal lineages and ten founder mares for 72% of 

maternal lineages about 3~400 years ago (Cunningham, Dooley et al. 2001). 

Horse breeders traditionally aim to breed horses both by quantitative and 

qualitative categories: “balance”, “stamina”, “speed”, and “brilliance.” 

(Williamson and Beilharz 1998; Hill, Gu et al. 2010). It is a complex multi-

generation process that begins with a relatively few individuals selected for 

behavioral characteristics (Cluttonbrock 1992).  The Thoroughbred is a 
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breed well known as a racing horse, which has been artificially selected for 

structural and functional adaptation that contributes to athletic performance 

phenotypes. In comparison to other athletic species of similar size, the 

Thoroughbred has a high skeletal muscle mass comprising over 55% of total 

body mass and a high aerobic capacity or maximal oxygen uptake (Gunn 

1987; Jones, Longworth et al. 1989; Young, Marlin et al. 2002). It is a 

relatively recent horse breed derived from a small number of Arabian stallions 

and native British mares in 17th- and 18th- century England (Cunningham, 

Dooley et al. 2001; Hill, Bradley et al. 2002).  

 

We detected genes, including SynDIG1, that mediate of signal 

transduction to helps to enhance communication in synapse. It determines the 

contents of AMPA receptors by selecting synaptic organizing complexes. 

SynDIG1 regulates, for example, GRID2 which interacts with ephrinB2 to 

recruit and maintain AMPA receptors at synapse (Malinow and Malenka 

2002; Antion, Christie et al. 2010). These are the central transmitter of axon 

guidance. In a single-cell migration, axon guidance can be thought of as a 

specialized form of directed migration. Without the movement of cell body, 

the growth cone at the axon tip responds to attractive and repulsive 

extracellular cues as it extends to its target sites (Liu and Strittmatter 2001). In 

mammals, contractile actin and myosin filaments are used by many cell types 

to induce rapid and reversible changes in shape, and Rho GTPases control 

many of the specialized functions in cells. In vascular smooth muscle, 

numerous agonists induce Rho activation in aortic smooth muscle cell that 

simulate myosin light chain phosphorylation to promote actin and myosin 

contraction (Fukata, Kaibuchi et al. 2001). Small molecule inhibitors of 

kinase prevent agonist-induced contraction of vascular muscle cell and thus 

reduce high blood pressure in a rat model of hypertention (Uehata, Ishizaki et 

al. 1997). It is suggested that contraction forces are responsible for 

destabilizing the endothelial cell-cell junction that is generated through 

increased actin and myosin activity. 
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3.4 Materials & Methods 

 

3.4.1 Sample preparation and resequencing 

A set of whole-blood samples were collected from the two Przewalski’s 

horses and Mongolian wild horses from Mongol, the 14 stallions of 

throughout-bred racing horse from Korean Racing Authority and 6 male ‘Jeju’ 

domestic ponies (Equus caballus) from Jeju Provincial Livestock Institute, 

Korea. Blood sampling was drawn (10ml) from the carotid artery and was 

treated with heparin to prevent clotting.  

Genomc DNA quality check (DNA QC) was carried out with agarose gel 

+ fluorescence-based quantification check. Standard run electrophoresis of 

0.6% agarose gel and Pulse Field gel Loading 200ng and check. Briefly, pair 

library construction (500bp fragment) followed the manufacturer’s 

manuscript; Purified genomic DNA, fragments of less than 800bp, blunt-

ended fragments with 5’-phosphorylated ends, 3’-dA overhang, adaptor-

modifed ends, purified ligation product, genomic DNA library. Then, 

sequence data were generated using Illumina’s HiSeq.  

 

3.4.2 Genotype calling 

Pair-end sequence reads were mapped to the reference horse genome 

(equCab2) with the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA; version 0.6.1) using 

default setting. Three open-source packages were used for downstream 

processing and variant calling; Picard Tools, SAMtools (Li et al., 2009), and 

Genome analysis toolkit (GATK; McKenna et al., 2010). Substitution calls 

were made with GATK UnifiedGenotyper. All calls with a Phred-scaled 

quality of less than 20 were filtered out. For each chromosome, were inferred 

haplotype phase and imputed missing allele for the entire set of Mongolian 

horse, Jeju pony, Thoroughoutbred populations, and Przewalski's horse 

simultaneously using BEAGLE (Browning & Browning, 2009) 

 

3.4.3 Calculation of |iHS| values 
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The iHS statistics is applied to individual SNPs of which ancestral allele 

information is known. This statistics calculate integral of the observed decay 

of EHH away from a focal allele until EHH reaches 0.05 (Voight et al. 2006). 

This integrated EHH is computed for the ancestral (iHHA) and derived core 

allele (iHHD). The log ratio of iHHA to iHHD is standardized to have mean of 

0 and variance of 1. The top and bottom 2.5% of distribution of iHS value 

indicate unusually long haplotypes carrying the ancestral or derived alleles, 

respectively. We define the “ancestral allele” based on the site information 

that the variation in Przewalski’s horse has mono-allele. 

 

 

3.4.4 Population-specific Branch Score 

Pairwise differences in allele frequencies can be calculated using FST 

(Reynolds, Weir et al. 1983). We excluded sites of which the minor allele 

frequency has 0 in at least two populations. The indices were transformed into 

population divergence time T in units scaled by the population size (Cavalli-

Sforza 1969).  

T = -log(1 - FST) 

For each bin, we calculated T between the Thoroughbred (Tb) and 

Mongolian wild horse and Jeju pony (MJ) populations, and between these 

population and a Przewalski’s horse population, providing very accurate 

estimates of allele frequencies. The length of the branching leading to the 

landrace population since the divergence from Thoroughbred, is then obtained 

as 

PBS = (TThb-MJ + TThb-P - TMJ-P)/2 

A population-specific PBS values represents the amount of allele 

frequency change at a given locus in the history of this population since its 

divergence from the other two populations. This statistic proved to be very 

powerful to detect selection and to detect incomplete selective sweep (Yi, 

Liang et al. 2010).   

 

 

3.4.5. Inferring demographic model 
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Inference demographic parameters using dadi. We collected SNP sites 

randomly from inter-genic regions and used as folded site frequency spectrum 

for Thoroughbred, and Mongolian horse and Jeju pony. The demographic 

model is 2-way population with constant in Mongolian horses + Jeju pony and 

exponential population growth in Thoroughbred. Under the The coalescent 

simulations carried out 10,000,000 times under inferred demographic model 

using Hudson’s ms (Hudson 2002). The branching time and demographic 

history is derived from reference. The corresponding ms demography is: 

 

-n 1 0.020000 -n 2 0.015008 -g 3 2.882074 -eg 0.004999 1 0.0   

-en 0.009900 3 0.020247  

-em 0.009900 2 3 31.383909 -em 0.009900 3 2 0.000100 -em 0.009900 1 

3 62.767818 -em 0.009900 1 2 62.767818  

-ej 0.009900 3 2  

-en 0.000354 1 0.100000 -en 0.017694 1 0.010000 -en 0.026541 1 

0.500000  

-em 0.212327 1 2 62.767818 -em 0.212327 2 1 62.767818  

-ej 0.212327 2 1 

 

Table 4 Inferred demographic parameters 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

θ 7570.059 N 2755.233 

s 1.447 T0 1.998 

NThb 5.391 ts 0.001 

NMJ 0.048 td 0.001 

NPrz 0.005 m 5.413 

 

 

 

3.4.6 Summary statistics 

Horse genomes were divided into bins of 50 kb and the unbiased estimated of 

nucleotide diversity (Nei 1987) and population differentiation (Nei & Li 1979 
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based on pairwise difference between haplotypes were calculated for each bin 

by using Arlequin 3.5 (Excoffier et al. 2010). We optimized the cutoff for 

each statistics from coalescent simulation under the inferred demographic 

model for horse population under the standard neutral model. The cutoff for 

ratio of nucleotide diversity and FST is 95% quantile of FST distribution 

derived from the coalescent simulations.
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Table 5 Mongolian horse specific allele frequency changes  

Chr Bin start Gene Description PBS 

30 30000000 CHIT1 chitinase 1 (chitotriosidase) 1.759 

27 25350000 MLF1IP MLF1 interacting protein 1.638 

6 61500000 PRICKLE1 prickle homolog 1 (Drosophila) 1.337 

24 13600000 mpp5 membrane protein, palmitoylated 5 (MAGUK p55 subfamily member 5) 1.295 

5 95200000 leprot leptin receptor overlapping transcript 1.220 

3 64350000 AMBN ameloblastin (enamel matrix protein) 1.208 

23 16350000 C9orf41 chromosome 9 open reading frame 41 1.167 

20 11550000 C6orf105 chromosome 6 open reading frame 105 1.157 

18 79450000 PARD3B par-3 partitioning defective 3 homolog B (C. elegans) 1.123 

1 91450000 Bnc1 basonuclin 1 1.110 

7 10400000 Cntn5 contactin 5 1.086 

3 30650000 rn7sk RNA, 7SK small nuclear 1.061 

3 47800000 FAM190A KIAA1680 protein 1.052 

8 62900000 SYT4 synaptotagmin IV 1.042 

6 70500000 Atf7 activating transcription factor 7 1.035 

17 27350000 EPSTI1 epithelial stromal interaction 1 (breast) 1.007 

3 26300000 VAT1L vesicle amine transport protein 1 homolog (T. californica)-like 1.003 

5 54450000 SYT6 synaptotagmin VI 0.981 

18 3850000 bin1 bridging integrator 1 0.966 

6 29950000 WNK1 WNK lysine deficient protein kinase 1; hypothetical LOC100132369 0.955 
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18 51550000 itga6 integrin, alpha 6 0.949 

7 71250000 clpB ClpB caseinolytic peptidase B homolog (E. coli) 0.928 

17 76100000 TNFSF13B tumor necrosis factor (ligand) superfamily, member 13b 0.912 

2 47150000 TTC34 tetratricopeptide repeat domain 34 0.912 

22 5650000 SLC24A3 solute carrier family 24 (sodium/potassium/calcium exchanger), member 3 0.908 

2 106700000 qrfpr pyroglutamylated RFamide peptide receptor 0.895 

18 27600000 Zeb2 zinc finger E-box binding homeobox 2 0.890 

15 91300000 Fam150b family with sequence similarity 150, member B 0.885 

17 5950000 SHISA2 shisa homolog 2 (Xenopus laevis) 0.871 

2 54650000 EBF2 early B-cell factor 2 0.870 

10 69850000 hsf2 heat shock transcription factor 2 0.868 

19 2250000 MLF1 myeloid leukemia factor 1 0.859 

32 24150000 TAB3 mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase 7 interacting protein 3 0.856 

15 22900000 rn7sk RNA, 7SK small nuclear 0.853 

14 37950000 HSPA9 heat shock 70kDa protein 9 (mortalin) 0.836 

6 30850000 C12orf32 chromosome 12 open reading frame 32 0.819 

31 15500000 C6orf97 chromosome 6 open reading frame 97 0.808 

25 34000000 BAT2L1 HLA-B associated transcript 2-like 0.805 

5 38550000 MNDA myeloid cell nuclear differentiation antigen 0.804 

5 77950000 COL24A1 collagen, type XXIV, alpha 1 0.803 

6 28050000 CACNA1C hypothetical protein LOC100131098; calcium channel, voltage-dependent, L type, alpha 1C subunit 0.797 

18 17100000 NCKAP5 Nck-associated protein 5 0.792 
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19 16750000 TBL1XR1 transducin (beta)-like 1 X-linked receptor 1 0.790 

4 35250000 fzd1 frizzled homolog 1 (Drosophila) 0.789 

23 20350000 TRPM3 transient receptor potential cation channel, subfamily M, member 3 0.789 

20 55950000 khdrbs2 KH domain containing, RNA binding, signal transduction associated 2 0.784 

21 4050000 ATP13A1 ATPase type 13A1 0.773 

14 47600000 3-Mar membrane-associated ring finger (C3HC4) 3 0.771 

5 63200000 RNPC3 RNA-binding region (RNP1, RRM) containing 3 0.767 

18 59450000 NEUROD1 neurogenic differentiation 1 0.765 

8 40900000 Colec12 collectin sub-family member 12 0.763 

30 21900000 Cdc73 cell division cycle 73, Paf1/RNA polymerase II complex component, homolog (S. cerevisiae) 0.755 

26 26100000 RNF160 ring finger protein 160 0.753 

14 9050000 SH3PXD2B SH3 and PX domains 2B 0.743 

25 34400000 MED27 similar to cofactor required for Sp1 transcriptional activation, subunit 8, 34kDa; mediator complex 

subunit 27; CRSP8 pseudogene 

0.742 

6 61450000 PRICKLE1 prickle homolog 1 (Drosophila) 0.742 

25 34050000 pomt1 protein-O-mannosyltransferase 1 0.739 

16 67700000 CPNE4 copine IV 0.730 

1 19350000 Tectb tectorin beta 0.729 

21 15500000 Mier3 mesoderm induction early response 1, family member 3 0.726 

1 26950000 Taf5 TAF5 RNA polymerase II, TATA box binding protein (TBP)-associated factor, 100kDa 0.726 

5 83900000 ELTD1 EGF, latrophilin and seven transmembrane domain containing 1 0.722 

5 26850000 NEK2 NIMA (never in mitosis gene a)-related kinase 2 0.720 

1 17250000 ABLIM1 actin binding LIM protein 1 0.717 
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1 14300000 Rab11fip2 RAB11 family interacting protein 2 (class I) 0.713 

15 56300000 PKDCC protein kinase-like protein SgK493 0.702 

18 900000 plekhb2 pleckstrin homology domain containing, family B (evectins) member 2 0.698 

32 94200000 DOCK11 dedicator of cytokinesis 11 0.698 

20 35100000 Anks1a ankyrin repeat and sterile alpha motif domain containing 1A 0.698 

19 6800000 bchE butyrylcholinesterase 0.687 

15 89800000 MYT1L myelin transcription factor 1-like 0.686 

4 77750000 FAM3C family with sequence similarity 3, member C 0.686 

1 80200000 Capn9 calpain 9 0.684 

5 87950000 TNNI3K TNNI3 interacting kinase; fucose-1-phosphate guanylyltransferase 0.678 

18 17600000 NCKAP5 Nck-associated protein 5 0.668 

5 18250000 KIAA1614 KIAA1614 0.666 

19 36750000 Hspbap1 HSPB (heat shock 27kDa) associated protein 1 0.664 

18 21100000 THSD7B thrombospondin, type I, domain containing 7B 0.660 

14 47350000 MEGF10 multiple EGF-like-domains 10 0.659 

18 26350000 ARHGAP15 Rho GTPase activating protein 15 0.657 

15 67750000 PPP1CB protein phosphatase 1, catalytic subunit, beta isoform; speedy homolog A (Xenopus laevis) 0.653 

32 99200000 ODZ1 odz, odd Oz/ten-m homolog 1(Drosophila) 0.652 

30 20200000 RGS18 regulator of G-protein signaling 18 0.650 

29 9750000 PTCHD3 patched domain containing 3 0.646 

7 58000000 RAB38 RAB38, member RAS oncogene family 0.644 

24 37950000 C14orf49 chromosome 14 open reading frame 49 0.640 
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28 9700000 TMTC2 transmembrane and tetratricopeptide repeat containing 2 0.639 

7 49350000 DNM2 dynamin 2 0.629 

3 30550000 rn7sk RNA, 7SK small nuclear 0.625 

3 32550000 KIAA0182 KIAA0182 0.624 

2 49050000 Lpl lipoprotein lipase 0.618 

20 5450000 LYRM4 LYR motif containing 4 0.614 

1 154700000 lpcat4 lysophosphatidylcholine acyltransferase 4 0.607 

14 17750000 Gabrg2 gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) A receptor, gamma 2 0.605 

18 18250000 Mgat5 mannosyl (alpha-1,6-)-glycoprotein beta-1,6-N-acetyl-glucosaminyltransferase; hypothetical 

LOC151162 

0.603 

2 57300000 extl3 exostoses (multiple)-like 3 0.602 

8 15450000 TAOK3 TAO kinase 3 0.594 

15 12600000 PROM2 prominin 2 0.589 

18 16600000 SLC35F5 solute carrier family 35, member F5 0.580 

6 60000000 Cntn1 contactin 1 0.574 

3 41300000 C4orf37 chromosome 4 open reading frame 37 0.571 

1 117250000 scaper S-phase cyclin A-associated protein in the ER 0.567 

24 33350000 c14orf143 chromosome 14 open reading frame 143 0.540 

26 8450000 GBE1 glucan (1,4-alpha-), branching enzyme 1 0.535 

10 43200000 MAP3K7 mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase 7 0.518 

27 26100000 c4orf41 chromosome 4 open reading frame 41 0.516 

30 650000 ADSS adenylosuccinate synthase 0.498 

11 27000000 CA10 carbonic anhydrase X 0.493 
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15 67550000 WDR43 WD repeat domain 43 0.479 

11 27050000 CA10 carbonic anhydrase X 0.478 

1 117300000 scaper S-phase cyclin A-associated protein in the ER 0.471 

3 16850000 cdh5 cadherin 5, type 2 (vascular endothelium) 0.469 

11 26950000 CA10 carbonic anhydrase X 0.462 

7 50850000 ZNF177 zinc finger protein 177 0.454 

16 11050000 Arl8b ADP-ribosylation factor-like 8B 0.407 

11 26350000 LUC7L3 cisplatin resistance-associated overexpressed protein 0.394 

3 40200000 ADH6 alcohol dehydrogenase 6 (class V) 0.312 

3 38000000 BANK1 B-cell scaffold protein with ankyrin repeats 1 0.293 
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Table 6 Thoroughbred specific allele frequency change 

Chr Bin start Gene Description PBS 

5 3500000 Pogk pogo transposable element with KRAB domain 2.208 

5 27650000 Hhat hedgehog acyltransferase 1.812 

7 45600000 HOOK2 hook homolog 2 (Drosophila) 1.793 

4 4445000

0 

THSD7A thrombospondin, type I, domain containing 7A 1.703 

14 63500000 EFNA5 ephrin-A5 1.658 

4 79550000 WASL Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome-like 1.628 

16 33750000 CACNA2D

3 

calcium channel, voltage-dependent, alpha 2/delta subunit 3 1.551 

19 28850000 CCDC50 coiled-coil domain containing 50 1.533 

18 48900000 LRP2 low density lipoprotein-related protein 2 1.514 

19 8350000 WDR49 WD repeat domain 49 1.481 

4 93800000 BRAF v-raf murine sarcoma viral oncogene homolog B1 1.464 

30 6600000 CDC42BPA CDC42 binding protein kinase alpha (DMPK-like) 1.439 

28 7600000 C12orf64 chromosome 12 open reading frame 64 1.386 

4 50550000 hdac9 histone deacetylase 9 1.386 

21 4450000 SH3BP5L SH3-binding domain protein 5-like 1.379 

31 3700000 park2 Parkinson disease (autosomal recessive, juvenile) 2, parkin 1.367 

17 76350000 Myo16 myosin XVI 1.353 

30 2900000 WDR64 WD repeat domain 64 1.348 
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18 36050000 GALNT1 UDP-N-acetyl-alpha-D-galactosamine:polypeptide N-acetylgalactosaminyltransferase 13 (GalNAc-T13); 

UDP-N-acetyl-alpha-D-galactosamine:polypeptide N-acetylgalactosaminyltransferase 1 (GalNAc-T1) 

1.345 

14 30500000 Dpysl3 dihydropyrimidinase-like 3 1.340 

18 56200000 PDE11A phosphodiesterase 11A 1.330 

4 27750000 PCLO piccolo (presynaptic cytomatrix protein) 1.319 

28 30100000 BTBD11 BTB (POZ) domain containing 11 1.278 

30 6550000 CDC42BPA CDC42 binding protein kinase alpha (DMPK-like) 1.244 

5 7125000

0 

bcar3 breast cancer anti-estrogen resistance 3 1.240 

18 55350000 Hnrnpa3 heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A3 1.228 

5 11800000 PAPPA2 pappalysin 2 1.196 

25 28400000 psmb7 proteasome (prosome, macropain) subunit, beta type, 7 1.165 

5 68400000 DPYD dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase 1.150 

26 16500000 C21orf91 chromosome 21 open reading frame 91 1.148 

15 63500000 Ltbp1 latent transforming growth factor beta binding protein 1 1.137 

11 19850000 DHX8 DEAH (Asp-Glu-Ala-His) box polypeptide 8 1.134 

2 90950000 ELMOD2 ELMO/CED-12 domain containing 2 1.119 

17 20750000 KCNRG potassium channel regulator 1.111 

5 41650000 Hcn3 hyperpolarization activated cyclic nucleotide-gated potassium channel 3 1.108 

5 66200000 Frrs1 ferric-chelate reductase 1 1.105 

18 50850000 cybrd1 cytochrome b reductase 1 1.102 

15 69700000 Otof otoferlin 1.101 

1 18500000 Tcf7l2 transcription factor 7-like 2 (T-cell specific, HMG-box) 1.100 
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1 17350000 ABLIM1 actin binding LIM protein 1 1.098 

8 73100000 TCF4 transcription factor 4 1.095 

26 13700000 SAMSN1 SAM domain, SH3 domain and nuclear localization signals 1 1.092 

25 22550000 TLR4 toll-like receptor 4 1.089 

10 12100000 C19orf69 chromosome 19 open reading frame 69 1.087 

4 93750000 BRAF v-raf murine sarcoma viral oncogene homolog B1 1.080 

31 16300000 PLEKHG1 pleckstrin homology domain containing, family G (with RhoGef domain) member 1 1.075 

9 66350000 FER1L6 fer-1-like 6 (C. elegans) 1.073 

6 24150000 FAM132B family with sequence similarity 132, member B 1.068 

27 32150000 VEGFC vascular endothelial growth factor C 1.067 

1 15950000 gfra1 GDNF family receptor alpha 1 1.066 

32 84600000 RBM41 RNA binding motif protein 41 1.065 

24 6150000 KIAA0586 KIAA0586 1.049 

3 89200000 pgm2 phosphoglucomutase 2 1.041 

18 12200000 EN1 engrailed homeobox 1 1.020 

17 9350000 ubl3 ubiquitin-like 3 1.016 

32 91100000 IL13RA2 interleukin 13 receptor, alpha 2 1.006 

7 1000000 JSRP1 junctional sarcoplasmic reticulum protein 1 0.996 

7 1000000 SF3A2 splicing factor 3a, subunit 2, 66kDa 0.996 

15 69550000 CIB4 calcium and integrin binding family member 4 0.979 

6 30100000 B4GALNT3 beta-1,4-N-acetyl-galactosaminyl transferase 3 0.951 

23 6450000 C9orf103 chromosome 9 open reading frame 103 0.941 
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18 35700000 GALNT13 UDP-N-acetyl-alpha-D-galactosamine:polypeptide N-acetylgalactosaminyltransferase 13 (GalNAc-T13); 

UDP-N-acetyl-alpha-D-galactosamine:polypeptide N-acetylgalactosaminyltransferase 1 (GalNAc-T1) 

0.940 

32 88550000 TRPC5 transient receptor potential cation channel, subfamily C, member 5 0.938 

15 74550000 C2orf43 chromosome 2 open reading frame 43 0.925 

2 56050000 PTK2B PTK2B protein tyrosine kinase 2 beta 0.907 

6 21600000 SH3BP4 SH3-domain binding protein 4 0.906 

17 58750000 SLITRK5 SLIT and NTRK-like family, member 5 0.899 

5 27250000 KCNH1 potassium voltage-gated channel, subfamily H (eag-related), member 1 0.892 

21 4400000 SH3BP5L SH3-binding domain protein 5-like 0.832 

16 53100000 GADL1 glutamate decarboxylase-like 1 0.798 

14 67050000 c5orf30 chromosome 5 open reading frame 30 0.797 

9 29350000 mrpl15 mitochondrial ribosomal protein L15 0.711 

14 86350000 bhmT betaine-homocysteine methyltransferase 0.707 
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Table 7 Genes associated with significantly strong negative iHS values 

CHR Position Gene Description iHS 

22 1260939 SynDIG synapse differentiation inducing 1 -4.59 

17 21448085 kpna3 karyopherin alpha 3 (importin alpha 4) -4.07 

14 42339062 FSTL4 follistatin-like 4 -3.83 

2 53131937 ADAMDEC1 ADAM-like, decysin 1 -3.4 

7 40861784 OPCML opioid binding protein/cell adhesion molecule-like -3.33 

1 42516735 PRKG1 protein kinase, cGMP-dependent, type I -3.24 

3 39858204 Mttp microsomal triglyceride transfer protein -3.17 

30 26408386 MIR181A1 microRNA 181a-1 -3.09 

18 41936691 PSMD14 proteasome (prosome, macropain) 26S subunit, non-ATPase, 14 -3.09 

19 48378391 kiaa1524 KIAA1524 -3.03 

5 56099791 CTTNBP2NL CTTNBP2 N-terminal like -2.99 

24 42417566 Wdr25 WD repeat domain 25 -2.92 

19 48297199 DZIP3 DAZ interacting protein 3, zinc finger -2.91 

21 46356383 DNAH5 dynein, axonemal, heavy chain 5 -2.87 

6 31078948 tspan9 tetraspanin 9 -2.81 

30 26348000 Ptprc protein tyrosine phosphatase, receptor type, C -2.8 

2 75199359 RAPGEF2 Rap guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) 2; similar to RAPGEF2 protein -2.76 

6 31211168 TSPAN11 tetraspanin 11 -2.74 
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1 84532870 GRID1 glutamate receptor, ionotropic, delta 1 -2.67 

19 18697020 MRPL47 mitochondrial ribosomal protein L47 -2.66 

18 26180041 ARHGAP15 Rho GTPase activating protein 15 -2.66 

16 17721124 Shq1 SHQ1 homolog (S. cerevisiae) -2.63 

22 4718286 RALGAPA2 Ral GTPase activating protein, alpha subunit 2 (catalytic) -2.61 

28 25062816 ANO4 anoctamin 4 -2.59 
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Table 8 Genes associated with significantly strong positive iHS values 

CHR POSITION Gene Description iHS 

15 67541190 Fam179a family with sequence similarity 179, member A 5.07 

14 42309168 FSTL4 follistatin-like 4 4.84 

21 46385482 DNAH5 dynein, axonemal, heavy chain 5 4.54 

22 1207795 TMEM90B synapse differentiation inducing 1 4.47 

19 48396753 kiaa1524 KIAA1524 4.42 

2 92269090 ELF2 E74-like factor 2 (ets domain transcription factor) 4.15 

11 31403302 COIL coilin 4.14 

30 6495963 CDC42BPA CDC42 binding protein kinase alpha (DMPK-like) 4.03 

16 13137993 Cntn4 contactin 4 4.02 

18 57503382 znf385b zinc finger protein 385B 4.01 

3 25849100 ADAMTS18 ADAM metallopeptidase with thrombospondin type 1 motif, 18 4.00 

15 69633024 c2orf70 chromosome 2 open reading frame 70 3.99 

14 84915785 Rasgrf2 Ras protein-specific guanine nucleotide-releasing factor 2 3.98 

6 81325563 HMGA2 high mobility group AT-hook 2 3.98 

30 24957358 Zbtb41 zinc finger and BTB domain containing 41 3.94 

8 788716 RTDR1 rhabdoid tumor deletion region gene 1 3.84 

14 47733091 LMNB1 lamin B1 3.81 

25 18384606 rgs3 regulator of G-protein signaling 3 3.68 
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15 67775122 SPDYA, 

PPP1CB 

protein phosphatase 1, catalytic subunit, beta isoform; speedy homolog A (Xenopus laevis) 3.67 

1 160813255 DAD1 defender against cell death 1 3.65 

4 44050516 Ndufa4 NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) 1 alpha subcomplex, 4, 9kDa 3.63 

11 36750898 SYNRG AP1 gamma subunit binding protein 1 3.62 

18 56686646 PLEKHA3 pleckstrin homology domain containing, family A (phosphoinositide binding specific) member 

3 

3.58 

8 70820512 DCC deleted in colorectal carcinoma 3.53 

2 31785907 KDM1A lysine (K)-specific demethylase 1 3.45 

18 67724012 MYO1B myosin IB 3.43 

4 36257647 pex1 peroxisomal biogenesis factor 1 3.36 

3 39633320 Dnajb14 DnaJ (Hsp40) homolog, subfamily B, member 14 3.36 

30 25024153 Crb1 crumbs homolog 1 (Drosophila) 3.34 

14 40631010 H2AFY H2A histone family, member Y 3.31 

14 84523858 SSBP2 single-stranded DNA binding protein 2 3.29 

32 90859052 htr2c 5-hydroxytryptamine (serotonin) receptor 2C 3.27 

3 45781977 Grid2 glutamate receptor, ionotropic, delta 2 3.26 

11 48728295 WSCD1 WSC domain containing 1 3.25 

1 42480253 PRKG1 protein kinase, cGMP-dependent, type I 3.21 

5 43062624 KCNN3 potassium intermediate/small conductance calcium-activated channel, subfamily N, member 3 3.20 

3 32210323 Fam92b family with sequence similarity 92, member B 3.20 

24 42430106 Wdr25 WD repeat domain 25 3.18 

6 31081524 tspan9 tetraspanin 9 3.16 
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6 31245022 TSPAN11 tetraspanin 11 3.14 

6 30905154 TULP3 tubby like protein 3 3.11 

3 39857644 Mttp microsomal triglyceride transfer protein 3.10 

22 24205786 C20orf71 chromosome 20 open reading frame 71 3.09 

18 30601125 ORC4L origin recognition complex, subunit 4-like (yeast) 3.08 

9 66368166 FER1L6 fer-1-like 6 (C. elegans) 3.07 

4 93695363 DENND2A DENN/MADD domain containing 2A 3.07 

6 24194261 FAM132B family with sequence similarity 132, member B 3.06 

4 44140211 PHF14 PHD finger protein 14 3.05 

21 25278024 C7 complement component 7 3.00 

19 48412222 MYH15 myosin, heavy chain 15 2.98 

5 56092884 CTTNBP2NL CTTNBP2 N-terminal like 2.98 

10 37884306 KIAA1009 KIAA1009 2.96 

3 35995025 SPG7 spastic paraplegia 7 (pure and complicated autosomal recessive) 2.91 

16 14340225 CNTN6 contactin 6 2.89 

13 35111070 TMEM186 transmembrane protein 186 2.87 

17 21820423 CAB39L calcium binding protein 39-like 2.87 

1 70864094 RASGEF1A RasGEF domain family, member 1A 2.87 

10 33756369 LCA5 Leber congenital amaurosis 5 2.84 

22 28454402 KIAA1755 KIAA1755 2.84 

15 67178929 ALK anaplastic lymphoma receptor tyrosine kinase 2.84 

20 28645409 OR10C1 olfactory receptor, family 10, subfamily C, member 1 2.82 
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4 93561170 MKRN1, 

MKRN9P 

makorin ring finger protein pseudogene 6; makorin ring finger protein 1 2.82 

16 40864544 SLC6A20 solute carrier family 6 (proline IMINO transporter), member 20 2.81 

6 28241894 CACNA1C hypothetical protein LOC100131098; calcium channel, voltage-dependent, L type, alpha 1C 

subunit 

2.81 

16 65319444 oxnad1 oxidoreductase NAD-binding domain containing 1 2.80 

7 96049526 KCNA4 potassium voltage-gated channel, shaker-related subfamily, member 4 2.78 

1 68430467 NUP133 nucleoporin 133kDa 2.73 

6 16008396 WDR69 WD repeat domain 69 2.70 

4 19797444 VWC2 von Willebrand factor C domain containing 2 2.70 

30 24927026 ASPM asp (abnormal spindle) homolog, microcephaly associated (Drosophila) 2.69 

5 57949841 RBM15 RNA binding motif protein 15 2.68 

18 31222605 EPC2 enhancer of polycomb homolog 2 (Drosophila) 2.68 

21 16493270 IL6ST interleukin 6 signal transducer (gp130, oncostatin M receptor) 2.67 

1 14949264 PDZD8 PDZ domain containing 8 2.66 

30 25551847 Lhx9 LIM homeobox 9 2.65 

19 36853976 PARP15 poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase family, member 15 2.64 

19 18697211 MRPL47 mitochondrial ribosomal protein L47 2.63 

19 21553154 MCCC1 methylcrotonoyl-Coenzyme A carboxylase 1 (alpha) 2.63 

1 121598381 THSD4 thrombospondin, type I, domain containing 4 2.62 

16 17710108 Shq1 SHQ1 homolog (S. cerevisiae) 2.61 

30 28487790 LAD1 ladinin 1 2.58 
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Chapter 4. Selection for mutational robustness 

and functional enrichment of gene network 

associated with maternal-traits during pig 

domestication 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Maternal traits are fundamental aspect of fitness in mammals. Variation in it, 

for example litter size (Falconer 1960), along with the timing of 

reproduction over the lifespan determines the intrinsic rates of population size 

growth. The genetic basis of fitness-related traits have been widely discussed 

in the context of Wright-Fisher theorems (Charlesworth 1987; Mousseau 

and Roff 1987; Price and Schluter 1991; Crnokrak and Roff 1995; Wade 

and Goodnight 1998; Merilä and Sheldon 1999; Stirling, Réale et al. 

2002). The Fisher's Fundamental Theorem implies that the response of fitness 

to selection is proportional to the additive genetic variance for fitness in the 

population (Fisher 1958). It predicts that only a few segregating genes with 

additive effects responsible to fitness traits should experience the rapid 

fixation of allele conferring higher fitness.  Alternatively, the Wright's 

shifting balance theory suggests that non-additive genetic variance, such as 

random environmental variance and epistatic genetic variance have an 

important evolutionary role (Price and Schluter 1991; Wade and 

Goodnight 1998). It predicts that epistasis can generate multiple fitness peaks 

and these fitness peaks may contribute to the genetic differentiation of 

populations (Wright 1984; Whitlock, Phillips et al. 1995; Gavrilets 1997; 

Wade and Goodnight 1998; Wade 2000). The debates on the genetic basis 

of maternal traits have practical implications for animal breeding, especially 

in swine. Since the purpose of pig domestication have been mainly focused on 

improving maternal traits, such as litter size, through artificial selection. 

  Other species, especially in mouse, body weight is correlated 

with litter size. Darwin also wrote about this correlation that 'increased size 
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must be in some manner of more importance to the females... And this 

perhaps is to allow the production of a vast number of ova'.  In this context, 

Myostatin have been the obvious candidate gene for this phenotype when it 

was shown that mice homozygous for a targeted deletion of this gene 

developed extreme muscularity (McPherron, Lawler et al. 1997). In fact, 

five different loss-of-function alleles present in different breeds of beef cattle 

(Grobet, Pirottin et al. 2003). Although the selection for muscularity has 

picked up several different alleles in cattle, no such allele has so far been 

reported in pig, despite a apparently strong selection pressure on the similar 

traits in this species. Zero covariance between production and reproduction 

traits in swine (Ducos and Bidanel 1996; Rydhmer 2000).  Fertility traits 

have so low heritability that the environmental factors such as health and 

nutritional status have a large impact (Andersson 2001). And the lower the 

heritability and the more loci involved, the more difficult it is to dissect 

genotype-phenotype relationship (Williams and Blangero 1999). It is known 

that litter size is one of the lowest heritability estimate of complex traits 

(Revelle 1973). Thus, fertility is a very important production trait but is 

difficult to study. 

   Several QTL for reproductive traits have been identified in 

resource populations generated by crossing European pig breeds and 

hyperprolific Chinese pigs (Rohrer, Ford et al. 1999; Wilkie, Paszek et al. 

1999). Boorola is an example of a gene with a large effect on female 

reproduction — it increases both ovulation rate and litter size. Boorola has 

been mapped to a region on sheep chromosome 3 that has conserved synteny 

with human chromosome 4 (Montgomery, Lord et al. 1994; Hua and Yang 

2009). Polymorphism in an estrogen receptor gene, a candidate gene for 

reproductive traits, has been reported to be associated with litter size in pigs 

(Rothschild, Jacobson et al. 1996). EphrinB2, a transmembrane ligand for Eph 

receptor tyrosine kinases, was one of the potential candidate genes for 

reproductive traits in pigs (Fu, Wang et al. 2012). The success of QTL 

mapping depends on the character of the study system. The use of inbred line 

crosses is the most powerful method of QTL analysis, because it maximizes 

linkage disequilibrium between markers and trait loci. But, the region that a 
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QTL is mapped to might contain too many plausible candidate genes and even 

several poorly characterized genes that cannot be excluded as candidates.  

  Mc1r, melanocortin-1 receptor, a G-protein-coupled 

receptor that induces cAMP production needed in the synthesis of eumelanin, 

is known to be a major determinant of pigmentation (Lin and Fisher 2007). 

Candidate gene approaches has linked this Mc1r to coat color of adaptive 

significance (Mundy 2004; Rosenblum, Hoekstra et al. 2004; Hoekstra 

2006). Other genes involved in this pathway, Tyrp1 (Steiner, Weber et al. 

2007), have also been associated with pigmentation phonotype. Another 

candidates for those influencing fitness (in natural population) is those 

encoding proteins involved with glucose metabolism that is energy 

metabolism, such as Pgi (Dahlhoff and Rank 2000). The effect of such genes 

was found to be dependent on the size and isolation of populations (Haag, 

Saastamoinen et al. 2005), implying, the genetic effect is strongly 

dependent on the environmental context. 

  It is to note that reconstruction of domestication history can shed 

light on understanding the genetic basis for quantitative traits in pig. For 

example, the genetic variation in the melanocortin receptor 1 (MC1R) gene 

among wild and domestic pigs from both Europe and Asia to address why 

coat color is so much more variable in domestic animals than in their wild 

ancestors (Fang, Larson et al. 2009). All mutations were silent in wild animals, 

suggesting purifying selection, but nine of ten mutations found in domestic 

pigs resulted in altered protein sequence, suggesting that early farmers 

intentionally selected for novel coat color.  

  Initial mtDNA studies showed that European and Chinese 

pigs were domesticated independently from European and Asian subspecies of 

wild boar (Giuffra, Kijas et al. 2000), but later studies suggested at least seven 

domestication events across Eurasia (Larson, Dobney et al. 2005) and East 

Asia (Wu, Yao et al. 2007). These studies also suggested the occurrence of 

introgression of Asian domestic pigs into some European breeds during the 

18th and 19th centuries. Domestic pigs of Near Eastern ancestry were 

introduced into Europe during the Neolithic, and that the European wild boar 

was also domesticated by this time (Larson, Dobney et al. 2005). Once 
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domesticated, European pigs rapidly replaced the introduced domestic pigs of 

Near Eastern origin throughout Europe. Y-chromosomal variation 

demonstrated the existence of two highly divergent and ancient lineages, with 

an estimated divergence time of c. 0.33 Myr, i.e. in the order of the species 

age. A recent study based on microsatellite, mtDNA and Y-chromosomal data 

has confirmed the divergence of East-Asian and European pigs (Ramirez, 

Ojeda et al. 2009). In both regions, wild and domestic populations were found 

to be related to each other. 

  In this study, we aim to trace the operation of artificial 

selection for those maternal traits by detecting domesticated genes into two 

layers; a more primitive state of pig domestication when they introduced into 

human society and a more recent state of pig domestication progressed in 

breeding for quantitative traits such as more fertile and efficient characters. 

With sufficient statistical power, we have discovered recent selection sweeps 

that has operated on the standing variation as well as de novo mutations 

during pig domestication. For selective sweep mapping takes advantage of the 

fact that strong positive selection is expected to leave a local footprint in form 

of reduced genetic diversity around selected locus when domesticated 

lineages were compared with their wild ancestor lineages. The Landrace and 

Yorkshire have developed into a lean, efficient and fertile breeds over last 

decades that the resequecing analysis to comprehensively identify genome-

wide variations in them could be a valuable resources in addressing those 

subjects. With the accurate estimation of single-nucleotide polymorphisms 

(SNP) probability for each site, we carried out genome-wide scans for loci of 

low variability and long-range haplotype specific for landrace and Yorkshire 

populations and identified hundreds of possible domesticated genes that might 

be attributed to maternal traits. 
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4.2 Results 

4.2.1  

Two layers of domestication history in swine 

A simple population demographic models were estimated from three-

dimensional frequency spectrum of neutral sites in the three populations, 

including wild boar, Landrace and Yorkshire (Figure 1A). The demographic 

structure is kept as simple as possible, while including two major events of 

reproductively isolation between wild boar and domestic populations and 

crossbreeding within Landrace and Yorkshire, and with minimum number of 

parameters (Figure 1B). The best fitting model (Figure 1C) refers to two 

domestication events; the ancestral domestication process to be started 14.8 

kya and the recent intensive breeding 240 years ago (Table 1). And the recent 

domestication process involves a small initial population size both in the 

Landrace (4.7%) and Yorkshire (8.2%) with rapid population growth, 

implying strong founder effects could result in a large decrease in genetic 

diversity. The estimates of effective population size were close to those 

reported for Yorkshire but smaller than that for Landrace (Uimari and Tapio 

2011). The discrepancy in Landrace may result from previous study was 

obtained without considering population growth rate that is 1.5 fold higher in 

Landrace than that in Yorkshire.  

 It is interesting to note that the reduction (50%) of population size in 

wild lineages around 54 kya, as the climate began to warm up, coincides with 

a period of major demographic expansion of human population and the arrival 

of first anatomical modern humans in Europe and West Asia (Mellars 2006), 

reflecting an improvement of human hunting skill could have lead to 

reduction of wild boar population but it might be not quite enough to became 

extinct as most of native mammal species experienced (Diamond 1989). 

Since then, approximately 40000 years later, the early domestication process 

had been followed by a severe genetic bottleneck (25%). 

 

Candidate genes contribute to early domestication in swine 

When swine has received increasing attention and become an important 
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subject of domestication as the processes of civilization lead to the gradual 

development of the husbandry of domestic livestock, it may change the 

frequency of an favorable allele in the population. The selected allele itself or 

in surrounding variation may show relatively large population differentiation 

as well as low variability where potential targets of artificial selection have
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Figure 4.0.1 Inference of population parameters. A simple models with smallest number of parameters was 

constructed (A) based on the admixture analysis (B) using likelihood-based demographic estimator (C). 
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Table 1  

Table 9 Domestication model inferred parameters 

Parameter* Maximum likelihood  

N0 2,435 

NW 1,345 

ND 595 

NL 28 

gL (%) 9.90 

NY 49 

gY (%) 6.34 

mWD (×10-4) 4.6 

mLY (×10-4) 3.0 

TA (ya) 54,244 

TB (ya) 14,845 

TD (ya) 240 

 

* Growth rates and g and migration rate m are per generation 
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 operated on compared with its wild ancestor (Sabeti 2006; Yi, Liang et al. 

2010). Therefore, we calculated lineage specific allele frequency changes 

occurred since its divergence throughout genome that this population branch 

statistic (PBS) score has strong power to detect selection on standing 

variations (Yi, Liang et al. 2010). As with other summary statistics, 

distinguishing the confounding effects between selection and population 

demographic history can be difficult, but extreme PBS values represent 

potential candidates of the genetic basis of domestication under artificial 

selection that can be elucidated with the aid of coalescent simulation (Figure 

S1). 

  Genes showing strong signals  (P-value < 0.01, Figure 2) in 

Landrace (36 genes, Table S1) and in Yorkshire (36 genes, Table S2) can be 

the most probable candidates for early period of domestication. To address the 

tempo and mode of domestication process, we estimate the time of most 

recent common ancestor (tMRCA) for those candidates in wild boar. Under 

the assumption of a neutrally evolving population, the tMRCA in wild boar 

was estimated by dividing the nucleotide diversity (theta) for each gene by 

twice the mutation rate. This is a naive but practical assumption that would 

give us a maximum estimate of gene age in domesticated lineages since wild 

boar serving as a good outgroup population (Kim, Kim et al. 2005). We show 

that the distribution of tMRCA ranged from 1542 to 183 years ago (Middle 

ages) with an average (median) tMRCA of 784 (843.9) ya and 874 (868.7) ya 

for Landrace and Yorkshire, respectively (Figure 3), suggesting artificial 

selection may operate on standing variations in those potential candidates 

during the period of Middle Ages. Additionally, the ratio of nucleotide 

diversity in wild boar to that in domestic lineage was increased when going 

backward in time, reflecting that the artificial selection drives domesticated 

alleles toward fixation. 

  Over this period, functional enrichment analysis showed that 

candidates of domesticated genes in Landrace have the more abundant 

functional groups than in Yorkshire (Figure S2). A similar number of genes 

were given, but quite different functional diversity between two lineages 

raises the question about underlying mechanism of artificial selection in each 
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lineage. In order to address this question, we further partitioned these 

functions into meaningful modules based on the protein-protein interaction 

(PPI) network (Figure 4). The network was constructed from a combined set 

of candidate domesticated genes detected in Landrace and Yorkshire because 
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Figure 4.0.2 Population specific allele frequency change. The distribution of PBS statistics for the Landrace branch 

(A) and Yorkshire branch (B). Significant scores (P-value < 0.01) are depicted in red. 
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Figure 4.0.3 Simulation of population specific allele frequency change. The distribution of PBS statistics for the 

Landrace branch (A) and Yorkshire branch (B).. 

Figure S1  
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Figure 4.0.4 Early domestication process. The distribution of time of 

most recent common ancestor in wild boar (A) along with relative 

nucleotide diversity in domestic lineages compare to that in wild boar (B). 

Figure 3  
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Figure 4.0.5 Functional categories enriched in genes with significant PBS 

scores 

Figure S2. 
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Figure 4.0.6 Functional modules of early domestication. Nodes and Functional partition in Landrace, Yorkshire and 

common are indicated in red, blue and green, respectively. Node with gray depicts estimated interacting partners.  
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of current breeding program that the primary maternal pure breeds of swine 

(Landrace and Yorkshire) are very commonly used to produce commercial 

hybrid F2 for improved the genetic effect on maternal traits (Rothschild and 

Ruvinsky 2011). On this account, it could provide more clear difference and 

common functional groups in them as well as a possible functional network of 

domesticated genes in F2 lines.  

  We show that functional modules were well organized in 

Landrace with estrogen receptor alpha (ESR1) being center of the PPI 

network with three compartments including "receptor-mediated signaling 

pathway", "positive regulation of macromolecule metabolic process" and 

"cellular component morphogenesis". The ESR1 is a ligand-activated 

transcription factor that belongs to the nuclear hormone receptor superfamily. 

It is well known that estrogen is critical for function of reproductive system; 

in females, the targets organs are the ovaries, uterus, vagina and mammary 

glands, in males, testes, prostate and epididymis. It also controls many cellular 

process, including growth and maintenance of the skeleton and the normal 

functioning of the cardiovascular and nervous systems. It exerts most of its 

actions via estrogen receptors.  

  Another node common potential candidate in Landrace and 

Yorkshire is integrin α4 (ITGA4) that the Integrins mediate cell adhesion and 

participate in cell migration and cytoskeletal re-organization (Schwartz, 

Schaller et al. 1995). The α4 integrins are expressed on leukocytes and their 

precursors, neural crest cells, and in developing skeletal muscle. They are 

essential for embryogenesis, hematopoiesis, and immune responses (Arroyo, 

Yang et al. 1996; Shimizu, Rose et al. 1999). Phosphorylation of them is a 

biochemical mechanism to modulate paxillin binding to α4 integrins with 

consequent regulation of  α4 integrin-dependent cellular functions (Han, Liu 

et al. 2001). Paxillin is a focal adhesion-associated, phosphotyrosine-

containing protein that may play a role in several signaling pathways, 

including docking sites for cytoskeletal proteins, tyrosine kinases, 

serine/threonine kinases, GTPase activating proteins and other adaptor 

proteins that recruit additional enzymes into complex with paxillin.  
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Recent incomplete selective sweeps in swine 

To detect signatures of recent or ongoing selection on derived alleles that are 

currently polymorphic within populations, we calculated the integrated 

haplotype score (iHS) statistic throughout the genome (Voight, Kudaravalli 

et al. 2006). Genes showing strong signals of |iHS| score  (P-value < 0.01 

and derived allele frequency < 0.2, Figure S3) in Yorkshire (274 genes, Table 

S3) and in Landrace (123 genes, Table S4) can be the most probable 

candidates for recent period of domestication. Almost 3~7-fold larger number 

of genes were identified compared with the number of candidates derived 

from population distance-based test owing to the advantages of the haplotype-

based test that it can detect signatures of haplotype breakdown within a short 

period of time and  a narrow candidate region. Moreover, the maintenance of 

pure bred in Landrace and Yorkshire to produce crossbred offspring would 

help to persist long-range haplotype in the population. Thus, given the short 

period of time (< 250 years), four genes showing selection on de novo 

mutation (strong negative iHS value) can be explained in the context of 

present-day pig breeding programs (Table 2, Figure S4), that the maintenance 

of highly inbred lines would tremendously enhance the efficacy of artificial 

selection in purging deleterious mutations and capturing advantageous 

mutations.  

  In order to explore functional classes (Figure S5) within the 

relationships among those candidates of recent domestication, we further 

partitioned these functions into meaningful modules based on the protein-

protein interaction (PPI) network (Figure 5).  We found "Cell-cell signaling 

pathway" as a specific functional module in Yorkshire with central node being 

NPY. The Neuropeptide Y (NPY) receptors are a family of G-protein-coupled 

receptors that are currently divided into four subtypes: Y1, Y2, Y4 and Y5. 

NPY receptors mediate a diverse range of biological actions including 

stimulation of food intake, anxiolysis, modulation of circadian rhythm, pain 

transmission and control of pituitary hormone release. NPY is implicated in 

the control of feeding and in secretion of gonadotrophin-release hormone 

(GnRH). At the pituitary, GnRH stimulates the synthesis and secretion of the 
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gonadotropins, follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH), and luteinizing hormone 

(LH). These processes are controlled by the size and frequency of GnRH 

pulses, as well as by feedback from androgens and estrogens. Low-frequency 

GnRH pulses lead to FSH release, whereas high-frequency GnRH pulses 

stimulate LH release. During the reproductive years, pulse activity is critical 

for successful reproductive function as controlled by feedback loops. We 

found "G-protein coupled receptor signaling pathway" as a specific functional 

module in Landrace with central node beeing ERBB2.
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Figure 4.0.7 Genome-wide distribution of iHS scores 
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Table 10 Candidate gene of recent strong selective sweep on de novo mutation 

Chr. Locus Gene  Description iHS πwildboar πyorkshire -log2(πwildboar/ 

πyorkshire) 

12 23053799 ERBB2 v-erb-b2 erythroblastic leukemia viral 

oncogene homolog 2, neuro/glioblastoma 

derived oncogene homolog (avian) 

-2.965 35.463 6.266 2.501 

18 53091328 NPY neuropeptide Y -2.839 384.237 74.629 2.364 

5 6869743 KCNJ4 potassium inwardly-rectifying channel, 

subfamily J, member 4 

-2.638 181.337 33.867 2.421 

14 85849238 KCNMA1 potassium large conductance calcium-

activated channel, subfamily M, alpha 

member 1 

-2.638 84.263 15.058 2.484 

5 2910925 MPPED1 metallophosphoesterase domain containing 1 -2.611 255.242 52.627 2.278 
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Figure 4.0.8 Significant signature of recent incomplete selective sweeps 

on de novo mutation. 

. 
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Figure 4.0.9 Functional enrichment in genes with significant iHS scores 

Figure S5. 
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Figure 4.0.10 Functional modules of recent selective sweeps. Nodes and Functional partition in Landrace, Yorkshire and 

common are indicated in red, blue and green, respectively. Nodes with green background are associated with behavior traits. 
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The epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is a receptor tyrosine kinase of 

the ErbB family. This gene encodes a member of the epidermal growth factor 

(EGF) receptor family of receptor tyrosine kinases. This protein has no ligand 

binding domain of its own and therefore cannot bind growth factors. However, 

it does bind tightly to other ligand-bound EGF receptor family members to 

form a heterodimer, stabilizing ligand binding and enhancing kinase-mediated 

activation of downstream signaling pathways, such as those involving 

mitogen-activated protein kinase and phosphatidylinositol-3 kinase.  

 There is "Cell surface receptor linked signal transduction" shared 

between Landrace and Yorkshire. It is to note that all four genes having de 

novo mutation have attributable to this class. And parts of specific functional 

partition are "developmental process" and "regulation of metabolic process" 

in Yorkshire and Landrace, respectively.  

 And interesting partition consisted of NPY, PENK, DRD1, MC4R, and 

CLN8 is associated with behavior phenotypes, including fear response, 

response to stress, defense response and negative regulation of behavior. 

Domestication process fundamentally involves selection on wild animals that 

are docile to have close relationships to human society. Those genes encode 

proteins that mediate wide-range of physiological processes. For example, 

MC4R (Melanocortin 4 receptor) is a G-protein-coupled receptor for 

melanocyte-stimulating hormone and adrenocorticotropic hormone. The 

melanocortins are involved in a wide range of physiological functions, 

including pigmentation, energy homeostasis, inflammation, 

immunomodulation, steroidogenesis and temperature control.  

  

 

Interacting network in hybrid between two pure-breeders  

The present-day breeding programmes produce commercial offspring by pure-

bred pig breeders during the last decade that the pure-breeders of the relevant 

breeds have successfully joined forces to advertise the virtue of the F1 hybrid 

between particular breeds. In this regard, constructing network from a 

combined set of 500 candidates genes of both early and recent domestication 

in two primary maternal pure breeds of swine would provide potential insight 
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into the genetic basis underlying maternal traits (Figure 6A). Out of all 

potential domesticated genes, 240 (54%) genes consist one large PPI network 

that has a power-law decay (Figure S6). Three parameters is to note that 

characterize the architecture of this network, including shortest path length 

distribution, the neighborhood connectivity, and the evolution of degree of 

network. 

  First, the shortest path length distribution (Figure 6B) 

demonstrates the significant small world property of interaction network of 

potential domesticated genes in pig. The small world properties imply a strong 

fault-tolerance to our network, as well as to real protein-protein interaction 

networks (Watts and Strogatz 1998; Assenov, Ramirez et al. 2008). The Small 

world property shows good fault tolerance and stability of our network. When 

expressions of a few proteins are suppressed under environment pressure, 

biological pathways will not be ended but can be completed by other 

alternative proteins. In such small world networks, information transmission 

speed is very fast, corresponding with rapid changes of environment pressure. 

The prevalence of small world networks in biological systems may reflect an 

evolutionary advantage of such an architecture that it would provide an 

advantage to biological systems that are subject to damage by mutation or 

viral infection. In fact, fitness traits need evolvability as well as robustness. 

The property may imply epistatic effects may be attributable in constitution of 

genetic basis of artificial selection on the maternal traits. 

  Second, the neighborhood connectivity (Figure 6C), the 

average numbers of all neighbors of domesticated genes, showed that the PPI 

netowork is assortative that nodes of high degree connect to nodes of high 

degree on average. Nodes with high connectivity tend to interact with nodes 

that have relatively high connectivity. Hub genes located in highly connected 

module.  

  Thus, it would be interesting to address the mode of 

domestication process on the network. We estimate the time of most recent 

common ancestor (tMRCA) for those candidates in wild boar. Under the 

assumption of a neutrally evolving population, the tMRCA in wild boar was 

estimated by dividing the nucleotide diversity (theta) for each gene by twice 
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the mutation rate (Figure 6D). There is a positive correlation between the 

degree of nodes by the function of tMRCA. The central hub is ESR1 that is 

one of candidates during the early period of pig domestication and 22 genes 

were connected to this node. 
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Figure 4.0.11 Interacting network of potential domesticated genes in 

hybrid lineages (A). Nodes and Functional partition in Landrace, 

Yorkshire and common are indicated in red, blue and green, respectively.  

Node with green and orange depicts candidates of early domestication 

and recent selective sweep, respectively. Network properties including the 

distribution of shortest paths (B), number of neighborhoods (C), and 

degreed of nodes by the function of tMRCA (D). 

Figure 6  
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A

Average neighbors = 3.72
*a=0.945, b = -0.784
Correlation = 0.870
R2 = 0.849

Average neighbors = 3.06
*a=0.916, b = -0.800
Correlation = 0.925
R2 = 0.918

*A power law of the form y=axb was fitted.

B

C

Number of nodes 240 Shortest paths 46906 (81%)

Avg. number of 
neighbors

3.133
Characteristic path 

length
4.790

Network centralization 0.080 Clustering coefficient 0.130

Summary of PPI network

Fitting a power law (PBS) 

Fitting a power law (iHS)

 

 

Figure S6. Summary of PPI network
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4.3 Discussion 

4.3.1  

Genetic basis of pig domestication in maternal traits 

The genetics impact of the last glaciation was relevant to several species 

(Hewitt 2000) over 50 kya, but most of the processes with a potential effect 

on the genetic variation certainly occurred recently, including genetic 

bottleneck, founder effect and response to artificial selection. Under the 

simple demographic model inferred based on neutral variations estimates that 

the early domestication swine started about 15 kya, when the last great ice age 

ended along with the beginning of the Neolithic periods.  The domestication  

of wild wolf started (Vila, Savolainen et al. 1997; Leonard, Wayne et al. 

2002) around this period that the dog has been believed to be the first 

domesticated species. As it is the first genome-wide analysis for demographic 

history in swine that predicts the domestication of wild boars started during 

this period that is slightly earlier than that of previous study (Larson, 

Albarella et al. 2007). The results in previous study showed more accurate 

estimates of demographic parameters with the advantage of NGS analysis 

over previous studies based on SNP-chip markers which may suffer from an 

ascertainment bias due to the procedure used to select SNPs in human 

(Nielsen 2000; Nielsen and Signorovitch 2003; Albrechtsen, Nielsen et 

al. 2010; Nielsen 2010)  and in animals (Perez-Enciso and Ferretti 

2010). The common SNP genotyping platforms include SNPs that previously 

were discovered. there is a relative excess of SNPs with intermediate 

frequency and a deficiency of SNPs of high and low frequencies. 

  Although the early domestication of pigs began over 15 kya, 

the demographic history implies that the quantitative traits exhibited among 

breeds were manly originated during the Middle ages around 850 years ago, 

through intense artificial selection to perpetuate desired traits, such as 

reproductive performance, coat color and gentle characters. As a result of the 

domestication process in which a strongly beneficial mutation rapidly become 

fixed in a population, and any neutral alleles that are tightly linked in the 
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chromosome will also increase in frequency during a selective sweep of a 

beneficial mutation. But, it could be only a few mutations that have derived 

due to both a short period of time as well as a small effective population size 

for Landrace and Yorkshire. In fact, small number of strong negative iHS 

(1.5%) in Yorkshire implies the the artificial selection operated manly on 

standing variations in the funder population. 

  Over 420 potential domesticated genes were identified that 

the signals showed stronger than those from nucleotide variance simulated 

under the inferred demographic history. Those candidates would give 

comprehensive view of genetic basis of pig domestication. They cover genes 

identified in previous QTL studies associated with maternal-traits, such as 

ESR1 (Linville, Pomp et al. 2001; Isler, Irvin et al. 2002; Onteru, Fan et 

al. 2011) and EGFR (Linville, Pomp et al. 2001). Due to differences in 

methodologies, it is difficult to compare, but candidates detected in recent 

study (Amaral, Ferretti et al. 2011)  also have show smaller number of 

significant regions than those potential candidates of early domesticated genes 

in Landrace and Yorkshire compared to wild boars, suggesting early 

domestication process involves with weak selection, such as breeding freely 

about human settlements with flexible diet. It is recent domestication events 

that the extensive breed systems have shaped favorable phenotypes in 

maternal traits with strong selection.  

 Because, the history of domestication has been of interest to 

biologists since Darwin who has provided contexts to interpret biological 

result in the light of evolution.  Darwin clearly believed both nature and 

artificial selection shaped breed (Darwin 1859), wrote "The key (to domestic 

breeding) is man's power to accumulative selection: nature gives successive 

variations; man adds them up in certain directions useful to him". Moreover, 

animal breeders have long been interested in maternal inheritance because of 

its substantial effects on the results of artificial selection. For example, 

artificial selection on litter size results in a temporarily reversed evolutionary 

response (Falconer 1965). In the first generation of his experiment, selection 

for increased litter produced offspring whose litters were smaller, while 

selection for decreased litter size produced offspring whose litters were larger. 
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Still, a casual relationship for the maternal traits remains to be shown. 

Therefore, those targets of domestication could play critical role in addressing 

genetic basis of maternal traits as well as in modeling evolution of fitness-

related traits.  

 

 

"Snow-ball effect" on genetic network by artificial selection in pig  

The PPI network in the present study may have three limitations. Firstly, it 

could be risky to generate an interacting network from all potential 

domesticated genes both in Landrace and Yorkshire. Because, the breeding 

system maintains highly pure line in each breed that crossbreed between them 

does not necessarily produce F2 offspring to have most of alleles in the 

potential domesticated genes. Secondly, the lack of gene annotation resources 

in swine lead us to use orthologous genes in human that could limits 

variability of swine-specific network. Thus, lastly, it could have different 

topology of the network in swine.  

  In spite of these limitations, we thought that the network can 

provide insights on questions of the evolution of maternal traits where the 

complexity of the underlying cellular networks come into play. It is hard to 

address from individual chromosomal regions known as quantitative trait loci 

(QTLs) that are described in terms of the percentage of the variation of a trait 

that can be attributed to each region. What doest it mean that a particular 

allelic polymorphism has a large or small effect on a trait? When viewed from 

the perspective of a network in which there are preferred and alternative 

routes, the magnitudes associated with quantitative trait loci take on new 

meaning. There is great potential for a synthesis of network and quantitative 

genetic modeling to include network topologies. Several studies find that 

genes on the network periphery are more likely to contribute to disease or 

show patterns of adaptive evolution (Kim, Lu et al. 2006; Vitkup, 

Kharchenko et al. 2006; Goh, Cusick et al. 2007; Benfey and Mitchell-

Olds 2008).  

  Breeders of both animals and plants long ago discovered that 

crossing individuals with advantageous traits sometimes results in far great 
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improvement than predicted but frequently produces the opposite effect 

(Falconer 1960). It is clear that epistatic interactions among loci play a 

central role in complex trait variation (Kroymann and Mitchell-Olds 2005; 

Kusterer, Piepho et al. 2007), which traditionally has been interpreted as 

the effect of genes in a pathway in which the modification of one gene 

overrides any effect of the modification of a second gene. Genetic network 

may tolerate substantial mutations in peripheral proteins, so natural allelic 

series at these genes may span a broad range. For example, the silencing of a 

central hub gene, e.g. estrogen receptor alpha, hardly destroy the network 

underlying maternal traits that the robustness is important in the evolution of 

fitness traits. And, the combination of different alleles in peripheral genes 

would generate a new phenotypic variation that evolvability is important in 

the fitness traits as well. 

  The other implication of the network analysis is that a non-

heritable variance, epistasis, among hundreds of genes might be a major factor 

underlying maternal traits. For the assumptions of previous association studies 

underscore the condition under which epistatic interaction and module is most 

likely to be important. If populations are essentially infinite and panmictic, 

and the process of adaptation is sequential, epistasis may occur but will not be 

available as variation for mass selection to operate upon. On the other hand, if 

populations are small or structured, epistatic variation can be large and can 

greatly affect the direction of evolution, the outcomes of selection, and the 

diversity of forms produced. Moreover, epistatic variance can contribute to 

increased additive variance after population bottlenecks, because random 

changes fix some loci, thereby fixing the background for other loci (Wolf 

2000).  

  Therefore, it is obvious that the more genes consisted of 

genetic architecture underlying maternal traits the more effective barriers of 

gene flow between isolated species (Coyne and Orr 2004). Dobzhansky and 

Muller proposed a simple two-locus model for  intrinsic postzygoic 

incompatibilities produced by epistatic interactions in hybrids (Dobzhansky 

and Dobzhansky 1937; Muller 1940; Matute, Butler et al. 2010). Later, 

mathematical modeling has shown the DM incompatibility should increase as 
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fast as the square of the number of substitution between two species, called 

"snowball effect" (Orr 1995). In this context, the DM incompatibility hints at 

the development of animal breeding program that could avoids reduction in 

reproductive performance in crossbred mating among purebreds of different 

backgrounds by maintaining breeds with the same allele type of hub genes in 

network. 

In conclusion, through genome-wide analysis detecting selective 

sweeps in swine, we found 420 potential domesticated genes in the maternal 

breeds that could be candidates of future genomic selection for breeding 

animals to enhance reproduction performance, and the network underlying 

maternal-traits could provide a starting point for integration of regulatory 

network with quantitative genetic studies for unveiling the effect of genes 

influencing complex life-history traits, such as age at reproduction, infant 

growth rate, and metabolic syndrome risk traits. 

 

 

 

 

4.4 Materials & Methods 

 

4.4.1 Sample preparation and resequencing 

A set of whole blood samples were collected form 7 males and 7 females of 

landrace and 8 males and 8 females of Large White from National institute of 

Animal Science, Korea and  A set of muscle samples were collected from the 

3 males and 7 females of wild boars from Southern part of Korea. Blood 

sampling was drawn (10ml) from the carotid artery and was treated with 

heparin to prevent clotting.  

We randomly sheared 3 ug of genomic DNA using Covaris System to 

generate about 300-bp inserts. The fragmented DNA was end-repaired using 

T4 DNA polymerase and Klenow polymerase, and Illumina paired-end 

adaptor oligonucleotides were ligated to the sticky ends. We analyzed the 
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ligation mixture by electrophoresis on an agarose gel, sliced and purified 

fragments. Purified DNA libraray was sequenced by the HiSeq2000. Clusters 

of PCR colonies were then sequenced on the HiSeq2000 platform using 

recommended protocols from the manufacturer. 

 

Genotype calling 

Pair-end sequence reads were mapped to the reference pig genome 

(SusSc.10.2) with the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA; version 0.6.1) using 

default setting. Three open-source packages were used for downstream 

processing and variant calling; Picard Tools, SAMtools (Li, Handsaker et al. 

2009), and Genome analysis toolkit (McKenna, Hanna et al. 2010). 

Substitution calls were made with GATK UnifiedGenotyper. All calls with a 

Phred-scaled quality of less than 20 were filtered out. For each chromosome, 

were inferred haplotype phase and imputed missing allele for the entire set of 

Throughoutbred populations simultaneously using BEAGLE (Browning and 

Browning 2007). 

 

SNP calling 

Based on genotype likelihood values, we calculated the posterior probability 

of the minor allele frequency in the sample of 2k chromosome. (Yi, Liang et 

al. 2010). We assume that the prior probabilities of the different genotypes are 

given by the probabilities predicted under Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium with a 

minor allele frequency of p_hat. Then a dynamic programming algorithm for 

calculating the posterior probability is given by (for each site): 

 For a site with individual d = 1,2, …k, maa = f2 + Fif(1-f), mAa =2(1-

Fi)f(1-f), mAA = (1-f)2 + Fif(1-f), where f is major allele frequency.  

Paa,d = maaP(Xd|Gd = 0) 

PAa,d = α2mAaP(Xd|Gd = 1) 

PAA,d = mAAP(Xd|Gd = 2) 

 

 

 Here gG,i is the previously calculated likelihood for genotype G in 

individual I. The parameter Fi is the inbreeding coefficient and needs to be 
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obtained prior to analyses jointly for all sites. We will assume here that F = 0. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

The estimated values of pi, can then be used for population genetic 

inferences, either by averaging over pi, or by using Maximum a posteriori 

Probability (MAP) estimate of the sample allele frequency. SNP calling can 

proceed in a probabilistic fashion by choosing a cut-off for p0. P2k is so close 

to zero that it can be ignored because the definition of p as the minor allele 

frequency. To call sites with a probability > 95% of being SNPs, thus we 

selected all sites with p0 < 0.05. 

 

 

Summary statistics 

Genomes were divided into bins of 50 kb and the unbiased estimated of 

nucleotide diversity (Nei 1987) and population differentiation (Nei and Li 
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1979) based on pairwise difference between haplotypes were calculated for 

each bin by using Arlequin 3.5 (Excoffier and Lischer 2010). We optimized 

the cutoff for each statistics from coalescent simulation under the inferred 

demographic model for horse population under the standard neutral model. 

The cutoff for FST is 95% quantile of FST distribution derived from 

10,000,000 times coalescent simulations using Hudson’s ms program 

(Hudson 2002).  

 

Population-specific Branch Score 

Pairwise differences in allele frequencies can be calculated using FST 

(Reynolds, Weir et al. 1983). We excluded sites of which the minor allele 

frequency has 0 in at least two populations. The indices were transformed into 

population divergence time T in units scaled by the population size (Cavalli-

Sforza 1969).  

T = -log(1 - FST) 

For each bin, we calculated T between the landrace and yorkshire populations, 

and between these population and a wild boar population,providing very 

accurate estimates of allele frequencies. The length of the branching leading 

to the landrace population since the divergence from landrace, is then 

obtained as 

PBS = (TLW + TLY - TLY)/2 

A population-specific PBS values represents the amount of allele frequency 

change at a given locus in the history of this population since its divergence 

from the other two populations. This statistic proved to be very powerful to 

detect selection and to detect incomplete selective sweep (Yi, Liang et al. 

2010).   

 

Inferring demographic model 

Inference demographic parameters using dadi. We collected SNP sites 

randomly from inter-genic regions and used as folded site frequency spectrum 

for wild boar, landrace, and yorkshire. The demographic model is 3-way 

population with exponential population growth in landrace and yorkshire 

populations. Under the The coalescent simulations carried out 10,000,000 
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times under inferred demographic model using Hudson’s ms (Hudson 2002).  

 

Calculation of |iHS| values 

The iHS statistics is applied to individual SNPs of which ancestral allele 

information is known. This statistics calculate integral of the observed decay 

of EHH away from a focal allele until EHH reaches 0.05 (Voight, 

Kudaravalli et al. 2006). This integrated EHH is computed for the ancestral 

(iHHA) and derived core allele (iHHD). The log ratio of iHHA to iHHD is 

standardized to have mean of 0 and variance of 1.  

 

 

Annotation of domesticated genes 

Genes located within 1kb up- and down-stream of a locus (or a bin) that 

shows strong selection signature were annotated with the corresponding 

orthologous genes in human.  

 

 

Network analysis for the domesticated genes  

The gene identifiers of potential candidates domesticated genes, that have 

strong PBS, iHS values, were mapped to the Ensemble gene identifiers, and 

then searched against the STRING database version 9.0 (Szklarczyk, 

Franceschini et al. 2011) for protein-protein interactions. Only interactions 

between the proteins belonging to those of domesticated genes dataset were 

selected. STRING defines a metric called "confidence score" to define 

interaction confidence, we fetched all interactions for potential domesticated 

gene sets which had a confidence score ≥ 0.4 (medium confidence).  
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Additional Tables 

Table 11 Genes associated with strong PBS scores in Yorkshire 

Chr. Bin start Gene  Description PBS πwildboar πyorkshire log2(πwildboar/ 

πyorkshire)* 

1 144,000,00

0 

STARD9 StAR-related lipid transfer (START) domain containing 9 1.08 26.611 28.702 -0.109 

1 130,000,00

0 

Unc13c unc-13 homolog C (C. elegans) 0.861 33.521 65.859 -0.974 

1 45,850,000 c6orf170 chromosome 6 open reading frame 170 1.085 103.705 114.12

1 

-0.138 

2 108,000,00

0 

RIOK2 RIO kinase 2 (yeast) 1.554 5.284 2.331 1.181 

2 142,000,00

0 

TCF7 transcription factor 7 (T-cell specific, HMG-box) 1.256 8.968 18.649 -1.056 

2 107,000,00

0 

LNPEP leucyl/cystinyl aminopeptidase 0.966 32.184 81.161 -1.334 

2 114,000,00

0 

NUDT12 nudix (nucleoside diphosphate linked moiety X)-type 

motif 12 

1.434 35.111 71.157 -1.019 

3 115,000,00 SLC30A6 solute carrier family 30 (zinc transporter), member 6 1.23 115.353 52.131 1.146 
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0 

4 108,000,00

0 

vps45 vacuolar protein sorting 45 homolog (S. cerevisiae) 0.678 0 0.498 0 

4 29,650,000 KCNV1 potassium channel, subfamily V, member 1 2.267 125.553 85.335 0.557 

5 70,950,000 Lrtm2 leucine-rich repeats and transmembrane domains 2 1.076 76.579 63.942 0.26 

5 35,200,000 IL26 interleukin 26 1.217 81.684 103.94

4 

-0.348 

5 74,300,000 SLC2A13 solute carrier family 2 (facilitated glucose transporter), 

member 13 

1.258 163.179 23.679 2.785 

6 65,900,000 PLOD1, procollagen-lysine 1, 2-oxoglutarate 5-dioxygenase 1 1.383 150.547 9.175 4.036 

7 105,000,00

0 

TTLL5 tubulin tyrosine ligase-like family, member 5 0.87 0.879 1.325 -0.592 

9 61,500,000 ETS1, v-ets erythroblastosis virus E26 oncogene homolog 1 

(avian) 

1.197 93.268 69.956 0.415 

10 15,750,000 ACBD3, acyl-Coenzyme A binding domain containing 3 0.993 7.942 23.391 -1.558 

10 16,950,000 CDC42BPA, CDC42 binding protein kinase alpha (DMPK-like) 1.246 171.374 60.821 1.495 

11 31,200,000 PCDH17, protocadherin 17 0.83 14.3 132.80

2 

-3.215 

11 64,600,000 SLITRK5, SLIT and NTRK-like family, member 5 1.331 61 102.40 -0.747 
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3 

11 20,300,000 SUCLA2, succinate-CoA ligase, ADP-forming, beta subunit 1.715 61.937 25.282 1.293 

13 89,700,000 SPSB4, splA/ryanodine receptor domain and SOCS box 

containing 4 

1.062 32.8 26.667 0.299 

13 144,000,00

0 

RNU2-

1,RNU2-2, 

RNA, U2 small nuclear 1; RNA, U2 small nuclear 2 0.963 43.263 49.917 -0.206 

13 156,000,00

0 

gramd1c, GRAM domain containing 1C 1.179 74.995 52.49 0.515 

13 192,000,00

0 

MIRLET7C, microRNA let-7c 0.881 79.668 62.99 0.339 

13 4,800,000 TBC1D5, TBC1 domain family, member 5 1.311 80.342 20.109 1.998 

13 79,800,000 Kbtbd12, kelch domain containing 6 1.244 111.316 11.206 3.312 

14 1.23E+08 c10orf76, chromosome 10 open reading frame 76 0.97 16.126 115.55 -2.841 

14 80,750,000 CHST3, carbohydrate (chondroitin 6) sulfotransferase 3 1.343 170.916 10.069 4.085 

14 120,000,00

0 

Abcc2, ATP-binding cassette, sub-family C (CFTR/MRP), 

member 2 

1.179 211.389 57.06 1.889 

15 128,000,00

0 

ikzf2, IKAROS family zinc finger 2 (Helios) 1.108 43.158 70.012 -0.698 

15 95,200,000 CWC22, CWC22 spliceosome-associated protein homolog (S. 1.319 95.721 79.942 0.26 
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cerevisiae) 

15 96,600,000 ITGA4, integrin, alpha 4 (antigen CD49D, alpha 4 subunit of 

VLA-4 receptor) 

1.391 105.737 100.11

3 

0.079 

15 58,100,000 UNC5D, unc-5 homolog D (C. elegans) 1.079 130.211 40.367 1.69 

17 47,000,000 LOC10015

4126, 

similar to KIAA1219 protein 1.174 10.947 2.333 2.231 

17 16,850,000 TPT1, similar to tumor protein, translationally-controlled 1; 

tumor protein, translationally-controlled 1 

1.637 166.558 97.75 0.769 

 

 

 

Table 12 Genes associated with strong PBS scores in Landrace 

Chr. Bin start Gene 

symbol 

Description PBS πwildboar πlandrace log2(πwildboar

/ πlandrace)* 

θwildboar 

1 16,850,000 Esr1, estrogen receptor 1 1.141 102.953 19.103 2.43 0.176289 

1 78,500,000 grik2, glutamate receptor, ionotropic, kainate 2 1.494 89.989 78.548 0.196 0.132728 

1 105,000,00

0 

SETBP1, SET binding protein 1 1.032 11.379 37.079 -1.704 0.035783 

2 118,000,00 fer, fer (fps/fes related) tyrosine kinase 1.023 145.063 112.979 0.361 0.236259 
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0 

2 119,000,00

0 

fer, fer (fps/fes related) tyrosine kinase 0.968 92.016 113.651 -0.305 0.169458 

4 29,650,000 KCNV1, potassium channel, subfamily V, member 1 2.256 125.553 39.235 1.678 0.201206 

5 45,450,000 C12orf35

, 

chromosome 12 open reading frame 35 1.137 1.768 6.868 -1.957 0.070737 

6 44,100,000 FCGBP, Fc fragment of IgG binding protein; similar to IgGFc-

binding protein precursor (FcgammaBP) (Fcgamma-

binding protein antigen) 

1.538 62.1 39.603 0.649 0.202941 

6 74,850,000 ephb2, EPH receptor B2 1.022 94.016 129.77 -0.465 0.132417 

7 16,800,000 cdkal1, CDK5 regulatory subunit associated protein 1-like 1 1.212 115.737 23.548 2.297 0.171716 

7 42,800,000 TRERF1, transcriptional regulating factor 1 1.118 121.068 56.855 1.09 0.166075 

7 68,650,000 Mbip, MAP3K12 binding inhibitory protein 1 1.075 63.079 51.759 0.285 0.172347 

8 38,650,000 GABRA4, gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) A receptor, alpha 4 0.834 46.663 109.249 -1.227 0.101885 

9 34,850,000 Cntn5, contactin 5 1.267 111.132 70.399 0.659 0.170447 

9 82,150,000 PON3, paraoxonase 3 0.92 5.947 19.172 -1.689 0.08037 

10 12,400,000 MOSC1, MOCO sulphurase C-terminal domain containing 1 1.164 2.542 0.733 1.795 0.141228 

10 35,350,000 Ubqln1, ubiquilin 1 1.23 79.047 39.249 1.01 0.177635 

10 37,700,000 Dnaja1, DnaJ (Hsp40) homolog, subfamily A, member 1 1.087 9.458 16.878 -0.836 0.044613 

11 55,200,000 POU4F1, POU class 4 homeobox 1 1.14 120.374 46.265 1.38 0.220869 

13 80,700,000 Txnrd3, thioredoxin reductase 3 1.122 13.579 76.148 -2.487 0.053251 
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14 28,700,000 TMEM13

2C, 

transmembrane protein 132C 1.674 198.263 10.333 4.262 0.165495 

14 81,900,000 P4HA1, prolyl 4-hydroxylase, alpha polypeptide I 1.294 33.726 46.061 -0.45 0.131743 

14 99,250,000 LOC1001

57415, 

similar to olfactory receptor MOR119-1 1.272 4.084 0   0.064829 

14 133,000,00

0 

GPAM, glycerol-3-phosphate acyltransferase, mitochondrial 1.286 73.484 44.828 0.713 0.196482 

15 58,100,000 UNC5D, unc-5 homolog D (C. elegans) 1.387 130.211 32.185 2.016 0.250887 

15 75,800,000 TBR1, T-box, brain, 1 1.283 54.458 3.048 4.159 0.169124 

15 84,200,000 LASS6, LAG1 homolog, ceramide synthase 6 1.151 32.337 35.59 -0.138 0.06765 

15 94,100,000 Ccdc141, coiled-coil domain containing 141 1.265 76.337 4.516 4.079 0.161048 

15 96,600,000 ITGA4, integrin, alpha 4 (antigen CD49D, alpha 4 subunit of 

VLA-4 receptor) 

1.165 105.737 7.635 3.792 0.195809 

16 28,150,000 FBXO4, F-box protein 4 1.14 13.742 7.902 0.798 0.084307 

16 37,350,000 ANKRD5

5, 

ankyrin repeat domain 55 1.127 60 48.466 0.308 0.141176 

16 37,650,000 Il31ra, interleukin 31 receptor A 1.42 12.521 62.026 -2.309 0.061078 

17 16,850,000 TPT1, similar to tumor protein, translationally-controlled 1; 

tumor protein, translationally-controlled 1 

1.524 166.558 48.185 1.789 0.226918 

17 28,150,000 KIF16B, kinesin family member 16B 1.236 109.758 93.614 0.23 0.15223 

17 47,000,000 LOC1001 similar to KIAA1219 protein 1.448 10.947 3.852 1.507 0.131896 
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54126, 

18 28,800,000 KCND2, potassium voltage-gated channel, Shal-related subfamily, 

member 2 

0.998 40.247 23.701 0.764 0.223596 

18 32,150,000 TFEC, transcription factor EC 1.545 17.068 129.915 -2.928 0.035858 

 

 

 

Table 13 Genes associated with strong iHS scores in Yorkshire 

Chr. Site gene Description iHS P-

Value 

πwildboar πyorkshire -

log2(πwildboar/ 

πyorkshire) 

18 53070478 NPY, neuropeptide Y 2.753 2.229 384.237 74.629 2.364 

17 63968528 MC3R, melanocortin 3 receptor 3.172 2.82 379.521 75.631 2.327 

15 37832514 CLN8, ceroid-lipofuscinosis, neuronal 8 (epilepsy, 

progressive with mental retardation) 

2.684 2.139 349.437 53.462 2.708 

14 1.36E+08 Afap1l2, actin filament associated protein 1-like 2 2.848 2.356 332.758 69.385 2.262 

5 1.01E+08 Nts, neurotensin 2.709 2.171 318.695 50.242 2.665 

4 1.34E+08 ALG14, asparagine-linked glycosylation 14 homolog (S. 

cerevisiae) 

2.973 2.53 317.216 68.843 2.204 

5 99165581 CEP290, centrosomal protein 290kDa 3.046 2.635 313.137 57.724 2.44 

2 20759621 API5,API5L

1, 

API5-like 1; apoptosis inhibitor 5 2.62 2.056 305.447 54.927 2.475 
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13 2.08E+08 KCNE1, potassium voltage-gated channel, Isk-related 

family, member 1 

2.687 2.142 300.021 57.839 2.375 

12 45091889 Mir365-2, microRNA 365-2 3.285 2.991 298.574 50.976 2.55 

5 99737921 C12orf50, chromosome 12 open reading frame 50 2.745 2.218 292.479 49.597 2.56 

3 1.07E+08 Tmem178, transmembrane protein 178 3.433 3.225 291.605 32.119 3.183 

10 30193964 HSD17B3, hydroxysteroid (17-beta) dehydrogenase 3 2.94 2.483 290.674 48.647 2.579 

4 82367876 Penk, proenkephalin 2.772 2.254 289.537 54.774 2.402 

11 74101343 CISD1, CDGSH iron sulfur domain 1 3.071 2.671 286.968 21.794 3.719 

16 78284704 MARCH6, membrane-associated ring finger (C3HC4) 6 2.714 2.178 276.379 44.528 2.634 

17 28260138 KIF16B, kinesin family member 16B 3.104 2.72 265.005 48.694 2.444 

11 18903427 CDADC1, cytidine and dCMP deaminase domain containing 

1 

3.201 2.864 263.463 33.185 2.989 

15 1.21E+08 Eef1b2,LOC

647030, 

eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 beta 2; 

eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 beta 2-

like 

3.342 3.08 259.584 3.516 6.206 

4 36954877 ATP6V1C1, ATPase, H+ transporting, lysosomal 42kDa, V1 

subunit C1 

2.782 2.268 257.053 46.157 2.477 

13 2.10E+08 Dopey2, dopey family member 2 3.045 2.633 255.858 29.365 3.123 

5 83254264 CHST11, carbohydrate (chondroitin 4) sulfotransferase 11 2.74 2.212 254.668 31.073 3.035 

17 15413002 GPCPD1, hypothetical protein KIAA1434 2.763 2.243 254.511 32.056 2.989 

6 9526603 CLEC3A, C-type lectin domain family 3, member A 2.791 2.279 254.068 55.431 2.196 

6 2718334 FOXL1, forkhead box L1 2.629 2.068 252.132 54.113 2.22 

5 74170144 EIF4A1,EIF

4A1P4,SNO

RA67, 

similar to eukaryotic translation initiation factor 

4A; small nucleolar RNA, H/ACA box 67; 

eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4A, 

2.733 2.203 245.189 52.835 2.214 
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isoform 1 

18 1806469 rnf32, ring finger protein 32 2.78 2.265 245.095 28.105 3.124 

6 1.46E+08 LDLRAD1, low density lipoprotein receptor class A domain 

containing 1 

2.599 2.03 238.632 47.702 2.323 

13 2.12E+08 SNORA72, small nucleolar RNA, H/ACA box 72 2.948 2.495 238.074 9.218 4.691 

5 1.02E+08 Slc6a15, solute carrier family 6 (neutral amino acid 

transporter), member 15 

2.732 2.201 237.895 52.665 2.175 

10 45701972 SVIL, supervillin 2.607 2.04 237.237 46.339 2.356 

7 1.26E+08 VRK1, vaccinia related kinase 1 2.721 2.186 228.611 20.478 3.481 

1 2.77E+08 FKTN, fukutin 2.932 2.473 226.932 4.175 5.764 

5 6499100 nptxr, neuronal pentraxin receptor 2.795 2.285 226.395 37.923 2.578 

4 1.28E+08 OLFM3, olfactomedin 3 2.692 2.148 224.453 46.746 2.263 

3 1.25E+08 C2orf43, chromosome 2 open reading frame 43 2.799 2.29 220.747 38.313 2.527 

7 50493477 DEFB110, defensin, beta 111; defensin, beta 110 3.236 2.916 219.116 11.641 4.234 

16 72016368 HAVCR2, hepatitis A virus cellular receptor 2 2.774 2.257 217.611 29.462 2.885 

7 58804778 CCDC37, coiled-coil domain containing 37 2.608 2.041 216.516 48.097 2.17 

16 76040166 SNORA18, small nucleolar RNA, H/ACA box 18 2.912 2.444 216.411 10.097 4.422 

6 67123439 Lrrc38, leucine rich repeat containing 38 2.7 2.159 214.963 36.359 2.564 

2 1.46E+08 FAM13B, family with sequence similarity 13, member B 2.659 2.106 214.668 29.446 2.866 

7 55379614 KIAA1199, KIAA1199 2.898 2.426 213.858 43.262 2.305 

17 29508920 RRBP1, ribosome binding protein 1 homolog 180kDa 

(dog) 

2.664 2.112 212.763 44.778 2.248 

13 1.43E+08 Zdhhc19, zinc finger, DHHC-type containing 19 2.594 2.023 212.368 26.454 3.005 

9 1.38E+08 edem3, ER degradation enhancer, mannosidase alpha- 2.642 2.085 210.163 43.3 2.279 
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like 3 

15 51727132 c4orf41, chromosome 4 open reading frame 41 2.833 2.336 210.158 40.51 2.375 

2 87514902 AGGF1, angiogenic factor with G patch and FHA domains 

1 

2.793 2.282 209.558 30.272 2.791 

14 1.29E+08 SNORA6,S

NORA62, 

small nucleolar RNA, H/ACA box 62; small 

nucleolar RNA, H/ACA box 6 

2.762 2.24 207.737 14.746 3.816 

5 1388342 Upk3a, uroplakin 3A 2.769 2.25 205.716 45.722 2.17 

15 37778451 DLGAP2, discs, large (Drosophila) homolog-associated 

protein 2 

2.751 2.227 205.489 27.042 2.926 

13 1.46E+08 CCDC14, coiled-coil domain containing 14 2.669 2.119 204.063 45.397 2.168 

5 1.02E+08 alx1, ALX homeobox 1 3.619 3.529 203.695 44.712 2.188 

17 46817775 BPI, bactericidal/permeability-increasing protein 2.902 2.431 201.295 44.359 2.182 

9 1.47E+08 MIR205, microRNA 205 2.797 2.287 200.942 15.268 3.718 

11 19600482 rcbtb2, regulator of chromosome condensation (RCC1) 

and BTB (POZ) domain containing protein 2 

3.194 2.853 199.247 16.77 3.571 

5 73522581 kif21a, kinesin family member 21A 3.146 2.781 193.468 18.883 3.357 

1 2.57E+08 VPS13A, vacuolar protein sorting 13 homolog A (S. 

cerevisiae) 

2.766 2.246 193.095 36.371 2.408 

3 76643647 ANTXR1, anthrax toxin receptor 1 2.579 2.005 192.179 41.982 2.195 

14 74939016 CTNNA3, catenin (cadherin-associated protein), alpha 3 2.709 2.171 191.432 32.425 2.562 

12 44879416 utp6, UTP6, small subunit (SSU) processome 

component, homolog (yeast) 

3.124 2.749 190.332 34.972 2.444 

13 1.40E+08 HRASLS, HRAS-like suppressor 2.807 2.3 185.279 17.806 3.379 

5 79407334 ARID2, AT rich interactive domain 2 (ARID, RFX-like) 2.708 2.169 184.884 26.776 2.788 

13 83131116 ANAPC13, anaphase promoting complex subunit 13 3.01 2.583 184.621 17.383 3.409 
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3 76539679 GFPT1, glutamine-fructose-6-phosphate transaminase 1 2.772 2.254 184.479 20.079 3.2 

18 22689176 GRM8, glutamate receptor, metabotropic 8 3.143 2.777 184.1 22.236 3.05 

6 29820357 Tox3, TOX high mobility group box family member 3 2.832 2.334 182.179 35.565 2.357 

13 78751657 Nup210, nucleoporin 210kDa 2.717 2.182 182.026 8.685 4.389 

13 2.07E+08 C21orf62, chromosome 21 open reading frame 62 2.706 2.167 181.458 35.744 2.344 

15 42174838 MCPH1, microcephalin 1 3.367 3.119 181.258 16.552 3.453 

18 15060147 Agbl3, ATP/GTP binding protein-like 3 3.549 3.412 180.879 9.244 4.29 

14 1.26E+08 CCDC147, coiled-coil domain containing 147 3.345 3.085 179.395 8.736 4.36 

1 2.06E+08 PELI2, pellino homolog 2 (Drosophila) 2.635 2.075 178.795 13.153 3.765 

18 42862691 NPSR1, neuropeptide S receptor 1 2.866 2.381 177.384 27.373 2.696 

15 54750774 PLEKHA2, pleckstrin homology domain containing, family A 

(phosphoinositide binding specific) member 2 

2.94 2.484 176.158 24.581 2.841 

5 79913625 SLC38A1, solute carrier family 38, member 1 2.728 2.196 175.584 32.486 2.434 

13 1.41E+08 lsg1, large subunit GTPase 1 homolog (S. cerevisiae) 2.751 2.226 175.453 38.236 2.198 

15 1.21E+08 INO80D, INO80 complex subunit D 2.8 2.292 173.453 27.623 2.651 

6 1.02E+08 OSBPL1A, oxysterol binding protein-like 1A 3.145 2.779 173.395 32.829 2.401 

2 33914116 METT5D1, methyltransferase 5 domain containing 1 2.661 2.108 171.295 32.895 2.381 

5 74599106 Lrrk2, leucine-rich repeat kinase 2 2.595 2.024 171.047 33.099 2.37 

1 1.68E+08 CBLN2, cerebellin 2 precursor 2.704 2.164 168.084 36.452 2.205 

5 93273287 plxnc1, plexin C1 2.654 2.1 165.947 15.131 3.455 

15 25516491 DPP10, dipeptidyl-peptidase 10 3.211 2.878 165.784 9 4.203 

13 1.41E+08 LRRC15, leucine rich repeat containing 15 2.64 2.081 164.484 14.359 3.518 

1 2.09E+08 KIAA0586, KIAA0586 3.416 3.197 162.958 12.659 3.686 
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8 45966924 TMEM192, transmembrane protein 192 2.979 2.539 162.4 16.438 3.304 

9 1.09E+08 Hgf, hepatocyte growth factor (hepapoietin A; scatter 

factor) 

3.103 2.718 162.147 6.425 4.657 

1 1.72E+08 TMX3, thioredoxin-related transmembrane protein 3 3.367 3.119 161.905 27.829 2.541 

2 19777600 EXT2, exostoses (multiple) 2 2.632 2.072 160.916 25.839 2.639 

9 1.07E+08 Sema3e, sema domain, immunoglobulin domain (Ig), short 

basic domain, secreted, (semaphorin) 3E 

2.836 2.34 160.642 31.387 2.356 

13 1.47E+08 PDIA5, protein disulfide isomerase family A, member 5 2.579 2.004 160.232 20.78 2.947 

4 1.20E+08 Cd53, CD53 molecule 2.592 2.02 159.795 22.869 2.805 

13 2.18E+08 PCBP3, poly(rC) binding protein 3 2.587 2.015 157.553 20.28 2.958 

14 87715886 Zmiz1, zinc finger, MIZ-type containing 1 2.632 2.071 156.384 25.369 2.624 

15 1.24E+08 UNC80, chromosome 2 open reading frame 21 2.604 2.035 154.5 33.177 2.219 

14 77645237 RUFY2, RUN and FYVE domain containing 2 2.676 2.127 151.268 22.7 2.736 

15 1.03E+08 TFPI, tissue factor pathway inhibitor (lipoprotein-

associated coagulation inhibitor) 

4.087 4.36 150.474 1.639 6.52 

11 53364199 kctd12, potassium channel tetramerisation domain 

containing 12 

2.904 2.434 150.279 20.063 2.905 

4 1.29E+08 DPH5, DPH5 homolog (S. cerevisiae) 3.25 2.938 149.858 12.478 3.586 

4 95705621 UAP1, UDP-N-acteylglucosamine pyrophosphorylase 1 2.807 2.301 146.942 31.881 2.204 

18 40375517 GPR141, G protein-coupled receptor 141 2.764 2.243 146.247 7.54 4.278 

9 1.32E+08 ralgps2, Ral GEF with PH domain and SH3 binding motif 

2 

3.236 2.917 146.016 14.7 3.312 

13 1.50E+08 ARHGAP31

, 

Cdc42 GTPase-activating protein 2.59 2.018 145.395 27.423 2.406 

8 57518859 SPINK2, serine peptidase inhibitor, Kazal type 2 (acrosin- 3.439 3.234 144.311 14.454 3.32 
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trypsin inhibitor) 

7 1.01E+08 pcnx, pecanex homolog (Drosophila) 3.049 2.64 144.205 7.726 4.222 

12 22507026 thrA, thyroid hormone receptor, alpha (erythroblastic 

leukemia viral (v-erb-a) oncogene homolog, 

avian) 

3.086 2.692 142.932 19.79 2.852 

12 5889328 GRB2, growth factor receptor-bound protein 2 2.751 2.227 142.811 21.762 2.714 

18 40578945 ELMO1, engulfment and cell motility 1 2.863 2.377 139.758 20.226 2.789 

2 35846795 CCDC34, coiled-coil domain containing 34 3.143 2.776 139.742 31.327 2.157 

14 1.18E+08 TM9SF3, transmembrane 9 superfamily member 3 2.697 2.155 139.621 17.595 2.988 

18 37093636 IMMP2L, IMP2 inner mitochondrial membrane peptidase-

like (S. cerevisiae) 

3.262 2.956 136.484 3.863 5.143 

6 1.50E+08 DMRTA2, DMRT-like family A2 2.68 2.133 136.411 9.94 3.779 

14 78795592 COL13A1, collagen, type XIII, alpha 1 2.63 2.069 136.205 28.577 2.253 

1 1.69E+08 SOCS6, suppressor of cytokine signaling 6 2.93 2.47 136.111 29.28 2.217 

1 2.73E+08 CYLC2, cylicin, basic protein of sperm head cytoskeleton 

2 

2.852 2.362 135.747 10.073 3.752 

4 1.18E+08 WNT2B, wingless-type MMTV integration site family, 

member 2B 

2.96 2.512 135.411 17.45 2.956 

1 2.50E+08 TRPM3, transient receptor potential cation channel, 

subfamily M, member 3 

2.658 2.105 133.758 18.931 2.821 

1 2.55E+08 TRPM6, transient receptor potential cation channel, 

subfamily M, member 6 

2.634 2.074 133.121 12.056 3.465 

6 1.04E+08 Chst9, carbohydrate (N-acetylgalactosamine 4-0) 

sulfotransferase 9 

2.61 2.043 132.037 29.254 2.174 

3 80408165 SPRED2, sprouty-related, EVH1 domain containing 2 2.821 2.32 131.411 17.865 2.879 

8 74882488 BTC, betacellulin 2.714 2.177 130.316 25.067 2.378 
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1 2.15E+08 ESR2, estrogen receptor 2 (ER beta) 3.132 2.76 129.389 13.629 3.247 

9 40385424 Slc35f2, solute carrier family 35, member F2 2.96 2.512 129.337 18.546 2.802 

7 1.02E+08 DPF3, D4, zinc and double PHD fingers, family 3 2.725 2.192 128.884 7.095 4.183 

13 83589205 ephb1, EPH receptor B1 2.797 2.288 127.789 4.877 4.712 

10 45214910 MTPAP, mitochondrial poly(A) polymerase 2.719 2.184 126.758 19.347 2.712 

14 1.21E+08 DNMBP, dynamin binding protein 2.768 2.249 126.642 27.413 2.208 

15 1.15E+08 AOX1, aldehyde oxidase 1 2.752 2.228 125.547 26.927 2.221 

8 74377001 Mthfd2l, methylenetetrahydrofolate dehydrogenase 

(NADP+ dependent) 2-like 

3.022 2.6 125.468 12.631 3.312 

1 2.59E+08 Tle4, transducin-like enhancer of split 4 (E(sp1) 

homolog, Drosophila) 

2.729 2.197 124.268 6.419 4.275 

13 1.42E+08 fam43a, family with sequence similarity 43, member A 2.718 2.183 121.984 18.306 2.736 

1 2.55E+08 C9orf40, chromosome 9 open reading frame 40 2.812 2.307 119.858 9.458 3.664 

13 4881142 TBC1D5, TBC1 domain family, member 5 3.312 3.033 118.953 22.639 2.393 

15 48785684 SNORD22, small nucleolar RNA, C/D box 22 2.8 2.291 118.005 11.732 3.33 

5 38264996 LGR5, leucine-rich repeat-containing G protein-coupled 

receptor 5 

3.5 3.332 117.584 23.425 2.328 

5 45570144 C12orf35, chromosome 12 open reading frame 35 2.828 2.33 116.942 24.879 2.233 

13 1.45E+08 SLC12A8, solute carrier family 12 (potassium/chloride 

transporters), member 8 

3.228 2.904 116.805 17.264 2.758 

1 2.71E+08 murC, muscle-related coiled-coil protein 2.922 2.458 116.268 15.784 2.881 

17 15984529 MCM8, minichromosome maintenance complex 

component 8 

2.991 2.556 116.058 24.873 2.222 

4 61455980 ZBTB10, zinc finger and BTB domain containing 10 2.603 2.034 115.721 17.177 2.752 
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8 71911714 SLC4A4, solute carrier family 4, sodium bicarbonate 

cotransporter, member 4 

2.708 2.17 115.063 12.27 3.229 

2 1.10E+08 Fam174a, family with sequence similarity 174, member A 2.795 2.285 114.505 25.315 2.177 

6 1.50E+08 spata6, spermatogenesis associated 6 3.032 2.615 113.342 20.609 2.459 

6 1.06E+08 CDH2, cadherin 2, type 1, N-cadherin (neuronal) 3.052 2.643 113.268 21.347 2.408 

4 1.15E+08 ATP1A1, ATPase, Na+/K+ transporting, alpha 1 

polypeptide 

3.112 2.73 110.174 9.758 3.497 

2 17373504 AMBRA1, autophagy/beclin-1 regulator 1 2.739 2.21 107.768 23.512 2.196 

7 60553513 IDH2, isocitrate dehydrogenase 2 (NADP+), 

mitochondrial 

3.324 3.051 107.147 11.22 3.255 

8 74969726 PARM1, DKFZP564O0823 protein 2.634 2.074 106.284 23.071 2.204 

14 82842990 vcl, vinculin 2.755 2.231 105.958 14.256 2.894 

3 1.04E+08 Cox7a2l, cytochrome c oxidase subunit VIIa polypeptide 2 

like 

3.273 2.972 104.521 21.321 2.293 

1 2.07E+08 C14orf101, chromosome 14 open reading frame 101 3.175 2.825 101.637 13.415 2.921 

5 87680021 SLC17A8, solute carrier family 17 (sodium-dependent 

inorganic phosphate cotransporter), member 8 

2.75 2.225 101.616 18.738 2.439 

1 2.99E+08 Nr6a1, nuclear receptor subfamily 6, group A, member 1 3.151 2.789 100.042 15.579 2.683 

13 86322775 SOX14, SRY (sex determining region Y)-box 14 2.605 2.037 99.174 20.591 2.268 

15 55485492 DDHD2, DDHD domain containing 2 2.996 2.563 99.153 8.315 3.576 

7 56570215 Adamtsl3, ADAMTS-like 3 2.984 2.546 98.789 16.569 2.576 

9 1.08E+08 Cacna2d1, calcium channel, voltage-dependent, alpha 

2/delta subunit 1 

2.851 2.361 96.926 10.27 3.238 

15 66099575 SAP130, Sin3A-associated protein, 130kDa 3.178 2.829 95.342 8.613 3.469 

13 1.31E+08 KLHL24, kelch-like 24 (Drosophila) 2.906 2.437 94.474 18.423 2.358 
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16 55595250 ATP6V0E1, ATPase, H+ transporting, lysosomal 9kDa, V0 

subunit e1 

2.619 2.054 93.958 16.389 2.519 

6 34538928 uqcrfs1,UQ

CRFSL1, 

ubiquinol-cytochrome c reductase, Rieske iron-

sulfur polypeptide-like 1; ubiquinol-cytochrome 

c reductase, Rieske iron-sulfur polypeptide 1 

3.727 3.712 92.511 1.216 6.25 

3 82882260 C2orf86, chromosome 2 open reading frame 86 2.598 2.028 92.147 20.381 2.177 

13 81084883 acpP, acid phosphatase, prostate 3.941 4.091 91.047 4.694 4.278 

7 1.04E+08 ACYP1, acylphosphatase 1, erythrocyte (common) type 2.845 2.353 88.989 12.236 2.863 

5 42579692 KRR1, KRR1, small subunit (SSU) processome 

component, homolog (yeast) 

3.219 2.89 88.584 18.865 2.231 

18 44916810 AVL9, AVL9 homolog (S. cerevisiase) 2.795 2.285 88.495 9.409 3.233 

14 83343117 adk, adenosine kinase 2.812 2.308 88.021 9.837 3.162 

4 20232667 DSCC1, defective in sister chromatid cohesion 1 homolog 

(S. cerevisiae) 

3.184 2.837 86.7 9.784 3.147 

4 37701582 Rrm2b, ribonucleotide reductase M2 B (TP53 inducible) 2.783 2.269 86.626 15.462 2.486 

13 83304850 KY, kyphoscoliosis peptidase 3.103 2.718 86.342 13.893 2.636 

13 81136177 DNAJC13, DnaJ (Hsp40) homolog, subfamily C, member 13 3.156 2.796 85.205 8.552 3.317 

4 55264209 CPNE3, copine III 2.898 2.425 84.505 8.585 3.299 

9 1.11E+08 Gnai1, guanine nucleotide binding protein (G protein), 

alpha inhibiting activity polypeptide 1 

3.311 3.032 83.895 14.335 2.549 

12 22832547 psmd3, proteasome (prosome, macropain) 26S subunit, 

non-ATPase, 3 

3.755 3.761 82.295 8.931 3.204 

2 3890848 RAD9A, RAD9 homolog A (S. pombe) 2.578 2.003 81.521 16.5 2.305 

18 34673614 Ppp1r3a, protein phosphatase 1, regulatory (inhibitor) 

subunit 3A 

2.95 2.498 81.337 15.369 2.404 

8 47755795 PDGFC, platelet derived growth factor C 3.215 2.885 81.274 2.663 4.931 
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6 35132243 PLEKHF1, pleckstrin homology domain containing, family F 

(with FYVE domain) member 1 

3.03 2.611 81.037 9.115 3.152 

18 19900615 Ube2h, ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2H (UBC8 

homolog, yeast) 

3.267 2.963 80.742 16.024 2.333 

2 82452585 ZNF346, zinc finger protein 346 2.676 2.128 80.2 15.444 2.377 

8 42268776 Lnx1, ligand of numb-protein X 1 2.982 2.543 80 6.651 3.588 

15 1.57E+08 plekhb2, pleckstrin homology domain containing, family 

B (evectins) member 2 

2.772 2.254 79.447 12.321 2.689 

13 1.48E+08 GOLGB1, golgin B1, golgi integral membrane protein 3.327 3.057 78.9 6.813 3.534 

1 2.14E+08 NTRK3, neurotrophic tyrosine kinase, receptor, type 3 2.871 2.388 78.468 11.724 2.743 

14 1.25E+08 C10orf79, chromosome 10 open reading frame 79 2.768 2.249 78.142 10.133 2.947 

4 1.18E+08 ST7L, suppression of tumorigenicity 7 like 2.683 2.137 77.926 15.966 2.287 

15 59901220 NRG1, neuregulin 1 2.934 2.476 77.784 16.704 2.219 

17 10157196 CSGALNA

CT1, 

chondroitin sulfate N-

acetylgalactosaminyltransferase 1 

2.675 2.126 77.411 13.532 2.516 

7 1.03E+08 LIN52, lin-52 homolog (C. elegans) 2.652 2.097 77.4 7.875 3.297 

6 88375088 MACF1, microtubule-actin crosslinking factor 1 2.668 2.117 77.211 10.077 2.938 

1 3.03E+08 DNM1, dynamin 1 2.857 2.369 76.958 7.621 3.336 

14 39553875 tbx3, T-box 3 3.023 2.601 76.789 4.224 4.184 

2 17007945 LRP4, low density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 4 2.749 2.223 76.368 13.444 2.506 

15 1.06E+08 INPP1, inositol polyphosphate-1-phosphatase 2.997 2.565 76.311 11.694 2.706 

15 45836384 aga, aspartylglucosaminidase 3.139 2.77 75.247 10.373 2.859 

13 79118898 CCDC48, coiled-coil domain containing 48 2.8 2.291 73.332 9.448 2.956 

13 1.42E+08 apod, apolipoprotein D 3.175 2.824 73.305 6.141 3.577 
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4 80548974 Tox, thymocyte selection-associated high mobility 

group box 

3.009 2.582 73.279 6.081 3.591 

4 71525534 Sulf1, sulfatase 1 2.595 2.024 73.274 6.357 3.527 

2 51628978 Galntl4, UDP-N-acetyl-alpha-D-

galactosamine:polypeptide N-

acetylgalactosaminyltransferase-like 4 

3.289 2.998 73.232 10.772 2.765 

15 1.31E+08 Mreg, melanoregulin 2.835 2.339 72.811 4.75 3.938 

1 2.48E+08 DOCK8, dedicator of cytokinesis 8 2.614 2.048 71.579 6.845 3.386 

1 2.46E+08 smarca2, SWI/SNF related, matrix associated, actin 

dependent regulator of chromatin, subfamily a, 

member 2 

2.803 2.295 70.747 5.357 3.723 

8 58967060 REST, RE1-silencing transcription factor 2.777 2.261 70.716 3.706 4.254 

8 47248555 gucy1b3, guanylate cyclase 1, soluble, beta 3 4.034 4.262 70.642 4.921 3.843 

9 51099784 DDX6, DEAD (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) box polypeptide 6 2.879 2.399 69.679 9.746 2.838 

13 1.53E+08 lsamp, limbic system-associated membrane protein 2.626 2.063 68.053 11.887 2.517 

13 2.08E+08 Runx1, runt-related transcription factor 1 2.704 2.164 67.758 8.736 2.955 

1 1.50E+08 Meis2, Meis homeobox 2 3.023 2.602 67.368 5.417 3.636 

9 1.13E+08 fam185a,FA

M185B, 

family with sequence similarity 185, member A; 

family with sequence similarity 185, member B 

pseudogene 

2.689 2.144 67.1 8.923 2.911 

13 1.31E+08 b3gnt5, UDP-GlcNAc:betaGal beta-1,3-N-

acetylglucosaminyltransferase 5 

2.946 2.492 66.616 10.619 2.649 

7 68996275 Brms1l, breast cancer metastasis-suppressor 1-like 3.63 3.548 66.416 9.704 2.775 

9 52511882 OAF, OAF homolog (Drosophila) 2.711 2.174 65.974 4.254 3.955 

8 46395134 GUCY1A3, guanylate cyclase 1, soluble, alpha 3 3.759 3.769 65.863 2.008 5.036 
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1 73107632 ENSSSCG0

0000027413 

Unknown 2.796 2.286 65.458 13.972 2.228 

2 1.52E+08 NR3C1, nuclear receptor subfamily 3, group C, member 1 

(glucocorticoid receptor) 

3.559 3.429 65.132 13.06 2.318 

13 81883684 TMEM108, transmembrane protein 108 2.681 2.134 64.063 10.087 2.667 

18 20379926 AHCYL2, adenosylhomocysteinase-like 2 3.215 2.885 62.921 7.21 3.126 

15 57199203 UNC5D, unc-5 homolog D (C. elegans) 3.34 3.077 62.832 1.823 5.107 

13 1.04E+08 c3orf33, chromosome 3 open reading frame 33 3.2 2.862 62.663 8.798 2.832 

18 20308779 FAM40B, family with sequence similarity 40, member B 2.926 2.464 62.621 9.788 2.678 

8 57854526 PPAT, phosphoribosyl pyrophosphate amidotransferase 3.429 3.218 62.505 6.135 3.349 

13 82808283 RYK, RYK receptor-like tyrosine kinase 2.87 2.386 62.016 10.694 2.536 

13 79895019 Kbtbd12, kelch domain containing 6 3.344 3.083 61.858 8.214 2.913 

3 71693168 C2orf65, chromosome 2 open reading frame 65 3.128 2.754 61.847 3.423 4.175 

9 51536524 cbl, Cas-Br-M (murine) ecotropic retroviral 

transforming sequence 

2.726 2.194 59.632 13.01 2.196 

14 1.34E+08 Tectb, tectorin beta 3.332 3.065 58.342 11.486 2.345 

1 1.93E+08 Lrfn5, leucine rich repeat and fibronectin type III 

domain containing 5 

3.407 3.182 57.979 9.294 2.641 

1 1.47E+08 Thbs1, thrombospondin 1 2.653 2.098 57.326 12.891 2.153 

1 1.47E+08 GPR176, G protein-coupled receptor 176 3.283 2.989 57.189 12.325 2.214 

13 80000098 MGLL, monoglyceride lipase 3.398 3.169 57.089 6.26 3.189 

1 2.58E+08 C8orf62,PSA

T1, 

chromosome 8 open reading frame 62; 

phosphoserine aminotransferase 1 

2.581 2.006 56.563 5.77 3.293 

6 1.01E+08 CABLES1, Cdk5 and Abl enzyme substrate 1 2.888 2.411 52.884 9.3 2.507 
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13 1.54E+08 gap43, growth associated protein 43 3.429 3.217 52.184 7.034 2.891 

1 2.03E+08 Fermt2, fermitin family homolog 2 (Drosophila) 2.722 2.187 51.511 8.518 2.596 

1 2.07E+08 mudeng, MU-2/AP1M2 domain containing, death-

inducing 

3.167 2.812 51.053 3.591 3.83 

15 27449609 Ccdc93, coiled-coil domain containing 93 2.748 2.222 50.968 4.163 3.614 

15 55426225 WHSC1L1, Wolf-Hirschhorn syndrome candidate 1-like 1 3.125 2.75 50.858 9.268 2.456 

8 64692744 LPHN3, latrophilin 3 3.089 2.697 50.495 5.274 3.259 

1 1.26E+08 ALDH1A2, aldehyde dehydrogenase 1 family, member A2 2.995 2.562 49.868 5.956 3.066 

1 1.52E+08 Actc1, actin, alpha, cardiac muscle 1 2.939 2.482 49.753 3.048 4.029 

4 1.18E+08 CTTNBP2N

L, 

CTTNBP2 N-terminal like 3.467 3.279 47.958 8.738 2.456 

13 1.38E+08 LOC647309, Uncharacterized protein ENSP00000371466 2.856 2.368 47.453 7.462 2.669 

7 10287090 RANBP9, RAN binding protein 9 3.232 2.911 47.232 6.282 2.91 

1 1.21E+08 LOC100151

776, 

similar to Nuclear localized factor 1 3.346 3.086 45.563 4.208 3.437 

8 45306954 CPE, carboxypeptidase E 2.635 2.075 45.232 9.905 2.191 

4 40845713 VPS13B, vacuolar protein sorting 13 homolog B (yeast) 2.693 2.15 44.516 9.31 2.257 

15 1.15E+08 c2orf47, chromosome 2 open reading frame 47 2.67 2.12 44.195 4.214 3.391 

15 62963400 tnks, tankyrase, TRF1-interacting ankyrin-related 

ADP-ribose polymerase 

2.78 2.265 43.774 4.72 3.213 

1 1.26E+08 AQP9, aquaporin 9 3.021 2.598 43.342 4.992 3.118 

15 1.30E+08 Abca12, ATP-binding cassette, sub-family A (ABC1), 

member 12 

2.768 2.249 36.7 4.726 2.957 

8 49914544 RXFP1, relaxin/insulin-like family peptide receptor 1 3.025 2.604 36.289 7.917 2.196 
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6 1.47E+08 prpf38a, PRP38 pre-mRNA processing factor 38 (yeast) 

domain containing A 

3.3 3.015 35.284 7.266 2.28 

13 82688372 SLCO2A1, solute carrier organic anion transporter family, 

member 2A1 

3.399 3.17 35.105 7.313 2.263 

13 1.54E+08 SHFM1, split hand/foot malformation (ectrodactyly) type 

1 

2.859 2.371 33.853 6.714 2.334 

14 81917789 P4HA1, prolyl 4-hydroxylase, alpha polypeptide I 2.844 2.351 33.726 4.609 2.871 

15 1.04E+08 Col5a2, collagen, type V, alpha 2 3.479 3.298 32.879 7.002 2.231 

6 1.03E+08 Znf521, zinc finger protein 521 2.644 2.087 30.184 4.431 2.768 

13 1.24E+08 TBL1XR1, transducin (beta)-like 1 X-linked receptor 1 2.672 2.122 29.853 5.591 2.417 

13 89929912 Acpl2, acid phosphatase-like 2 3.033 2.616 28.232 3.192 3.145 

7 60314920 ap3s2, adaptor-related protein complex 3, sigma 2 

subunit 

3.52 3.366 26.474 4.946 2.42 

13 76948051 NR2C2, nuclear receptor subfamily 2, group C, member 2 3.077 2.68 25.137 5.173 2.281 

8 59813128 igfbp7, insulin-like growth factor binding protein 7 3.446 3.245 24.405 4.591 2.41 

1 2.44E+08 Glis3, GLIS family zinc finger 3 2.796 2.286 23.795 3.552 2.744 

15 1.48E+08 usp40, ubiquitin specific peptidase 40 3.417 3.198 22.816 2.861 2.995 

8 62025036 Prdm6, PR domain containing 6 3.928 4.067 21.426 1.766 3.601 

14 79302063 Eif4ebp2, eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E binding 

protein 2 

2.764 2.244 15.926 2.012 2.985 

4 70048739 Eya1, eyes absent homolog 1 (Drosophila) 2.923 2.461 8.568 1.006 3.09 

7 61209886 LOC100153

432, 

similar to Uncharacterized protein C15orf27 

homolog 

3.874 3.97 6.621 0.885 2.903 
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Table S4  

Table 14 Genes associated with strong iHS scores in Landrace 

Chr. 
Site 

Gene Description iHS P-Value πwildboar πlandrace log2(πwildboar

/ πlandrace)* 

1 
8,394,272 

AGPAT4, 1-acylglycerol-3-phosphate O-acyltransferase 4 

(lysophosphatidic acid acyltransferase, delta) 

2.838 2.344 195.937 22.937 3.095 

1 16,997,085 C6orf97, chromosome 6 open reading frame 97 2.924 2.462 175.411 16.624 3.399 

1 
116,000,000 

ENSSSCG0

0000020381 

Unknown 2.673 2.124 39.916 3.431 3.54 

1 169,000,000 SOCS6, suppressor of cytokine signaling 6 4.142 4.464 108.642 10.571 3.361 

1 
177,000,000 

Pign, phosphatidylinositol glycan anchor biosynthesis, 

class N 

3.196 2.855 129.653 16.46 2.978 

1 177,000,000 RNF152, ring finger protein 152 3.863 3.95 39.842 3.979 3.324 

1 178,000,000 MC4R, melanocortin 4 receptor 4.295 4.757 174.584 3.188 5.775 

1 215,000,000 ESR2, estrogen receptor 2 (ER beta) 3.566 3.441 177.305 21.071 3.073 

1 229,000,000 sh3gl2, SH3-domain GRB2-like 2 3.095 2.705 60.947 4.225 3.851 

1 233,000,000 MPDZ, multiple PDZ domain protein 2.578 2.003 71.479 9.288 2.944 

1 234,000,000 TYRP1, tyrosinase-related protein 1 5.284 6.898 169.384 21.995 2.945 

1 236,000,000 rn7sk, RNA, 7SK small nuclear 2.734 2.204 11.947 1.611 2.891 

1 264,000,000 TMEM8B, transmembrane protein 8B 2.798 2.289 60.458 4.608 3.714 

1 270,000,000 ERP44, endoplasmic reticulum protein 44 3.524 3.372 99.5 3.069 5.019 
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1 270,000,000 Invs, inversin 3.461 3.269 132.653 6.116 4.439 

1 271,000,000 murC, muscle-related coiled-coil protein 2.775 2.258 120.211 8.394 3.84 

1 
273,000,000 

CYLC2, cylicin, basic protein of sperm head cytoskeleton 

2 

2.717 2.181 40.547 3.267 3.633 

1 285,000,000 C9orf43, chromosome 9 open reading frame 43 2.577 2.002 126.142 15.286 3.045 

1 291,000,000 DBC1, deleted in bladder cancer 1 3.207 2.873 111.053 11.582 3.261 

1 298,000,000 dennd1a, DENN/MADD domain containing 1A 2.945 2.491 63.021 9.003 2.807 

1 
299,000,000 

psmb7, proteasome (prosome, macropain) subunit, beta 

type, 7 

3.527 3.376 216.753 31.474 2.784 

1 299,000,000 Nr6a1, nuclear receptor subfamily 6, group A, member 1 2.691 2.147 100.042 6.087 4.039 

1 302,000,000 ZNF79, zinc finger protein 79 2.959 2.51 141.347 10.14 3.801 

1 304,000,000 USP20, ubiquitin specific peptidase 20 3.01 2.582 275.237 26.526 3.375 

2 33,911,651 METT5D1, methyltransferase 5 domain containing 1 2.787 2.274 171.295 26.019 2.719 

2 72,798,101 GPR108, G protein-coupled receptor 108 2.831 2.333 101.242 6.378 3.988 

2 80,222,016 RNF130, ring finger protein 130 3.892 4.003 54.511 7.487 2.864 

2 81,114,965 ZNF454, zinc finger protein 454 2.644 2.086 104.2 14.841 2.812 

2 86,359,328 poc5, chromosome 5 open reading frame 37 3.253 2.942 197.626 12.754 3.954 

2 131,000,000 SNX24, sorting nexin 24 3.156 2.797 298.4 34.638 3.107 

2 147,000,000 Psd2, pleckstrin and Sec7 domain containing 2 2.719 2.184 178.521 19.667 3.182 

2 149,000,000 PCDHB5, protocadherin beta 5 2.705 2.165 233.642 30.082 2.957 

3 19,901,614 JMJD5, jumonji domain containing 5 2.936 2.479 279.858 25.37 3.463 

3 
104,000,000 

KCNG3, potassium voltage-gated channel, subfamily G, 

member 3 

2.78 2.265 157.995 22.206 2.831 
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3 
135,000,000 

TAF1B, TATA box binding protein (TBP)-associated 

factor, RNA polymerase I, B, 63kDa 

3.397 3.167 268.768 30.061 3.16 

4 30,162,860 GOLSYN, Golgi-localized protein 2.681 2.134 134.974 12.008 3.491 

4 42,935,763 Pgcp, plasma glutamate carboxypeptidase 4.101 4.385 57.305 8.108 2.821 

4 56,001,017 CA2, carbonic anhydrase II 3.153 2.791 112.221 5.434 4.368 

4 58,083,402 ralyl, qq 2.637 2.078 55.574 5.241 3.407 

4 82,338,262 Penk, RALY RNA binding protein-like 2.592 2.02 311.042 40.894 2.927 

4 89,953,753 Dpt, RALY RNA binding protein-like 4.086 4.358 162.753 9.556 4.09 

4 92,525,116 Fam78b, family with sequence similarity 78, member B 3.202 2.865 86.337 10.286 3.069 

5 20,901,882 NEUROD4, neurogenic differentiation 4 2.843 2.35 112.221 7.071 3.988 

5 38,619,366 TBC1D15, TBC1 domain family, member 15 4.465 5.096 87.895 9.108 3.27 

5 46,605,396 IPO8, importin 8 3.335 3.069 139.089 19.185 2.858 

5 86,801,483 arl1, ADP-ribosylation factor-like 1 3.015 2.59 242.995 36.656 2.729 

6 
315,296 

DEF8, differentially expressed in FDCP 8 homolog 

(mouse) 

3.118 2.739 128.568 10.881 3.563 

6 9,049,319 CLEC3A, C-type lectin domain family 3, member A 2.924 2.461 57.705 7.278 2.987 

6 25,273,899 LRRC36, leucine rich repeat containing 36 4.132 4.444 63.016 5.175 3.606 

6 29,190,698 Tox3, TOX high mobility group box family member 3 3.345 3.085 182.221 27.526 2.727 

6 44,772,355 Numbl, numb homolog (Drosophila)-like 5.276 6.88 35.716 3.704 3.27 

6 106,000,000 CDH2, cadherin 2, type 1, N-cadherin (neuronal) 3.004 2.575 134.274 9.381 3.839 

6 127,000,000 Msh4, mutS homolog 4 (E. coli) 3.411 3.189 145.711 20.971 2.797 

6 134,000,000 serbp1, SERPINE1 mRNA binding protein 1 2.606 2.038 163.505 21.81 2.906 

7 57,988 Exoc2, exocyst complex component 2 3.545 3.406 90.216 7.77 3.537 
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7 
10,363,461 

SIRT5, sirtuin (silent mating type information regulation 

2 homolog) 5 (S. cerevisiae) 

2.816 2.313 141.958 12.413 3.516 

7 110,000,000 c14orf145, chromosome 14 open reading frame 145 4.958 6.147 60.189 5.106 3.559 

8 
4,045,551 

Sorcs2, sortilin-related VPS10 domain containing 

receptor 2 

2.618 2.053 254.337 19.622 3.696 

8 46,585,506 GUCY1A3, guanylate cyclase 1, soluble, alpha 3 3.476 3.293 84.1 7.267 3.533 

8 55,737,700 C4orf43, chromosome 4 open reading frame 43 3.451 3.253 46.911 6.175 2.925 

8 63,737,548 Prdm6, PR domain containing 6 3.795 3.831 58.758 6.884 3.094 

8 69,862,795 UBA6, ubiquitin-like modifier activating enzyme 6 4.582 5.338 93.979 11.616 3.016 

9 107,000,000 PCLO, piccolo (presynaptic cytomatrix protein) 3.661 3.6 118.437 14.333 3.047 

9 123,000,000 SNORD25, small nucleolar RNA, C/D box 25 3.346 3.086 233.063 23.04 3.339 

9 124,000,000 TPK1, thiamin pyrophosphokinase 1 2.926 2.464 204.379 12.111 4.077 

9 127,000,000 FASLG, Fas ligand (TNF superfamily, member 6) 2.897 2.424 71.3 6.442 3.468 

9 128,000,000 Prdx6, peroxiredoxin 6 3.532 3.385 223.153 21.13 3.401 

9 128,000,000 KLHL20, kelch-like 20 (Drosophila) 2.853 2.363 188.7 17.206 3.455 

9 130,000,000 Rfwd2, ring finger and WD repeat domain 2 3.477 3.295 152.053 7.511 4.34 

10 22,155,068 C1orf65, chromosome 1 open reading frame 65 3.229 2.906 55.442 5.86 3.242 

10 35,707,402 frmd3, FERM domain containing 3 2.903 2.432 198.395 27.987 2.826 

11 3,150,468 SHISA2, shisa homolog 2 (Xenopus laevis) 2.603 2.035 86.421 11.384 2.924 

11 4,199,956 rpl21, ribosomal protein L21 pseudogene 134;  2.681 2.134 64.589 7.802 3.049 

11 
13,421,683 

Trpc4, transient receptor potential cation channel, 

subfamily C, member 4 

2.856 2.368 295.674 31.646 3.224 

11 15,065,974 COG6, component of oligomeric golgi complex 6 3.777 3.8 41.253 4.198 3.297 
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11 15,683,821 foxo1, forkhead box O1 3.059 2.653 21.621 2.77 2.965 

11 17,974,307 kpna3, karyopherin alpha 3 (importin alpha 4) 3.368 3.121 134.6 15.04 3.162 

11 
53,387,048 

kctd12, potassium channel tetramerisation domain 

containing 12 

2.999 2.567 150.279 21.312 2.818 

12 55,779,488 ALOX15B, arachidonate 15-lipoxygenase, type B 2.803 2.296 152.874 7.511 4.347 

12 56,182,779 myh10, myosin, heavy chain 10, non-muscle 3.974 4.151 66.489 7.974 3.06 

13 137,000,000 LEPREL1, leprecan-like 1 2.6 2.031 108.474 11.921 3.186 

13 144,000,000 KIAA0226, KIAA0226 3.661 3.6 65.7 4.995 3.717 

13 

147,000,000 

sema5b, sema domain, seven thrombospondin repeats 

(type 1 and type 1-like), transmembrane domain 

(TM) and short cytoplasmic domain, 

(semaphorin) 5B 

3.098 2.71 129.916 8.783 3.887 

13 153,000,000 lsamp, limbic system-associated membrane protein 4.703 5.592 63.416 5.106 3.635 

13 167,000,000 Cep97, centrosomal protein 97kDa 3.714 3.69 80.584 11.714 2.782 

13 
188,000,000 

robo2, roundabout, axon guidance receptor, homolog 2 

(Drosophila) 

3.023 2.601 84.379 9.347 3.174 

13 206,000,000 SYNJ1, synaptojanin 1 3.106 2.722 213.626 10.73 4.315 

13 
208,000,000 

KCNE1, potassium voltage-gated channel, Isk-related 

family, member 1 

3.088 2.695 300.021 29.791 3.332 

13 
213,000,000 

PSMG1, proteasome (prosome, macropain) assembly 

chaperone 1 

3.014 2.589 299.905 37.979 2.981 

13 215,000,000 BACE2, beta-site APP-cleaving enzyme 2 2.616 2.051 391.553 41.172 3.249 

13 215,000,000 Tmprss2, transmembrane protease, serine 2 2.806 2.299 235.958 32.28 2.87 

13 216,000,000 PRDM15, PR domain containing 15 3.255 2.945 334.416 7.32 5.514 
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14 83,873,345 SAMD8, sterile alpha motif domain containing 8 3.082 2.687 61.068 5.209 3.551 

14 
85,364,156 

KCNMA1, potassium large conductance calcium-activated 

channel, subfamily M, alpha member 1 

4.803 5.805 53.726 1.619 5.052 

14 136,000,000 ABLIM1, actin binding LIM protein 1 2.696 2.154 250.958 24.892 3.334 

14 141,000,000 FAM45A, family with sequence similarity 45, member A 3.055 2.648 297.579 20.09 3.889 

14 141,000,000 Rgs10, regulator of G-protein signaling 10 3.269 2.967 148.053 16.566 3.16 

15 26,434,062 DDX18, DEAD (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) box polypeptide 18 3.568 3.443 135.084 10.098 3.742 

15 42,174,838 MCPH1, microcephalin 1 4.257 4.683 181.258 21.164 3.098 

15 72,763,780 DAPL1, death associated protein-like 1 4.849 5.906 86.453 4.725 4.194 

15 
75,317,945 

TANK, TRAF family member-associated NFKB 

activator 

2.679 2.132 163.763 14.384 3.509 

15 75,799,932 TBR1, T-box, brain, 1 5.15 6.585 81.026 3.357 4.593 

15 
76,801,240 

KCNH7, potassium voltage-gated channel, subfamily H 

(eag-related), member 7 

4.767 5.728 44.063 4.683 3.234 

15 79,336,915 Grb14, growth factor receptor-bound protein 14 4.426 5.017 55.826 5.503 3.343 

15 
80,439,065 

SCN2A, sodium channel, voltage-gated, type II, alpha 

subunit 

2.637 2.078 88.205 5.399 4.03 

15 
109,000,000 

Tmeff2, transmembrane protein with EGF-like and two 

follistatin-like domains 2 

2.839 2.345 228.153 22.164 3.364 

15 110,000,000 STK17B, serine/threonine kinase 17b 3.359 3.107 117.968 5.124 4.525 

15 112,000,000 ANKRD44, ankyrin repeat domain 44 3.224 2.899 110.221 8.243 3.741 

15 116,000,000 FAM126B, family with sequence similarity 126, member B 2.688 2.144 83.068 10.63 2.966 

15 117,000,000 cdk15, PFTAIRE protein kinase 2 4.635 5.448 79.247 1.765 5.489 
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15 153,000,000 HDAC4, histone deacetylase 4 2.841 2.347 196.605 20.468 3.264 

16 53,428,131 DRD1, dopamine receptor D1 2.631 2.07 22.716 3.249 2.806 

16 70,804,115 EBF1, early B-cell factor 1 2.892 2.417 204.532 10.061 4.345 

17 15,428,044 GPCPD1, hypothetical protein KIAA1434 3.12 2.742 254.511 17.521 3.861 

17 15,721,302 CHGB, chromogranin B (secretogranin 1) 3.813 3.863 178.784 18.899 3.242 

17 29,155,751 Pcsk2, proprotein convertase subtilisin/kexin type 2 3.968 4.14 207.879 29.812 2.802 

17 
58,666,542 

Pard6b, par-6 partitioning defective 6 homolog beta (C. 

elegans) 

2.954 2.503 233.726 29.193 3.001 

17 
59,673,812 

SNORA11, small nucleolar RNA, H/ACA box 11C 

(retrotransposed);  

2.585 2.012 354.563 41.987 3.078 

17 63,976,634 MC3R, melanocortin 3 receptor 3.688 3.645 379.521 40.733 3.22 

18 10,845,150 luc7l2, LUC7-like 2 (S. cerevisiae) 2.666 2.115 117.021 7.41 3.981 

18 11,453,061 SVOPL, SVOP-like 2.589 2.016 254.821 7.095 5.166 

18 53,090,551 NPY, neuropeptide Y 2.731 2.199 384.237 53.349 2.848 
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   본 연구는 인간이 동  들이고 종하는 과 에   

학  상에 한 탐구이다. 빙하  말인 개가 동 로써 

자연스럽게 인간 사회에 편입  이후로, 소, 닭, 돼지, 그리고 말  

들임 로써 인간 집단의 인구의 증가하며 도가 높 지고 

복잡다단해지는 사회가 뒷 침 었다. 가축화의 역사는 1만 로 

거슬로 라간다. 이때부  인간  다른 포 동 의 행동  

조 하거나 들이는 법  익 다. 역사 로 로마인  집단 

내에  견  여러 종 에 택과 생식  격리에 의해  

개체만  다룬 최 의 럽인 로 힌다.  후 에 이르러 
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럽에  극  가축의 개량인, 종의 역사가 시작 었다. 

들여진 동  인간이 하는 경 , 화 , 심미  특 에 

한 취향때 에 인 택의 지 를  고도로 균일한 외  

갖도록  동 의 그룹  이루며 이를 품종이라 한다. 이는 

진화시간 단 로써는 상 로 지극히 짧  간동  획득  

표 이다. 이 때 에 하나의 품종 로 나뉘는 고  질  가진 

집단이 해  집단의 에  두 가지 큰 변화가 일어난다. 

첫번째는  인구의 격한 감소 상이다. 이는 인간 사회에 

편입  한 까다로운 조건  만족하는 소 의 개체만이 에 

며, 의 멤버로부  해당 질  가진 후손이 종 어 

인구가 격히 증가하여 재의 집단  이루는 까닭이다.  다른 

한 가지는 품종이 공통 로 갖는 질이 집단에 고 어있는 

것처럼, 해당 질에 연   특질이 고 어있는 이다. 

한 동  들인 역사가 짧 때 에 이런 자 는 돌연변이 

 재조합 등에 의해  회손 지  로 보존 다. 라 , 이 

두 가진 조건  함께 고 하여 야생종과 가축의 특  품종의 

 다양 과 변이를 교함 로써 품종의 특이 인 질  

구 하는 자 를 탐지하고 해당 자의 능  분류함 로써 

들여진 자를 굴한다. 본 연구는 시퀀  이용하여 

체 역에 한 탐지를 행하 다. 특히, 이러한 근법  

종래에 에 한 연구가 쉽게 탐지하  어 운 질인 

산자   말의 경주주 능  등에 연  자 를 탐지하는 
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데 탁월한 능  보여주었다.  
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감사의 말  

 

1.7Ghz짜리 노트북 로 이  쓰고 있고, 폴로 우주  

달에 보내 주었던 컴퓨 보다 280  더 빠른 컴퓨 로 연구를 했다. 

이런 컴퓨 로 한 연구라면, 그러니까 이 만큼이나 워풀한 

컴퓨 라면 어도 목 까지 보낼만큼 근사한 연구가 어야 

할텐데, 막상 논  리하고나니 부끄럽다. 다행히도 많  이들의 

도움 로 논 의 모양새를 갖췄다.  

 리 로 곳부  더듬어보자면, 하늘 나라에 계신 

할 버지. 논 의 내용이 엇인지 모르실지라도,  류로 

철 어있더라도 손자의 논  면 논  한 나를 

해  진 로 뻐해주셨 리라. 그런 믿음  쉴 언덕이 

어 힘들때 지지 고 견 게 해주었다. 구에 계신 할 니  

부모님께 , 건강하시고,  한결같이 믿고 격 를 보내주신 것, 

역시 힘이 어주었다. 부모님  조그만 국 집  한다고 하더라도 

나를 믿고 격 를 보내주신다. 언 나처럼의 그러한 격  믿음이 

큰 힘이다.  

연구실에  언 나처럼 있어 , 그러니까 가족같  느낌의 

도움    분의 연구원들. 에게 는 를 향해 

돌진하는 용 를 웠고, 남 에게 는 사람들과의 화합  
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웠고, 강연경 에게 는 를 해결의 이상 로 요한 교훈  

웠다. 경모 사에게게  연구를 하는 자 를 웠다. 그리고 

희 사님과 이보  사님 두 분껜 여쭙고 스커션하며 

생각  다듬어주었다. 한, 두 분의 존재 그 자리에 계신것만 로 

든든하고, 힘이 어주었다. 96 동 들, , 상구, 원철이 덕분에 

외롭지 았다.  

그리고 연구실원들, 태헌이를 롯한 다 이, 규원이 , 종 이, 

우리, 동 이, 미, 원이, 민이, 주, 연이, 이들에게  

직간 로 도움  았고, 본인들이 모를 움  나는 얻었다. 

이들에게  더 많이 주고, 더 많이 지 못해 못내 쉽다. 내 

능 이 모자라 해야할 일  하 에만도 시간이 부족하여, 이들과 

잔  울일 시간  내지 못한 까닭에 쉬움이 크다.  

언 가 메일  보낸것  억해주시고,  조언  많이 해주신 

 교 님께 감사드린다. 자료를 분 할 재료  회를 주신 

태헌 연구 님께 감사드린다. 심사때, 고 게 생각고 

해야만 겨우 답할 있는 질  던지신 하종규 교 님, 

당신의 질  앞 로의 화두로 갖고 가겠습니다. 지하게 처리한 

허  인자한 미소 함께 가르쳐주신 희  생님께 감사드린다. 

학 에 한 확신  갖게 해주신, 그리하여 학원에 지원하도록 

해주신 일 생님께 감사드린다. , 모자라는 학생  

보살펴주신 한재용 생님께 감사드린다. 

그리고, 지도교 님께  가르침의 내용  하나  다 
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열거하자면 논 의 두께는 지 의 두 가 지도 모르겠다. 록 

모자라고 두리 실하더라도, 감사의 인사를 남 고자 한다. 

당신께  나의 게 름과 어 함  고 신 한 것이라 감싸주시고, 

심약약하고 우 부분함  심하고 이 많  것이라 여겨주셨다. 

, 당신께  삼 과 같  뜻함 로,  사자  같  

움 로,  스티  잡스  같  의 로,  이웃집 

 같  자상함 로,  핵주  타이슨과 같  난폭함 로, 

 공자  같  가르침 로,  인슈타인과 같  천재 로, 

 보같  의 스러움 로,  라카미 하루키  같  

감 로, 언 나, 깨어도 깨어도 새롭게 생 는 자의 

어리 음  깨우쳐주셨다. 말하자면, 상의 멘토가 할  있는 

모든 것  나는 았다. 상의 다양한 가르침의 로부  

액 스를 한 데 모  를  것과도 같  느낌이다. 1만개겁의 

인연이라는, 100 마다 나타는 의 부드러운 치맛자락 로 큰 

 하나가 다 달 없어지는 데 걸리는 시간이 1겁이라는데, 이 

인연에 한 고마움  표 하 에 내 언어는 없이 모자란다. 

때 에, 지 까지의 움  가슴에 품고 어떤 식 로든 앞 로 

구체 로 실천함 로써 사회에 환원하고 베풀며 갚 나가야 

하리라. 그리고, 우둔함  부지런함 로 워나가겠습니다. 

마지막 로, 고도 가까운, 말하자면 지구  달의 계처럼, 

학 로 지만 언 나처럼 그곳에 있는 가까움 로, 내가 삶의 

심  잃지 도록 한결같이 내 곁에 있어  특 이가 없었다면, 
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나는 논  마 리하 는 커녕, 우주를 떠돌다 목 같  거 한 

행 의 에 이끌  끝내 거  행 의 표면에 충돌해 , 잠깐 

동  모래 지를 일 키고 사라 버릴 달이 었 리라. 당신께 

하늘의 별  모두 모 다, 특별한 요리를 해주고 싶다.  

구체 로 자면 끝이없  것같  로 표 하 도 

했지만, 주변의 생님들 그리고  동료의 분에 치는 사랑에 

어 지 의 자리에 있다. 게다가, 여 에 이름  남 지  

이들과 과거 자들까지, 많  이들의 도움 로 논 의 모양새를 

갖추었다. 나의 주 에 당치도 는 복이다. 이 감사드린다. 

그러니, 만에 하나 논 에 하나라도 류가 있다면, 그것  

로 나의 지  게 름에 인하는 것임  어둔다. 
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